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Abstract 

This study aims to seek what and how culture-related contents are represented 

and introduced in English learning materials. Two best-selling English learning 

magazines targeting at basic-level English learners are selected—“Let’s Talk in 

English” and “ABC Interactive English Magazine”. Through integrating and 

re-categorizing the classification of cultural themes developed by Fleewelling (1994), 

Pesola (1991), Robinson (1982), and Chen (2002), the study creates a new system to 

classify different culture-related topics. Combining with textual analysis, the study 

examines the forms used to show culture-related topics, the representation of different 

cultural themes, and the balance of introducing different cultures. Moreover, the 

similarities and differences in terms of the way both English learning magazines 

represent cultural themes are addressed.   

  The result shows that informative text, contextualized practice, vocabulary, and 

pictures are forms commonly used by both magazines. In Let’s Talk in English (LTE), 

various forms are adopted in introducing the same topic; while ABC Interactive 

English Magazine (ABC) uses only one form on each topic. Both magazines include 

big C themes, i.e. politics, economy, and literature and small c themes such as 

celebration of holidays and traveling. However, LTE uses examples concerning 

American lifestyles to illustrate these themes, whereas ABC combines more different 

foreign and local cultures in representing culture-related topics. The findings also 

suggest the diversity and immediacy of English learning magazines on the 

representation of culture-related topics. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

1.1 Research Background 

Language is inseparable from culture (Atkinson, 1999; Diaz & Botnton, 1995; Heiman, 

1994) and it is an integral part of a culture (Flewellings 1994; Kramsch, 1981& 1993; 

Schleppegrell, 1995). In other words, language and culture are interrelated and 

interdependent. By the same token, language learning is often seen as culture learning 

(Bex, 1994; Shanahan, 1998). In addition to the four elements of foreign language 

learning: listening, speaking, reading, and writing, culture is the fifth element. Therefore, 

foreign language learning should include the culture context since the language “is 

always learned in a context of understanding the people of another culture” (Brown, 

1994). Namely, linguistic competence for cross-cultural communication can be achieved 

only if the teaching of language is carried out in the context of the foreign culture.  

According to the British Council, it is estimated that over 1 billion people are 

currently learning English worldwide. In Taiwan, learning English is popular among not 

only adults but children. This phenomenon is called English Fever, the overwhelming 

desire to learn English, and as the earliest age as possible. Many young children begin 

learning English in their first grade or even kindergarten. The statistics showed that 

there are estimated 63% of parents arrange their children to the kindergarten with 

English teaching, and 77% parents agree that government should advance the time of 

learning English to kindergarten in order to help kids learn English as soon as possible

（Chang, Chang, and Lin，2001）. Moreover, according to the Ministry of Education 

(MOE), in the past decade, the number of cram schools in Taiwan increased from 1800 

to 11555, and most of them are crams schools for language learning, and civil service 

examination preparation（HiNet news network，2004a）.Besides, in order to adapt to the 

trend of globalization and increasing intercultural communication and business, the 

 1
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foreign language teaching policy started to put emphasis on communicative competence, 

interdisciplinary integration, and implementation of culture in foreign language teaching 

in 1998. Moreover, MOE released goals for Nine-Year Integrated Curriculum. There are 

three major goals concerning English language teaching in primary and junior high 

school: to help students obtain basic English communication skills, cultivate correct 

learning interests and attitudes, and learn more about foreign and domestic culture and 

customs. Obviously, the third goal put emphasis on the role of culture in language 

teaching and learning. To focus specifically on elementary education level, that is, from 

first to sixth grade, MOE listed some teaching guidelines: to teach students to 

understand Chinese and foreign culture, to understand social politeness, and to 

appreciate and accept different cultural insights. “Foreign culture”, here, refers to 

knowing foreign holidays and customs, understanding English expression of domestic 

major holidays, knowing international etiquette and decorum (Chen& Chien, 2003, pp. 

274). The implementation of language teaching policy showed that, in Taiwan, language 

teaching should include not only communicative competence but culture awareness.  

As mentioned above, in the Nine-Year Integrated Curriculum, one of the basic 

capabilities is to learn the local and foreign culture and the view of world, so “culture 

themes” in foreign language teaching is significantly important. With the increasing 

notice and promotion of children’s English learning, the role of culture in English 

learning material should be closely examined and analyzed. The purpose of this present 

research is to seek how culture themes are represented in English materials between two 

different English learning magazines. Hopefully, the result of this thesis can help both 

English material publishers to develop good contents for children and teachers to make 

the best use of the teaching materials.  
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1.2 Research Objectives and Questions 

The Significance of the Present Study 

Most literature focused on how to use cultural content and teaching to improve students 

linguistic proficiency (Atkinson, 1999; Lin, 2005; Mantle-Bromley, 1993; Yu, 2006) 

and English and culture learning focus more on Anglo-American culture (Yu, 2006; Lin, 

2000; Lin 2005; Chuang, 2002). Little attention was paid to the representation of 

cultural themes in English learning materials especially magazines.  

Therefore, this study aims to focus on how English learning materials help students 

understand and interpret different cultures. Through the instruction from coursebooks, 

how can it improve students’ worldview, eliminate incorrect stereotype concerning 

different cultures, and apply appropriate communication, i.e., conquer the obstacle of 

intercultural miscommunication for students.  

Magazines are tools to communicate knowledge, broadcast ideas, and help 

improve society. Lin (1984) claimed that magazines are indices of the society. They 

reflect contemporary lifestyle and worldview. In the present study, the researcher choose 

English learning magazines to analyze because English learning magazines share a high 

rate of market occupation in magazine publishing industry. According to Lin (2000), the 

numbers of English learning magazines in Taiwan have been rapidly increased since 

1999. There are more than twenty different English sold in bookstores, which are 

English learning magazines including children English learning magazines, GEPT 

(General English Proficiency Test) preparation magazines, and reading comprehension 

practice English magazines.  

In the study, two English learning magazines, “Let’s Talk in English” and “ABC 

Interactive English Magazines”, are selected as English learning materials to be 

examined. Both magazines were awarded thirty-one times as outstanding publishing by 

 3
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Government Information Office and shared high market rate in magazine industry. 

Ultimately, the result can help foreign language course designers, English learning 

material writers, and teachers, those who decide what culture means and what aspects of 

particular culture to present in the class to improve the current situation. For language 

teachers, they can decide what English learning magazines to choose as good 

supplementary teaching aids; publishers to reexamine whether the culture-related text is 

useful, appropriated, and informative.    

Research Questions 

This study seeks to answer the following two questions by analyzing the texts of 

English learning materials. English materials, here, refer to English magazines for upper 

grade of elementary students and basic level of English learners. They are:  

1. In which form is “culture” presented and portrayed (pictures, articles, stories, songs, 

dialogues, vocabulary) in English materials?  

2. What culture themes are introduced in magazines?  

3. In the text, besides American and English cultures, are there any other cultures being 

presented? Is the language used to introduce different cultures appropriate and 

neutral? 
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1-3 Definition of Terms 

Culture-related content: Topics and issues that are related to culture. To be specific, 

description and comments toward different countries/cultures, a single sentence with a 

country name or its language, vocabulary about different countries/ cities/ measurement 

unit/ exotic food, pictures or illustrations of a place or race of people are all defined as 

culture-related contents.   

 

Representation: Representation means to create meaning to the world around us 

(Sturken, 2001) by system of presentation such as visual media or language. We can use 

words, stories, and images to represent concepts and objects. In this study, the 

representation of culture refers to the words the authors used, the images they produced, 

and the way they classified and conceptualized culture-related contents in English 

learning magazines for basic level English learners. 

 

Textual Analysis: Textual analysis, can also be called as text analysis, is a qualitative 

research method that focuses on “interpretation toward the characteristics of a recorded 

or visual message” (Frey et al. 1979). Through textual analysis, readers can understand 

how and what contents are presented, and find out the “historic and cultural context” 

and background (Patton, 2002) when the text is created.  

 

English Leaning Magazines: English learning magazines, in the present study, refer to 

monthly magazines targeting at English learning and English-related examination such 

as GPET and TOEFL preparation in Taiwan. The study focuses on two English learning 

magazines targeting at GEPT basic-level English learner—“Let’s Talk in English” and 

“ABC Interactive English magazine”.  

 5
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Chapter 2 Literature Review 

 In the chapter, the researcher will first examine from the relationship between 

language and culture to culture teaching/learning. Then, the researcher will focus on the 

link between English and culture teaching/learning. Finally, the researcher will look into 

culture themes in English learning materials and the development of English learning 

magazines in Taiwan. 

2.1 Language and Culture 

Language and culture have been discussed and defined throughout history. It is no 

denying that language is part of culture, and culture plays a very important role in 

language. In the following section, the definition and statement concerning culture, and 

theories and application related to culture will be addressed. 

2.1.1 Culture and Communication 

According to Adoni and Mane (1984, cited in Sun, 1996), agenda and topics selected by 

media will influence the way people form the concept toward different cultures; 

therefore, the concept and symbols constructed by media will influence individual’s 

belief and understanding on the truth. Moreover, people tend to be influenced more by 

media on issues occurred in remote countries, for example, their concepts of worldviews 

and cultural values. Lee (1984) explained that communication media has great effect on 

media users by using Social-cultural Model. The media would broadcast message that 

tries to construct certain social fact and provide people a worldview; as time goes by, 

people may rely on the “frame of reference” provided by media to interpret and clarify 

social phenomena and facts.  

The previous literature indicates that media has great influences on people’s 

perception toward different cultures or worldview. Furthermore, from the message 

which media sets to broadcast and communicate, readers or audience may rely on media 

 6
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to judge and interpret different cultures. Many researches state the importance of media 

and learning (Chang, 2000; Chiang, 2004). Through different media channel, learning 

can take place anytime and anywhere instead of limiting to a certain “classroom”. In 

other words, through different media channels, learning can be enhanced and extended 

to almost everywhere, helping learners reach information and knowledge they look for.  

Magazine belongs to static and semiotic learning media channel; therefore, by 

reading and understanding the text and pictures, learners can acquire the knowledge. 

Unlike animated audio and visual learning media such as television, magazine conveys 

the information without being interfered by the conflict between audio symbols and 

visual symbols. In addition, magazine has the quality of reflecting the contemporary 

trend and value systems, and magazine is easily accessible to learners. In this research, 

the researcher focuses on the description and interpretation of communication message 

which is defined as contents and pictures related to different cultures and countries. In 

order to combine learning, in other words, education and communication, the research 

expects to select a media channel which is highly related to learning. Among newspaper, 

magazines, TV programs, and online information, the communication channel in the 

present research is decided to be magazines; to be more specific, English learning 

magazines. 

Previous researches on magazines focus on the role of fashion (Chou Teng, 2006; 

Chang, 2006), gender (Weng, 2008; Lai, 1993), and nation images (Kuo, 2009). For 

example, in Chou Teng (2006)’s study, she examined Taiwanese women’s fashion 

magazines, and compared the market structure for international, local, and Japanese 

women’s fashion magazines. Focusing on the issue of readers’ gender differences, Weng 

(2009) conducted in-depth interviews to study the interpretations and viewpoints on the 

magazines—FHM by different genders. The result showed that no matter what gender 

the participants belong to, they feel happy when they see nude pictures. To observe 

 7
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solely on the development of females’ role, Lai (1993) researched on the relationship 

between women’s magazine and women’s value change, and found that the 

development of women’s values was from a more conservative to a more open and 

various level shown in women’s magazines. In the field of politics and nation images, 

Kuo (2009) examined two international magazines---“Time” and “The Economist” on 

the coverage of reporting how China hosted the Beijing Olympic Games by using both 

qualitative and quantitative research methods. The result show that Time magazine 

reported China’s images on hosting the Olympic Games positively, especially on 

“economics”, “environment”, “technology”, and “culture and leisure” compared with 

The Economist magazine.  

 The issues and topics represented in magazines vary in different types of 

magazines. Therefore, the type and specialty of magazines play a key role in selecting 

the topics. In Taiwan, magazines can be classified into seven categories: economy, news, 

technology, language teaching and learning, leisure activity and travel, fashion, and 

history and art (statistics from Kingstone, 2001). From previous researches, when it 

talks about gender roles and gender differences, researchers would select fashion 

magazines while researchers would choose news magazines to study politics and nation 

images. Studies English learning magazines mostly focus on the readers’ motivation and 

gratification (Tian, 1991), and how English learning magazines improve English 

proficiency. However, the relationship between cultures and communication represented 

in magazines is not a common and popular topic, let alone researches on cultures and 

communication in English learning magazines. However, in this study, the researcher 

intends to examine the message from English teaching media, that is, English learning 

magazines, and tries to understand how different cultures and culture-related topics are 

introduced in the text.  
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Representation of Culture 

According to Oxford English Dictionary, to represent means to describe or depict 

something, to call it up in mind by description or portrayal or imagination; to place 

alikeness of it before use in our mind or in the senses; it also means to symbolize, stand 

for, to be a specimen of, or to substitute for. Namely, representation refers to create 

meaning about the world around us (Sturken, 2001). Through system of presentation 

such as language and visual media, we can use words and images to understand, 

describe, and define the world as we see it.  

Stuart Hall (1997) specified “represent” by explaining “We give things meaning by 

how we represent them--- the words we use about them, the stories we tell about them, 

the images of them we produce, the emotions we associate with them, the way we 

classify and conceptualize them, the values we place on them”. Language is a common 

way to represent the world we know since it “is one of the ‘media’ through which 

thoughts, ideas, and feelings, are represented in culture”. In other words, representation 

connects meaning and language to culture and “representation through language is 

therefore central to the processes by which meaning is produced” (Hall, 1997).  

The Classification and Representation of Culture 

The most common way to explain culture is to categorize it into “culture with a 

capital C” and “culture with a small c”. Culture with a capital C is in forms of the 

cinema, music (whether serious or popular) and, above all, literature—the study of 

which often to be one of the main reasons for language teaching. Culture with a big C 

requires some knowledge of the formal institutions such as social, political, economic, 

history, fine arts, literature, and elite culture which has much to do with past (Chuang, 

2002). Culture with a small c is closely related to the organization and nature of family, 

of home life, of interpersonal relations, material conditions, work and leisure, customs 

 9
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and institutions. Therefore, it is a vast area from which only salient points can ever be 

selected. To be specific, “housing, clothing, food, tools, transportation, and all the 

patterns of behavior” are included in culture with small c (Chastain, 1988; Moore, 1995); 

it is “a nation’s contemporary life” (Morain, 1988).  

Other than the general classification of culture, many sociologists and 

anthropologists claim it is difficult and complicated to give culture a complete definition, 

however, we can get to know it through examining some elements culture possesses. 

Some claimed that “culture includes the background knowledge, social skills, and 

paralinguistic skills, and mastery of the language code, make possible successful 

communication (Adaaskou, Britten, Fashi,1990), “culture involves socially acquired 

knowledge” (Alptekin, 1993), and culture means “the totality of socially transmitted 

behavior patterns, arts, beliefs, institutions, and all other products of human work and 

thought characteristics of a community or population” (Chuang, 2002). Besides, culture 

is highly related to communication. Samovar, Porter, and Jain (1981) viewed culture as 

the foundation of communication because culture is not just decrees about who talks to 

whom, about what, and how in various contexts and situations, it also influences how 

the messages are interpreted.  

Adaaskou, Britten, and Fashi (1990) categorized culture into four dimensions: 

aesthetic sense, sociological sense, semantic sense, and pragmatic or sociolinguistic 

sense. Along with other language ability, for example, the ability to conform to norms of 

politeness, and different learners’ culture including taboo avoidance, makes culture a 

complete state. To sum up, culture is highly society-related and it requires adapting to 

the influence from society so that people can make progress on the ability to 

communicate and to understand others.  

Brooks (1968) defined that “culture refers to the individual’s role in the unending 

kaleidoscope of life situations of every kind and the rules and models for attitude and 

 10
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conduct in them. By reference to these models, every human being, from infancy 

onward, justifies the world to himself as the best he can, associates with those around 

him, and related to the social order to which he is attached”. Therefore, culture is a 

“sharing process; no individual can create culture by himself (pp.211)”. Moreover, he 

classified culture into two categories: formal culture and deep culture. Formal culture 

“defines the individual’s relationship to the refinement in thought, action, and 

surroundings of culture”; meanwhile, deep culture “is slow, persistent, lifelong process 

that begins in infancy (Brooks, 1968).  

Hammerly (1982) classified culture into three categories: information or factual 

culture, behavioral culture, and achievement or accomplishment culture. Information or 

factual culture includes information that an average speaker of the target language 

would know about the society. Behavioral culture refers to actual behaviors in various 

situations, and it involves situational conversations and proper way of expression. 

Achievement or accomplishment culture is artistic and literary accomplishments related 

to the target language like arts, music, and literature.  

Similarly, Robinson (1985) divided culture into three interlinked categories: 

products, ideas, and behaviors. They overlap and affect one another. Products include 

literature, folklore, art, music, artifacts. Behaviors mean customs, habits, dress, foods, 

and leisure ways shared in the culture; while ideas include beliefs, values, and 

institutions.  

Culture can be represented in different occasion with various forms, such as 

intercultural context. Intercultural means the meeting of two languages and two cultures 

across political boundaries of nation-states and the communication between people from 

different ethic, social, gendered cultures within the boundaries of the same nation. 

Derived from intercultural, “interculturality” is an education objective connected to 

culture and communication. It’s an active participation in communication helped by 

 11
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critical awareness and analysis and motivated by the appreciation of diversity as the 

foundation of society (Lin, 2005). With the aforementioned definition and classification 

of culture, they indicated that culture is highly related to social activities and 

communication skills, and above all, language. 

 In order to understand the mechanism and operation of representation, researchers 

should not only uncover its hidden stereotype and myth in text but examine in detail the 

representation style and techniques (Hsu, 2002). Therefore, in order to understand the 

representation of culture, the present study would focus on exploring the discourse 

structure, format, genre, and style in English learning magazines.  

 

2.1.2 Culture Teaching and Learning 

Development of Culture Teaching/History 

The core of culture teaching changes from culture specific to general, from 

stereotypes to generalization, from absolute to variations, and from distinction to 

integration. From 1950s to early 1960s, big C/ high culture, the highest intellectual 

attainment in foreign language classroom pertaining to culture instruction, is the focus. 

During late 1960s, small c/popular culture, people’s ways of living, behaviors on 

different occasions, beliefs, customs, educations, becomes the main theme. From 1970s 

to 1980s, it is known as socio-linguistic decades, and schools adopt integrate approach 

toward language and competence in culture teaching, strengthening and revising the 

theory of integration of culture teaching. Recently, integration of language and culture is 

the focus. The current literature emphasizes culture as the context for authentic 

language instruction (Grittner 1996). 
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Culture Teaching Strategies 

Culture learning is a process of the development of cross-cultural communicative 

skills and cross-cultural awareness, that is, understanding of the ways of another people 

(Chuang, 2002). Language and culture interact (Brown, 1980, pp. 142), so culture 

learning takes place as an integral part of language learning. Culture learning was to 

understand the nature of acculturation, culture shock, social distance that one must be 

aware of. Language learning is a process of adjustment to a new culture. It means that 

learning to find the gap between the patterns of the native culture and that of the target 

language culture. 

In Adaaskou, Britten, and Fashi’s (1990) research on the cultural context of a 

secondary English course for Morocco, they found that secondary learners are more 

motivated to learn English when it is presented in contexts that relate its use realistically 

to their lives as young adults in Morocco. So they suggested that “English should be 

used in textbooks with situations only in contexts in which it might plausibly be used in 

real life and not between locals in the absence of foreigners”. In other words, culture 

teaching should include both native culture and foreign culture so that it is highly 

relevant to students’ real life and real context of communication.  

Mantel-Bromley (1993) suggested that teaching culture should begin with finding 

the similarities between target culture and native culture and then compare and contrast 

the differences. While comparing differences, teachers “need to prepare students to 

acknowledge and accept the differences that exist”. Lafayette (1978) provided 

guidelines for English teachers to teach culture in the classroom are as follows: 

presenting cultural topics in thematic units, integrating all the 4 skills in teaching culture, 

grouping vocabulary into culture-related clusters, teaching vocabulary in the context of 

the culture, integrating culture in grammar-practice activities, and using small-group 
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techniques such as discussions or role-plays to teach culture. Yo (2007) adopted 

qualitative research method and conducted questionnaires through e-mail to 151 public 

elementary schools at 12 administrative districts in Taipei City. In her study, English 

teachers agreed that English materials with rich and diversified contents should be the 

priority. Most of them believe that to use authentic materials such as slides, DVDs, 

films, and to participate in authentic culture events are the most effective strategies.  

Moran (2001) claimed a specific framework for learning/teaching culture including 

different contents, learning outcomes, learning activities and teacher roles for the four 

knowings; they are: knowing how, knowing about what, knowing why, and knowing 

oneself. Spinelli(1985) promoted to “integrate the culture and language teaching in 

curricula. Meaningful learning occurred through the contextualized activities. i.e. 

currency exchange, time expression”. 

Chuang (2002) suggested that teachers introduce students to linguistic and cultural 

items, have students interpret these linguistic and cultural phenomena, ask students to 

formulate linguistic and cultural concepts as a way to organize knowledge, and identify 

values and finally assist students to develop appropriate ways of responding in different 

cultural situations. Hsieh (1995) disclosed his experience on how to teach culture 

among college students. The teaching of the cultural information should be presented 

into every aspect in the whole teaching process, including textbook design and 

vocabulary building. There are three principles to promote: explanation on culture is 

required, i.e., each text should be followed by explanations and footnotes on cultural 

themes. Include exercises on culture by teaching, reviewing, and practicing. Add 

activities on culture after class, for example, interview with foreigners, read magazine, 

see movies, videotapes, and slides shows. Besides, Chuang (2002) and Lin (2004) many 

culture teaching activities listed as below: 
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(1). Comparison and contrast: This approach emphasizes on comparing cultural 

differences between native and foreign culture (Chuang, 2002). Kramsch (1993) 

also claimed that by comparing the two cultures can learners construct their own 

meanings, thus establishing “sphere of interculturality”. 

(2). Cultural assimilator: When conducting cultural assimilator activity, learners are 

provided with “a written description of a cross-cultural encounter which engenders 

confusion or out-right hostility in the participants (Li, 1994, pp 194). Then, provide 

students with three or four reasonable explanations to choose the most appropriate 

response from.  

(3). Culture capsule: Culture capsules use materials such as lecture notes, visuals and 

realia to teach students “small c culture”, and it provides a “real life” situation. The 

cultural elements which are particularly difficult for outsides to understand based on 

their life experiences should be the focus of the difference (Li, 2004). Zheng (2006) 

further explained that cultural capsules can be posters, photographs, pictures, books, 

artifacts, music and various objects that represent the target culture. Use the “seeing 

is believing” strategy to motivate learners. A series of three or four culture capsules 

and a summarizing activity consist of a culture cluster. The use of culture cluster can 

help learners gain “interests toward a certain topic” and “lead to a multi-faceted 

understanding of the culture”. 

(4). Cartoon/cultoon: Chen (2003) advocated that comic strips and cartoon are good 

media to convey abstract ideas and values and they are easily accessible starting 

points. Cultoon is a hybrid of culture and cartoon; it is used to teach “visual aspects 

of culture” through a one-picture cartoon implying cultural misunderstanding.  

(5). Mini-drama/ mini-skit and role playing: It can be a short scene representing a 

cross- cultural misunderstanding. The objective is to arouse awareness of the 

cross-cultural misunderstanding and make students to put themselves in the shoe of 
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foreign person (Chuang, 2002). Moreover, Donahue and Parsons (1982) pointed out 

that the use of role playing helps students overcome cultural fatigue and use 

appropriate verbal and nonverbal messages in specific socio-linguistic settings. 

(6). Folklore and folktale: Folklore and folktale are an important part of a people’s 

total culture. They reflect the customs and beliefs of people’s culture for many 

centuries. By using easy reading materials, folklore and folktale can shed a great 

light on many aspects of life.  

(7). Celebrating foreign festivals: Celebrating foreign holidays such as Halloween, 

Thanksgiving, and Christmas can give learners ‘opportunity to experience the 

foreign culture at the happiest time (Chuang, 2002). Meanwhile, “the teacher can 

provide students some related cultural knowledge such as festival food, drink, 

costumes, and songs (Wylie, 1988).   

(8).Visual aids/ photographs, and realia: By using visual aids, “students can identify 

what they see, recognize the messages delivered and speculate the facts they 

observed” (Lin, 2005).Among all kinds of visual aids, photographs serve an 

important role in illustrating ideas and culture. Sarkar (1978) stated that 

“photographs can serve as a vehicle for the introduction of selected thinking skills 

and impart a heightened awareness of the culture aspects of the scene depicted as 

well as of the learners’ own environment”.  

 (9). E-mails or letters exchange: E-mails and letters exchanged with foreigners can 

bring language learning and culture learning to a personal dimension. Previous 

researches showed that using technology to connect nonnative with native English 

speakers has been successful (Kappus, 1996).  

(10). Newspaper and magazines: Cultural materials can be drawn from almost any 

items of a newspaper or magazine, such as ports pages, weather reports, 

advertisements, comics, and pictures. In other words, newspaper and magazines are 
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up-to-date sources of information, they “convey many aspects of culture which 

normally do not appear in a textbook” (Chuang, 2002). According to Delamere 

(1982), magazines and newspaper “serve for comparison of the socio-cultural 

changes in the target society”.  

 

In addition to these culture activities, audio-motor unit, folksong, nursery rhymes, 

short presentation (Chuang, 2002) can be included to guide students understand foreign 

culture through concrete culture products. Hirsch (1987) provides ways of representing 

cultural topics: Nursery rhymes, popular songs, proverbs, puns, similes, idioms, sayings, 

clichés, folktales, well-known characters, important historical events, etc.  

The sequence of culture teaching is a noteworthy discussing issue. In the 

approaches developed both by Damen (1987) and Crawford-Lange & Lange (1984), 

analysis of first culture (C1) is postponed until after all students perceive a cultural 

behavior from second culture (C2). However, Arries (1994) presented the reverse order; 

he argued that understanding of C1 should come earlier than acquisition of C2.  

However, questions like should the language class concern itself with language 

proper and postpone cultural matters until the student has greater maturity and greater 

language competence will be raised. Brooks (1968) presented the following statement: 

If the right things have been done in the basic course, find an added dimension of 

cultural significance in the stories he reads. He will find cultural values reflected in 

what the author chooses to talk about, to have his characters say and do, to have the 

reader understand, infer, and reflect to in his presentation. 

As we can see, the sequence of teaching culture is not a problem; instead, the 

ability to figure out the added dimension of cultural significance is more essential.  
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Objectives of Culture Teaching and Learning 

With the increasing attention to the importance of culture teaching, some scholars 

provided practical and multi-dimensional objectives of culture teaching. Yu (2006) 

listed five objectives to teach culture in EFL classroom: to gain “culture awareness”, 

“command of etiquette”, “understanding of outward culture differences”, 

“understanding of culture values”, and the ability to “analyze the target culture”. Culture 

awareness includes the knowledge toward geographical and parameters of the target 

culture, contribution of the target culture (Valette, 1977), differences in way-of-life 

patterns (Seelye, 1991; Lafayette 1976; Valette, 1977), differences in values and 

attitudes (Valette, 1977), and attitudes toward other cultures (Seelye, 1991; Valette, 

1977). It is awareness that we are affected in our in actions by culture. 

(Kubanek-German, 2000:50). To know the command of etiquette means not only to gain 

the knowledge of etiquette (Valette, 1977) but to acquire the ability to adopt patterns of 

etiquette( Seelye, 1991; Valette, 1977). To understand the outward culture differences 

means to know unfamiliar conventions, linguistic cultural referents (Valette, 1977), and 

try to perform appropriately according to unfamiliar conventions (Seelye,1991; 

Lafayette, 1976; Valette, 1977); in addition, to understand culture values refers to the 

ability to interpret behaviors of members of target and native cultures (Valette, 1977). 

Analysis of the target culture means to apply different approaches, such as the semiotic 

approach (Beauijour and Ehrmann, 1967), the thematic approach (Nostrand, 1967), the 

contextual approach (Santoni, 1976) to an unfamiliar culture model.  

In general, the ultimate goal of culture teaching is to “help students achieve a better 

understanding of target culture, and the ability generalize from knowledge of specifics 

to an increased understanding of how culture pervades all aspects of human behavior – 

how it influences all peoples’ perspectives, beliefs, values, and actions” 
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(Mantle-Bromley, 1993).  

Divergent Views on Cultural Teaching  

According to Adaakou, Brittenm Fashi (1990), to include cultural elements in 

foreign language learning is important because of the following five reasons:  

First, to foster international understanding and counter negative stereotypes and other 

prejudice (Seelye, 1974); second, to encourage the learners to compare their own and 

the foreign culture and arrive thus at a better understanding and appreciation of their 

own (Byram, 1986:323); third, to facilitate the learners’ possible future visits to the 

foreign countries concerned or contacts with people from them; fourth, to integrate the 

language to the language course in an interdisciplinary, thematic curriculum; finally, to 

motivate the learners to hold a common point of view in British and America 

(Courtillon, 1984: 51).  

Martin’s (1993) study on intermediate level language learners’ views about 

contribution of literacy and cultural content to language learning showed that while 

learning vocabulary and studying culture were seen by most to be likely to contribute to 

oral proficiency, grammar study. In other words, intermediate second language learning 

students in college agreed that the literacy and cultural content would contribute to 

achievement of their linguistic goal, in particular those related to proficiency in the four 

skills of speaking, listening, reading, and writing. 

With additional culture inputs, learning culture information may motivate students 

to learn language. Chastain (1971) claimed that “explaining cultural aspects of the 

language would benefit the students’ understanding towards the real sound, people, and 

places”. Therefore, background knowledge of the culture can help learners to 

communicate effectively. Yu’s (2006) study on teaching one of the culture themes-- 

holiday festivals to junior high school students in English as Foreign Language (EFL) 
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Classroom showed that after taking the courses, most of the subjects are willing to know 

more about Western culture and people, so it is revealed that the long-term influences 

brought by festival learning are produced and the learners are highly motivated. 

In Lin’s (2000) study on the design and development of a situated asynchronous 

courseware for English on study abroad found out that most of English learners think it 

necessary to have culture learning courses. Seventy-three percent of interviewees 

considered that understanding and communicating with foreigners of different culture is 

the most difficult part in language use. Besides, sixty percent of interviewees are 

interested in learning culture-related knowledge and content and think it important to 

know more about foreign culture. Danison (2000, pp. 96) claimed that the study of 

culture is not merely the study of foreign ways. It is the study of the patterns of life that 

evolve as societies strive to meet universal challenges. 

Chang (2004) claimed the necessity of language teaching in FL with the following 

three reasons: First of all, language is a particular and essential composite of culture. 

Second, language and culture are systematically linked and closely intertwine with each 

other. Third, language would be understood improperly without cultural knowledge 

inlaid in it. 

The familiarity with cultures is part of language competence. Knowledge of 

linguistic features of a language is seen as inefficient for learning the language; it must 

be combined with knowledge of the culture of the target language (Jacobs, 1989) 

Teachers should help students develop positive attitudes or, at least, empathy toward 

native speakers of the target language (Morgan, 1993). Besides, activity for introducing 

culture in foreign language class can stimulate interests in foreign language learning. 

Cultural materials provide many topics of personal interest to a student, thereby 

increasing motivation. 

Shih (1987) claimed that language is not only a communicative vehicle but an 
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important means to demonstrate the culture of a people. The characteristics of language 

thus represent the characteristics of the society, the culture, and the lifestyles of this 

station.” She concluded that the ability to cope with cultural differences should also be a 

basic skill in foreign language learning. Huang (1993) and Teng (2000) believe that a 

adequate amount and wide range of one’s background knowledge and cultural 

knowledge about the target country and people will help him or her a great deal in 

learning the language, especially in reading comprehension. Learning the cultural 

knowledge will improve his or her cultural awareness, the teaching of culture gives 

students a reason to study the language, the teaching of culture makes language more 

alive and makes things more real, the teaching of culture increases students curiosity 

and interest, culture teaching helps understand people of other cultures and their own 

culture, culture instruction provides students positive attitudes toward people put also 

their own culture better, and the teaching of culture contributes to an all-round 

education. 

In contrast, there are divergent views on teaching culture in language class, arguing 

that language can’t help teaching the foreign culture. Some scholars criticized on culture 

teaching from the perspectives of language curriculum and the way culture themes are 

introduced. Foreign language curriculum often represents culture to students as a body 

of static information to memorize, and does not provide them with the tools that they 

need to learn independently (Arries, 1994). Mantle-Bromley (1993) criticized that the 

“culture content of the typical secondary-level second language class remains strikingly 

and disappointingly similar to the culture content in elementary classrooms” , focusing 

on themes such as “holiday celebrations, games, folk dances, realia, foods, and simple 

craft activities”(pp. 129). Moreover, “these activities may enrich the curriculum, rarely 

do they lead to meaningful understanding of culture”. Guest (2002) challenged whether 

it is worth introducing overt, direct, cultural content to EFL/ESL learners at all (pp. 160). 
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Since overemphasizing on the generalized culture traits of a group is possible to 

sacrifice sub-group or individual factors within in. And some themes are verbalized 

principles and values while some may be elusive modes of thought or of feeling, 

expressed only in the presentational symbols of the imaginative arts. It is possible that 

students may put themselves “in a single explicit generalization about the foreign 

people’s value, or worldview, or strengths or weakness (Nostrand, 1956, pp.300). 

Obstacles to Culture Teaching 

Some obstacles may be encountered in culture teaching; for example, lack of 

methods preparation, unclear definition of cultural knowledge, the lack of emphasis on 

culture teaching, teachers’ limited foreign experiences, lack of time, teaching methods, 

and knowledge of the target culture, fear of controversy over teaching values and 

attitudes (Hunag, 1993; Tsou, 2001) are obstacles faced in culture teaching, and it might 

cause the problem that “culture continues to remain peripheral in both texts and 

classroom instruction” (Bex, 1994; Mantle-Bromley, 1993; Fischer, 1996; 

Crawford-Lange, 1987) 

Also, there are some problems concerning the explicit teaching of culture. 

Atkinson (1999) pointed out that the explicit teaching of culture often depends on 

stereotypes and ideologically fraught simplifications—or someone-in-particular’s 

notions of culture. And that “someone” usually is the curriculum designer, the teacher, 

or the textbook writer. 

 

2.1.3 Concept of Worldview 

Samovar and his colleagues (1981) define worldview as “a culture’s orientation 

toward such things as God, man and woman, nature, the universe, and the other 

philosophical issues that are concerned with the concept of being.” Hanvey (1982) listed 
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five dimensions of global perspectives: perspective consciousness, state of the planet 

awareness, cross-cultural awareness, knowledge of global dynamics, and awareness of 

human choices. The National Council for the Social Studies (NCSS) published its 

position statement on global education, and stated that “the growing interrelatedness of 

life on the planet had increased the need for citizens to possess the knowledge and 

sensitivity required to comprehend the global dimensions of political, economic, and 

cultural phenomena”. Therefore, global education should emphasize the development of 

global perspective. Based on NCSS, “global perspective should permeate the whole 

spectrum of social studies education: goals, offerings, materials, and instructional 

strategies……A global perspective involves viewing the world and its people with 

understanding and concern. The perspective develops a sense of responsibility for the 

needs of all people and a commitment to finding just and peaceful solutions to global 

problems” (NCSS, 1982). 

Despite the different points of views on global perspectives, most of the scholars agree 

that global perspective education is to help students develop their worldview. 

In Toney and Morris’s (1972) research, they found that from seven to fourteen 

years old is the best period to develop international perspective. Sweeny and Zandan 

(1982) conducted survey on one thousand elementary school students in total from 

United States, Japan, and Thailand and compared their international knowledge and 

attitudes. They concluded that the students’ knowledge and attitudes toward global 

issues exceed the expectation of traditional curricular goals. Gilliom and Remy (1978) 

claimed that global education should be implemented from elementary level because 

middle childhood is the high time to develop knowledge, values, and attitudes toward 

foreign cultures. After the age, stereotypes may dominate their attitudes toward the 

world. Shen (1996) also claimed that it is positive to implement global perspective 

education, and its importance is without questions. 
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Global education should include four areas according to Rockefeller study 

commission in the curricula of the nation’s school: analysis of as a series of interrelated 

systems, perspective on the development of modern civilization, understanding of 

culture’s influence and structures, and knowledge sufficient to influence public policy 

responsibility. 

 Besides through global education, media plays an important role in providing 

world knowledge. In Huang’s (2008) study on high school students’ worldview, he 

found out that magazines are one of the main sources for getting world knowledge. He 

examined second grade students studying at Taipei Municipal Jianguo High School and 

pointed out that 91.2% of students consider are the main source of acquiring world 

knowledge, followed by TV programs and news (85.7%), books and magazines (57.1%), 

and radio (20.2%). In the present study, magazines are selected as the media channel for 

providing English and cultural information. The researcher will try to explore what role 

does English learning magazines play while presenting the issue of different cultural 

themes. 
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2.2 Culture and Children’s English Teaching and Learning 

In the section, previous researches on culture and children’s English teaching and 

learning will be included. In the first part, the researcher will focus on teaching culture 

in English learning arena; while in the second section, the researcher will move from 

English teachers’ perspectives and roles to children’s learning condition, aiming at 

children’s learning of culture.  

2.2.1 Teaching Culture in English  

The Role of English Teachers on Culture Teaching 

Mantle-Bromley (1993) listed eight elements that teachers believed and agreed on to be 

most important to successful culture learning: lesson goals, objectives, and evaluation 

methods should be clearly stated, topics and activities should reflect students’ needs and 

interests, make sure the teaching steps are progressive, i.e., students are ready for the 

next step, activities should include comparing cultural similarities, and students should 

actively participate in the lesson. When it comes to lesson design, it should be 

multi-modal, which means to reflect the various aspects of culture, integrate rather than 

separate language and culture, and increase awareness of students’ own cultures.  

Teachers should provide opportunities for students to compare and contrast their 

own related actions with those of other cultures, and help students extend their 

knowledge by looking for other ways that these cultural differences may manifest 

themselves (Mantle-Bromley, 1993). In brief, culture should be taught at a level above 

that of mere recall and comprehension. Moreover, teachers can help students acquire 

multicultural skills by combining language and culture instruction because cultural 

learned behaviors often communicate at the same time as spoken language.  

In decision of whether to use English or the native language for the teaching of 

culture should depend upon the situation and the students’ linguistic levels and 
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experiences. However, Lapkin, Harley and Taylor (1993), Sadow (1987), and Seelye 

(1984) suggest that language teachers should feel free to teach culture in the first 

language on the issue about what language should be used while giving culture 

instruction. 

Culture teaching is complicated. English teachers should carefully select their 

teaching materials for their culture instruction in the language classroom. The major 

considerations include “who is mirroring whose culture to whom, and why and how” 

(Lin, 2005). The language teacher must communicate to his/her students that the study 

of language is also a study of people and cultures, because language is an integral part 

of a culture (Cem & Alptekin, 1993; Flwelling, 1994; Kramsch, 1993; Schleppegrell, 

1995). Teachers are facing the difficulties in implementing culture in their classes, 

which includes the limitation of foreign experiences, lack of culture knowledge, 

preparation methods, time, and fear of controversy over teaching values and attitudes. 

(Damen 1987; Hadley, 1993; Mantle-Bromley, 1993; Arries, 1994). Wallach, M. 

Kaarsberg’s (1973) research showed that teachers of foreign language and literature 

acknowledge that an understanding of culture makes language and literature study more 

meaningful.  

 All in all, English teachers’ role in teaching culture plays an essential part. As 

McDonough and Shaw (1993) pointed out that because the EFL teachers use published 

course materials, “the ability to evaluate teaching materials effectively is a very 

important professional activity for all EFL teachers (pp. 62). Gray (2002) indicated the 

importance of teachers’ evaluation on teaching cultural materials. “Given that 

coursebooks are written primarily with teachers in mind, their views are surely an 

important element in any discussion about coursebook content”. 
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Successful Case in Children’s English and Culture Teaching 

The “Junior Liberal Education Seminar” in University of Wisconsin-Green Bay has 

made culture part of its language curriculum and offered students to participate in actual 

cross-cultural experience such as a one-month field trip to Europe. This project proved 

to help motivate students’ motivation of language learning. (Wallach, M. Kaarsberg, 

1973) 

Many English teachers hold the positive attitude toward foreign culture teaching 

and agree with the importance of culture teaching. In order to understand a foreign 

language, the first step is to understand the differences between the cultures, that is, 

people and their traditions, customs, environments, characteristics, and ways of thinking 

in the society where the language is spoken (Rowan, 2001). 

In M. Elieen’s (2006) research on the cultural package of second language reading, 

she concluded that cultural familiarity with the texts or content schemata had a greater 

effect on reading comprehension than did formal organization of the text. Moreover, it 

assisted students more with their comprehension of the texts than did linguistic 

competency. 

Evaluation/Assessment on Culture Learning 

In order to examine the effect of culture teaching, teachers can use the following 

methods to evaluate and assess students’ feedback on culture teaching. Students can 

write self-report, or various types of self-assessment such as checklist about attitudes, 

case studies, and discussion. Teachers can check the enactment of culture teaching by 

asking students to demonstrate what they have learned through role-plays, and 

simulation, to come up with production of concrete product such as a report or essay, 

and to make observation by both teacher and peers.  
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2.2.2 Children’s English and Culture Learning  

Children normally mean people at the age around twelve years old. There is significant 

difference after reaching this age on the aspect of language learning. Meanwhile, the 

different extent of cognitive competence may influence children’ English learning 

process and learning experience (Chang, 2000). In elementary level, it is not appropriate 

to teach the pragmatic language usage of culture; however, teachers can focus on the 

behavioral and traditional culture differences and help students to build the basic ideas 

of different cultures. 

Therefore, cultural instruction should be stated early, not later than age of ten. 

Rosenbusch (1992) examined children’s view of foreign people and concluded that 

14-year-olds were less receptive to learn about foreign people than were 10-year-olds, 

who are more open-minded and friendly toward people viewed as dissimilar to them. 

For the beginning students, they should be aware of basic aspects of the foreign culture 

including holidays, customs, common foods, leisure activities, and selected artistic 

forms (music, dance, graphic arts). Also able to compare and contrast aspects of the 

native and target language culture. Ex: the identification of major holidays and 

celebrations; the distinction of appropriate topics of humor in Anglo-American culture; 

the identification of patriotic or folklore characters or symbols as illustrated through 

Anglo-American literature (Lafayette, 1978; Shanahan, 1997) 
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2.3 Children’s English Learning Materials in Taiwan 

English learning materials are textbook, coursebooks, and other published works such 

as magazines and journals. In the following section, forms of cultural information, and 

how can English learning materials aid teaching will be discussed.  

 

Forms of Cultural Information 

Cultural information can be communicated and represented in many forms; Adaaskou, 

Britten, and Fashi (1990) provided the following list to show different forms of cultural 

information: informative or descriptive text materials; texts presenting foreign attitudes 

and opinions; human-interest texts including dialogues, authentic or fictitious, with 

details of everyday life; questionnaires, contextualized practice activities, and writing 

tasks; in lexis such as particularly idioms and unfamiliar collocations, which involve 

alien concepts, the exponents of a communicative function; realia, or pseudo-realia; 

illustrations in the student’s book and other visuals; and sound recordings. In other 

words, almost everything in a language course is capable of carrying a cultural load of 

some sort.  

In Taiwan, most elementary school English textbooks contain information about 

Anglo-American cultures especially American culture; topics such as holidays and 

festivals, food and drink, clothing, places, sports and hobbies, countries and flags,  

money (currency), size and measurement (inch, pound), transportation, and house (yard, 

garage) are presented. In other words, culture with small c is most presented in cultural 

teaching materials and some only include holiday celebrations and food themes 

(Chuang, 2002).  
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Teaching Materials to Aid Culture Teaching 

Supplemental materials is important in overcoming shortages in teaching cultural 

authenticity (Cook, 1983). By using them, the elimination of cultural stereotypes can be 

achieved (Valdes, 1989) and can help supplement the textbook with authentic materials 

taken from the newspaper, magazines, and other mass media. Teachers can assign 

materials from magazines and newspaper to be read as homework, and also assign 

listening to the radio and watching TV program, when they are available. Do not 

generalize very much about the culture, but rather present evidences and let students 

draw their own conclusions.  

Use of pictures can be an effective way to aid culture teaching. Pictures can go a 

long way toward suggesting and acting as surrogate for such details of the target culture. 

Pictures have been widely used in presenting literature and fine arts. But if pictures are 

to be effective in culture, i.e., patterns for living, they must in every case related to 

cultural configuration to individual participation (Brooks, 1968). Grittner (1996) 

suggested adopting authentic materials in the culture-teaching classroom as the culture 

evolved elements of the target culture and language were hidden on the texts.  

Cortazzi and Jin (1995, pp. 210) declared that using textbooks is the most explicit 

way to impart knowledge of target cultures to foreign language learners for target 

cultures are embedded in textbook materials. They examined a range of textbooks 

around the world and categorized the cultural materials as content into six different 

types along with their goals: to enable learners to talk to English speaking visitors, to 

reinforce learner’s own identity directly, to develop knowledge and awareness of other 

cultures, to develop intercultural skills and explicit intercultural skills, to understand 

others’ interpretations, and to involve learners in problems, cases, role plays, culture 

assimilators.  
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2.3.1 Introduction of Children’s English Learning Materials 

in Taiwan 

English Textbook 

Textbooks can also be called as coursebooks, and in Chen’s (2001) study, it was 

defined as “a set of systematically organized books that teachers and students have for 

language teaching and learning”. Gray (2002) pointed that ‘coursebooks are 

commodities to be traded, but they contain the result of the interplay between 

contradictory commercial, pedagogic and ethical interests”. However, “ELT publishers 

may be said to present a vision of world in the texts they produce”. In order to find out 

whether the contents in coursebooks are informative and educative rather than cultural 

imperial and commercialized, it is important to take a closer look at how different 

cultures were represented in coursebooks.  

Many researches have examined and evaluated textbooks in different ways. In Ho’s 

(2004) study, she aimed to provide a better understanding of the characteristics of 

textbooks of instruction guides i.e. teacher’s manuals in elementary and junior high 

school textbook sets that contain distinct instruction types, and tried to find out the 

potential influence on students’ English proficiency and the overall distribution of 

instruction types and their subtypes in elementary and junior high school textbook sets, 

including basic and supplementary instruction units. In addition, she tried to compare 

exported elementary English learning materials with local English learning textbooks 

and found that exported English materials use higher percentage of communicative 

language teaching approach (CA) than local textbooks. Chen’s (2001) study also 

showed that by examining 5 coursebook sets; she found the imported coursebooks 

appear to have a higher degree of communicative activities and contextualization than 

the local coursebooks.  
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English Learning Magazines 

English learning magazines share high rate of market occupation among different 

types of magazines such as technology, fashion, and music. In Lin’s (2000) study, she 

claimed that the release numbers of English learning magazines in Taiwan have been 

rapidly increased since 1999. Currently, there are more than twenty different English 

learning magazines sold in bookstores, which includes learning magazines including 

children English learning magazines, GEPT (General English Proficiency Test) 

preparation magazines, and reading comprehension practice English magazines. The 

following list is a brief introduction of English magazines currently sold at market, and 

it is classified according to its publisher: 

(1). Studio Classroom: The publisher was founded in 1962 by Doris Brougham. It is the 

English learning magazines that owns longest history in Taiwan. Now, there are 

three English learning magazines targeting at different English level being published: 

“Let’s Talk in English”, “Studio Classroom”, and “Advanced”.  

(2). LIVE ABC Interactive English teacher group (Hebron publisher): It was established 

in 2000 in Taipei. There are five monthly English learning magazines published: 

ABC interactive, LIVE interactive, All Plus interactive, BIZ interactive, and CNN 

interactive English magazines. All the magazines put emphasis on interactive and 

situational learning.  

(3). Ivy League Analytical English Publisher: It was founded by Professor Peter Lai in 

1988. There are two monthly English learning magazines, Ivy League Analytical 

English and Enjoy English.  

(4). American Magazine Center (AMC): It was established by Peter Hsu in 1979. 

Currently, AMC produces monthly publications that consist of 

high-intermediate learning (English Digest), intermediate learning (English 

4U), and elementary levels (A+ English), which are all based on GEPT 
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standards.  

(5). Global Village Organization: This organization is mostly known as English 

and Japanese learning center. However, it produces abundant language 

teaching materials. For their monthly publication, there are two English 

learning magazines: Global Talk (地球村生活美語) and Global Voice (地球

村時尚美語). 

(6). EZ Talk (Keliopolis Culture Group 日月文化集團): This publisher 

produces many educational books and the only English learning magazine it 

publishes until now is EZ Talk.  

Most of the English learning magazines differentiate their target readers by 

using GEPT (General English Proficiency Test) as the standard (See Table 

2-1-1).  

Table 2-1-1 the English level requirement for each English learning magazine 

Name of the magazine Readers’ English level (GEPT level) 

1. Let’s Talk in English Basic level 

2. Studio Classroom Intermediate level 

3. Advanced High-intermediate to advanced level 

4. ABC interactive English Basic level 

5. Live interactive English Intermediate level 

6. All plus interactive English Advanced level 

7. BIZ interactive English Office English 

8. CNN interactive English News English  

9. Ivy League Analytical English  Intermediate to high-intermediate level 

10. Enjoy English. Basic to intermediate level 

11. English Digest high-intermediate level 
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12. English 4U intermediate level 

13. A+ English elementary level 

14. Global Talk (地球村生活美語) Basic to intermediate level 

15. Global Voice (地球村時尚美語). Advanced level and above 

16. EZ Talk 美語會話誌  Intermediate to high-intermediate level 

 

Among the seventeen monthly published English learning magazines, only three 

are triggered at basic level English learners: “Let’s Talk in English”, “ABC Interactive 

English Magazine”, and “A+ English”. In the present study, the researcher chose two 

English learning magazines from three. “Let’s Talk in English” and “ ABC Interactive 

English Magazines” were selected because both of them have won thirty-one times as 

outstanding publishing by Government Information Office in the year of 2009. And 

both magazines have great selling numbers at market; the monthly average numbers are 

two hundred and ninety thousand for “Let’s Talk in English”, and one hundred thousand 

for “ABC Interactive English Magazine” (Magazine Business Association of Taipei 

website).  

Cultural Imperialism in Coursebooks 

In Taiwan, when it comes to culture teaching in English instruction, the importance 

is usually attached to American culture. Many scholars realized the imbalanced situation 

and pointed out the consequences. Chen and Chien (2003) examined the culture 

instruction in thirteen elementary and junior high school English textbooks approved by 

MOE, and found 5 out of the 10 publishers introduced Western festivals more than 

Chinese ones. They advocated that foreign culture and customs from various countries 

should be included in English courses to cultivate students’ cultural competence. 

McKay (2003) claimed that the cultural content of English as International language 

(EIL) should not be limited to native English-speaking cultures (pp. 140). In his 
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investigation on examining the teaching of English in Chile, the result showed Chilean 

students from grade 7 to 12, the majority of them preferred cultural content dealing with 

the diverse life and culture of different countries in the world.  

Gray (2002) criticized “the absence of the local was a problematic aspect of global 

coursebooks”. There is a “need for something to connect the world of English with the 

world of the students”. He suggested the bridge of “two-way traffic of cultural exchange, 

of the place for the local in the global” is necessary and important. Some cultural 

themes are recognized by ELT as “glorified Anglo-American popular culture”. Cem 

Alptekin (1993) also pointed out that “most textbook writers are native speakers who 

consciously or unconsciously transmit the views, values, beliefs, attitudes, and feelings 

of their own English-speaking society—usually the United States or United Kingdom. 

As such, when learners acquire a new set of English discourse as part of their evolving 

systemic knowledge, they partake of the cultural system which the set entails”.  

In Sun’s (1996) study, he adopted content analysis to examine one of the English 

learning magazines-- Studio Classroom. He pointed out that the magazine used most of 

the content to report American-related information (44.86%); therefore, he concluded 

that the situation of Americanism existed in the English learning magazine. Sun (1996; 

pp 20) defined Americanism as the media report on America tends to be positive and is 

obviously America-centered. The media tries to impose the American value system on 

audience and encourages people to judge other culture with this standard and make it 

the mainstream.  

In the study, the researcher will try to evaluate the text with the above mentioned 

standard and statement to find out whether “cultural imperialism” and “Americanism” 

would be detected from the two English learning magazines.  
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Suggestion for English Learning Materials 

Cao (1987) suggested that the content in children’ English learning materials should 

combine with their daily lives so that children can learn things and people relevant to 

their lives. By doing so can learning English satisfy children’s curiosity and develop 

their interests. Chang (2000) examined on the development of web-based multimedia 

courseware for children's English, and she claimed that in order to encourage students to 

learn different cultures through exploring, appropriate learning materials with sufficient 

footnotes and background introduction concerning cultures are essential. The design of 

the learning page should use pictures or animation as supplement to explain and analyze 

texts, so that it can not only make up for children’s lack of understanding of abstract 

rules and concepts but also help increase students’ learning interests.  

In most researches on the evaluation of English teaching materials, researchers 

provided similar suggestion-- English learning materials should also include more 

dialogues and activities in which students can take part, such as games, and role-playing 

activities, and should provide actual cultural experiences. Practical information should 

be included in main texts and also in appendices, such as conversation tables of 

measurements, air fares among major cities, denominations of currency, and maps of 

major cities. (Mckay, 2003; Tseng,1999, Tsai, 1999; Dai, 1999; Su, 1999) 

Hsu (2004) promoted the use of situated learning in children’ English learning 

materials for situated learning emphasizes that learning take place in real life context 

and promotes “learning by doing” and “practical intelligence” to help build meaningful 

knowledge. 
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2.3.2 Cultural Themes in English Learning Materials 

Gray (2002) listed some inappropriate and cultural offensive themes with an acronym 

PARSNIP that represents politics, alcohol, religion, sex, narcotics, isms, pork. In 

contrast, the appropriate cultural themes are travel, holiday and festivals (pp. 157, 159, 

165). Galloway (1985) indicated that the festivals played an important part culture 

teaching, and festival learning not only benefited the learners’ culture knowledge but 

also enhanced festival-related language usages. Chu (1999) stated that the topics, 

thoughts, knowledge, information, and comparisons between eastern and western 

cultures should be contained in English learning materials. In 1999, Tseng (1999) had 

done the survey about primary school students’ opinions toward English materials, and 

the findings of the topics in their favorite orders were hobbies, family lives, classmates 

and friends, leisure facilities, Chinese and western festivals and nature. In sum, English 

teaching materials must be designed in terms of students’ interests and needs, and the 

contents should be practical and vivid.  

Pesola (1991) claimed that it might be useful to teach cultural elements for the 

elementary school foreign language classroom. She classified different cultural elements 

into three parts: cultural symbols, cultural products, and cultural practices.  

(1). Cultural symbols includes flags; significant national or geographic monuments; 

symbols associated with holidays; good and bad luck symbols; symbolic meaning of 

animals; heroes from history or myth.  

(2). Cultural products are concrete objects such as virtual arts, significant examples of 

music and arts; important characters, events and themes from folk literature; 

traditional children’s songs, rhymes, games; traditional stories and legends; 

examples of folk arts; currency and coins, stamps; traditional and holiday food. 

(3). Cultural practices are, for example, forms of greeting; celebration of holidays; use 
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of gestures; meals and eating practices; shopping; favorite playtime and recreational 

activities; home and school life; pattern of politeness; types of and attitudes toward 

pets and how children and families move from place to place.  

 

In some studies, researchers focused on specific cultural themes and gave 

suggestion. For example, Chiang (2002) found out “holidays could give opportunities 

for children to experience activities associated with celebrations throughout the year in 

the target culture, to connect with historical and regional information, and to relate them 

to similar and contrasting celebrations in their own culture”. Tsou (2001) examined 

relation between culture and language learning. She designed a detailed lesson plan for 

culture instruction which was implemented to four elementary EFL classrooms and 

observed the effects of culture teaching on language learning. Her lesson plan includes 

the comparison of different festivals in eastern and western countries such as tomb 

sweeping festival versus Easter and Double Tenth Day versus Independence Day; 

introduction of some important holidays like Halloween, Thanksgiving, and Christmas; 

elaboration on lifestyle-related topics such as meals and table manners, my house and 

neighborhood, social manners, for instance, to be on time and how to react after 

receiving gifts; and concepts about names including first name and last name. And the 

result showed culture instruction significantly facilitates language learning. Hirsch 

(1987) also listed that frequent topics for culture instruction are children literature, 

nursery rhymes, folktales, art, music, customs, values, habits, dress, foods, leisure, etc.  
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Chapter 3 Research Method 

In the chapter, the introduction of textual analysis, two English learning magazines, and 

the process and of this research will be included.    

3.1 Textual Analysis  

Textual analysis is the method communication researchers use to describe and interpret 

the characteristics of a recorded or visual message (Frey et al., 1979). It helps to 

understand what is the nature of communication, how communication is related to other 

variables. To be more specific, it can be “written transcripts of speeches and 

conversations, written documents like letters, personnel, records, newspapers, and 

magazines, electronic documents like audiotapes, films, videotapes, and computer files, 

or visual texts like paintings, photographs, and architecture. This research adopts text 

analysis as the only research method. 

In qualitative research, text analysis is different from content analysis. Babbie 

(1995) defined content analysis as “the study of recorded human communications, such 

as books, websites, paintings, and laws”. In addition, Ole Holsti (1969) called it 

“technique for making interferences by objectively and systematically identifying 

specified characteristics of messages”. Unit is the basic measurement. Each unit 

contains various textual units and activity units. Both textual units and activity units 

include dialogues with illustrations or visual cues, writing, reading, listening, 

story-telling, songs, rhymes, and chants, games, vocabulary recognition, 

question-and-answer, puzzles, role-plays, matching, and so on.  

Text analysis is categorized as the philosophy of hermeneutics, which focuses on 

interpretation. Patton (2002) explains “hermeneutics provides a theoretical framework 

for interpretive understanding, or meaning, with special attention to context and original 

purpose”, therefore, in order “to make sense of and interpret a text”, it is essential to 
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“place documents in historical and cultural context” (pp. 114). In brief, through text 

analysis can people understand how and what text is presented.  

Textbook Evaluation/Criteria for Teaching Material Evaluation 

McDonough and Shaw (1993) provided three ways to evaluate teaching materials: 

First of all, the external evaluation is the examination of “cover, introduction, and table 

of contents”. Second, the internal evaluation, which means the treatment and 

presentation of the skills, the sequencing and grading of the materials, the types of 

reading, listening, speaking, and writing, the material content, appropriacy of test and 

exercises, self-study provision and teacher-learner balance in the use of materials.  

Third, overall evaluation is to examine whether the syllabus developed in materials 

selected conforms to the objectives we work, and if the levels are graded in a measure 

of flexibility.   

Besides, the Ministry of Education’s (MOE) evaluative criteria can be categorized 

into two parts: required criteria and general evaluative criteria. Required criteria focus 

on the framework and the structure of a textbook. General evaluative criteria, known as 

general criteria, evaluates language components, language competence, appearance of 

the textbook, teacher’s manual, and supplementary materials and visual aids. Moreover, 

evaluation of teaching activities and context, i.e. contextualized activities are included 

in this category. 

In the present study, the text analysis will adopt the internal evaluation to analyze 

contents of English learning materials. Every sentence and description concerning the 

representation of culture will be listed and categorized. Besides, vocabulary and pictures 

related to culture themes, different ethnicity of characters, and famous historic heritage 

will be examined, listed, and categorized. There are five purposes in this study:  

(1).Analyze the description and word choice of the magazine in order to show how 
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cultural information is arranged and described  

(2).Repetitively read and analyze the latent meaning of English learning materials, i.e., 

its connotation, and familiarize with the sentence structure, vocabulary, main idea of 

each paragraph, and concept description. 

(3). Examine the representation Big C and small c in the text.  

(4). Find out whether the countries and cultures introduced in the text are limited to 

native English-speaking cultures. 

(5). Find out whether the text provides footnote and background information when 

introducing a new culture-related topic. 

 

 

3.2 Material Selection 

Most researches on English learning material examination focus on textbooks. For 

example, in Ji’s research (2007), he chose three versions of junior high school English 

textbooks to test their readability. They are: Kang Hsuan version (康軒 published by 

Kang Hsuan educational publishing group), Han Lin-Joy (翰林佳音 Joy Publishing 

corporation) , and Longman (朗文 Pearson Education Taiwan) for the academic year 

2006. Ho (2004) selected a total of 7 English materials including 4 elementary school 

English textbooks (“Happy English” by Hess, “Learn it and like it” by Jordan’s, “Let’s 

Go” by Oxford, “Antics” by MacMillan) and 3 junior high school English textbooks 

(“Junior High school English Textbooks” by Kang Hsuan, “Hot English” by Joy & 

Hanlin, “Junior High school English Textbooks” by national compilation and 

translation). However, in this study, the teaching materials being examined are English 

learning magazines. 

Due to the lack of research on English learning magazines in Taiwan on the aspect 
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of culture, this study aims to find out how English learning magazines targeting at basic 

English learners present culture in their texts. In Taiwan, English learning magazines 

share high market occupation among whole magazine industry; however, English 

learning magazines targeting at beginning to intermediate level, here defined as at basic 

GEPT level, are limited to two: “Let’s Talk in English”, “ABC Interactive English 

Magazine 互動英語雜誌”, and “A+ English”. In the study, the researcher chose two 

representative English leaning magazines among three; they are: “Let’s Talk in English” 

and “ABC Interactive English Magazine”. Here are detailed introduction of these two 

magazines:  

 

Let’s talk in English 

“Let’s Talk in English” was first published in 1981. Now, with “Studio Classroom”, it 

ranks number one and two as the best-selling English learning magazines in Taiwan. 

The selling number is around 290,000 per month (Magazine Business Association of 

Taipei website, 2010). It uses everyday English which includes topics such as shopping, 

traffic, travel, recreation, family life, and American lifestyles. It is adequate for students 

at GEPT basic level.  

There are about 4 to 5 lessons in one set, three parts of conversation a day. In 

addition to conversation, there are: “Key Words”, “More Information”, “Super 

Sentence”, “Inspector English”, and “Question of the Day” sections. The selling price is 

120 NT dollars, and 220 with an interactive learning disk.  

The editor-in-chief is Doris Brougham, executive editor, Ruth Devlin; and 

managing editor, Andrea Bastke; all of them are from English as native language 

countries. Besides, most members of their editorial (80%) staff are native speaker of 

English. Judging by this high percentage, cultural themes in the text are expected to be 

abundant and emphasized.  
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ABC Interactive English Magazine: 

“ABC Interactive English Magazine” was first published in 2002 by Hebron 

publisher. It is designed for elementary and junior high school students with 

basic GEPT level. In order to follow Nine-Year Integrated Curriculum Guidelines, it 

uses lively topics and pictures such as 3-D animation and illustration, and discussion of 

movies. Topics are abundant and various, and the unit pattern is fixed. There are: 

* Hot topics (燒話題): It is at the beginning of the magazine, giving English learners 

some information about what is new and hit recently by introducing some relevant 

vocabulary and phrases with Chinese explanation.  

* Picture dictionary (圖解字典): This part focuses on reading and writing, through the 

use of illustration to make learners have concrete idea of a series of vocabulary. 

* Monthly focus (本月焦點) : It talks about the main topic of the very month by using 

four parts of conversation and highlight of target sentence and vocabulary.  

* Step by step (畫中有話) : It uses comic stripes to focus on the one specific topic, and 

reinforce learners to remember the target sentence and vocabulary. 

* Jokes and Fun (英語愛說笑): It uses joke and short paragraphs to focus on the 

learning of vocabulary. 

* Annie’s mailbox (安妮信箱): It adopts the form of e-mail exchange to correct some 

grammatical mistakes and provides with correct sentences. 

* Stories and fables (短編故事集): In this part, it adapts famous world literature and 

uses the story to make reading comprehension and vocabulary practice. 

* ABC Talk (活用 ABC): It uses four parts of conversation to talk about a daily life 

issue. Sentence structure and vocabulary are the focus in this section. 

* Showbiz spotlight (有聲有色): It is a brief introduction of a newly released movie. 

Vocabulary, idioms, and grammar are included in this part. 

* National Geographic Channel (國家地理頻道): An article from National Geographic 
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Channel is adapted in this part, trying to provide more scientific and nature knowledge.  

* Skip’s world (史吉普的世界): There is a main character in the comics named Skip. 

There are three parts of the comics and are used to introduce new grammar.  

* A window on the world (世界好望角): This part talks about news or information 

related to things happened in foreign countries and then gives a general introduction.  

* Cloze Test (克漏字測驗): It is traditional cloze practice. The author chose an article, 

taking some words out and asking learners to fill in the blanks. 

In order to help learners who intend to get more information, there are sections for 

advanced learning. They are: KUSO Knowledge, Travel Time, Culture Corner, and 

ABC News.  

* KUSO knowledge (KUSO 知識學堂): There are five questions concerning different 

academic subjects in this part, helping learners built up common sense in English.  

* Travel Time (小地方大玩意): A traveling location is introduced in this section. With 

detailed introduction and clear illustration, it helps learner not only acquire the traveling 

information but learn how to say the some landmarks in English. 

* Culture Corner (悠遊文化): In this part, there is an article about the global issue used 

to help learners develop worldview and world knowledge. 

* ABC News (ABC 看新聞): In this part, a piece of news coverage or report is shown to 

help improve reading and writing ability.  

In order to equip this research with complete and recent data, the present research 

selects a complete one year as the time range of learning materials to analyze. The 

starting point is from June, 2009 to May, 2010. In other words, there are two English 

learning magazines with 24 books in total being analyzed. The researcher would like to 

see how these two English learning magazines allocate cultural themes in the text and 

explain it.  
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3.3 Research Flowchart 

The Flowchart of Textual Analysis 

The study procedure is shown in Figure 3-1.  

 

Set the time range and collect data- collect the English learning magazines 

(24 magazines in total) 

 

↓ 

Examine and sift culture-related text 

 

↓ 

Analyze and categorize the text 

Classify the forms, Categorize the themes, List the description and sentences 

 

↓ 

Write and revise the result 

Analyze the way it represents culture, compare the two magazines in their ways of 

introducing culture-relevant topics, and draw conclusion. 

 

Figure 3-1. A flow chart of the study procedure 

 

On the basis of Chapter Two (literature review), the researcher lists the result in 

three parts: the list of forms to present culture-related topics (Table 3-3-1), the 

classification of different cultural themes (Table 3-3-2), and the description of important 

purposes and goals to introduce culture in the English learning materials (Table 3-3-3).  
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Table 3-3-1. Forms of presenting culture-related topics 

Name  Forms 

Addaskou, Britten, 

and Fashi, 1990 

Dialogues, informative/descriptive text materials, texts 

presenting foreign attitudes and opinion, details of everyday life, 

contextualized practice activities, idiom, vocabulary, 

illustrations, comparison/contrast. 

 

Brooks, 1968; 

Zheng, 2006; 

Sarkar, 1978 

Pictures, posters, photographs 

Chuang, 2002 Comparison/contrast, mini-drama 

 

Li, 1994 Culture assimilator, culture capsule, mini-drama 

 

Kappus, 1996 E-mail/letter exchange 

 

Chen, 2003 Cartoon/cultoon (culture cartoon) 

 

  

Combining with all the statements and classification of cultural themes by different 

scholars, the following chart (Table 3-3-2) is a list of their classification on cultural 

themes: 
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Table 3-3-2. Different cultural themes 

Name Classification 

Hammerly, 1982 Factual/ information culture, behavioral culture, achievement/ 

accomplishment culture  

Robinson, 1985 Ideas: beliefs, values, institutions 

Behaviors: customs, habits, dress, foods, leisure ways 

Products: literature, folklore, art, music, artifacts 

Pesola , 1991 Cultural symbols: flags, national monuments, good/bad luck symbols, 

heroes from history or myth 

Cultural practice: forms of greeting, celebration of holiday, use of 

gestures, table manners, favorite pastime. 

Cultural products: music, arts, important character, literature, 

traditional stories and legends 

Gray, 2002 politics, alcohol, religion, sex, narcotics, isms, pork 

Galloway, 1985; Chu, 

1999; Tseng, 1999 

holidays/festivals 

Hirsch, 1987 literature, nursery rhymes, folktales, art, music, customs, values, habits, 

dress, foods, leisure 

Chuang, 2002 food and drinks, clothing, places, sports, hobbies, countries, country 

flags, money/currency, measurement, transportation, house life 

Chen, 2002; 

Fleewelling, 1994; 

Strasheim, 1981  

Production of culture: clothing, food/drink, sports, interests/hobbies, 

money, natural setting (sightsee). Expressive products of culture: 

folktales or literature, music, artwork, crafts, graphic representation. 

Proprieties of the foreign culture: greetings, introducing a person, 

thanking, farewell, table manners  
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According to Cortazzi and Jin (1995) and Yu (2006), there are many goals for 

culture instruction to achieve. All are listed as below (see Table 3-3-3).  

 

Table 3-3-3 Goals of culture instruction 

Name Purpose/Goal 

Cortazzi, 

and Jin, 

1995 

1. To enable learners to talk to English speaking visitors. 

2. To reinforce learner’s own identity 

3. To develop knowledge and awareness of other cultures 

4. To develop intercultural skills and explicit intercultural skills 

5. To understand others’ interpretations 

6. To involve learners in problems, cases, role plays, and culture 

assimilators 

Yu, 2006 1. To gain culture awareness 

2. To gain command of etiquette 

3. To gain understanding of outward culture differences 

4. To gain understanding of culture values 

5. To gain the ability to analyze the target culture 

 In order to have a clear standard and instruction in analyzing the two English 

learning magazines, the researcher integrate the charts above and develop a checklist 

(see Appendix 1) to conduct textual analysis, and each checklist is applied for one 

magazine (per month).  
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Chapter 4 Research Findings 

In the chapter, results from the analysis and comparison of the two English learning 

magazines will be provided. The sequence of the results and discussions are similar to 

the order of the research questions raised in chapter one. The name of the two English 

learning magazines are abbreviated as LTE (Let’s Talk in English), and ABC (ABC 

Interactive English Magazine). There are examples provided as evidences to support 

and illustrate the findings of the chapter.  

4.1 The Representation of Different Cultural Themes 

Ways to Present Culture-Related Topics 

There are many different ways that “culture-related” topics are presented and portrayed 

in English learning magazines. With previous literature review and classification, there 

are eleven different forms to demonstrate culture-related contents: dialogues, 

informative/ descriptive text, texts presenting knowledge and opinions toward foreign 

countries, contextualized activities, idioms, vocabulary, pictures (real images), 

illustrations, comparison and contrast, written exchange information, and advertisement. 

Each category is defined in the following section, and the example of each category is 

as followed with all the culture-related contents underlined (see Table 4-1-1).  

 Dialogue refers to Conversation made by more than one person; informative/ 

descriptive text is a paragraph or a short article that provides information and 

knowledge about cultural themes and details of everyday life; texts presenting 

knowledge and opinions toward foreign countries are comments and opinions made by 

the writer or the speaker in the conversation or an article to foreign issues or cultures;  

contextualized activities refer to the practice on English grammar or reading 

comprehension by using culture-related article or news; idioms are group of words 

which when used together have a different meaning from the words individually, and 
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requires some cultural background knowledge; vocabulary means a word or an 

illustrative sentence that includes culture-related lexicons, pictures are real images of a 

country, movies, food and so on; illustrations means the use comics or paintings to 

illustrate culture-related ideas or words; comparison and contrast refers to the text 

compares the differences of cultural themes such as food, ways to celebrate a holiday, 

and customs among distinct countries; written exchange information means text in 

forms of E-mail, letter, postcard, or short message belongs to this category; and 

advertisement is written advertisement such as flyers, invitation, and activity promotion. 

 

Table 4-1-1 List of forms of presenting culture-related contents and examples 

Form Example 

Dialogue Jason: Happy Chinese New Year! 

Tom: Are you busy on Saturday night? 

Jason: On New Year’s Eve? No, I don’t have plans. 

Amy: Good! Then come to my Lunar New Year party! 

Tom: Lunar, like the moon? You’re having a moon party? 

Amy: The Chinese use a lunar calendar for the dates of their traditional holidays.  

Actually many cultures celebrate this holiday, not just the Chinese. And, I’m not 

inviting only Chinese people, so I’m calling it a Lunar New Year party. (p. 30; 

LTE, February, 2010) 

Informative/ 

descriptive text 

This famous international tennis tournament (Wimbledon) takes place in 

London every summer. Wimbledon has been around since 1877. That’s why 

traditions are so important. Players always follow a dress code, wearing almost 

all white. Also, strawberries and cream has been the favorite snack of 

Wimbledon fans for years... (p. 26, 2009, June, ABC) 

Text that 

includes the 

speaker’s 

knowledge or 

opinion toward 

foreign culture  

 

Example one: Bob: There must be lots of interesting places to visit. This city is 

filled with culture centers, parks, and historical buildings. I just don’t know 

where to begin. (P. 14 A trip to Toronto; August, 2009, ABC) 

Example two: Pam: Thanksgiving is this Thursday…Thanksgiving is a holiday. 

Many people get the day off. 

Jason: I don’t celebrate Thanksgiving… Thanksgiving is an American holiday. I 

don’t know much about American holidays.  

Pam: Other countries celebrate Thanksgiving too. But they don’t celebrate on 

the same day. (p. 47 What about Thanksgiving? November, 2009, LTE) 
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Contextualized 

practice  

 

Cloze Test : Since 4000 years, women have worn wedding rings. Many people 

believe this is a Western custom. However, the first wedding rings were made in 

Egypt, Africa. The Egyptians thought the circle was a symbol of love. It had no 

beginning, and no end. Egyptians made their wedding rings out of grass. 

  Today, married couples all over the world wear wedding rings. They’re 

usually gold or silver these days. They are more natural but they last longer. 

Some people wear their wedding ring on their right hand. But most Americans 

wear it on the third finger (not counting the thumb) of their left hand. Why? 

Because long ago people believed the vein in this finger led to the heart. (p.61, 

July, 2009, LTE) 

Idioms A penny saved is a penny earned (by Benjamin Franklin) 

-- It means if you save a penny; meanwhile, you gain a penny. This is a sentence 

to encourage people to be frugal of money. (p. 20, August, 2009, LTE) 

Vocabulary * castle 古堡 There are many old castles in Europe. (p. 26, March, 2010, ABC)

*culture 文化 Mrs. Lee likes learning about different cultures. (p. 56, April, 

2010, LTE) 

Pictures  Please see Appendix 2 

Illustration  Please see Appendix 3 

Comparison/ 

contrast  

 

In America, dumplings are usually balls of potato or flour. These are great in 

chicken soup. However, they aren’t nearly as good as Asian dumplings. In Asia, 

dumplings are cooked is so many different fillings. I love trying new kinds. 

However, my favorite dumplings are fried and filled with pork. While living in 

Asia, I have tried many kinds of dumplings. In Shanghai (上海), I ate a 

dumpling that had hot soup and a meatball inside. In Xian (西安), I tried 

dumplings that looked like animals and flowers.  

The shrimp dumplings in Hong Kong were really yummy. I ordered fried 

dumplings with rice in Japan. They had much more garlic than the dumplings in 

Taiwan. (p. 26, 27 Delicious Dumplings of Asia; September, 2009, ABC) 

Written 

exchange 

information   

Hello from Paris! Today we saw the Eiffel Tower and we walked by the river 

Seine. “The City of Lights” is truly a beautiful place. We’re thinking of you 

though. We miss you! Love, Mom and Dad. (P. 22 postcard; June, 2009, LTE) 

Advertisement  

 

Country Package Price 

Guam 5 nights/6 days NT $ 35,000

Thailand 7 nights/8days NT $ 20,000

Philippines 3 nights/4 days NT $ 9,000 

Vietnam 14 nights/15 days NT $ 45,000

Package includes flight and hotel. (p, 53, December, 2009,ABC) 
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Besides, the uses of different forms in both English learning magazines are shown 

below (Table 4-1-2). The number of the two magazines is from June, 2009 to May, 

2010.  

Table 4-1-2 Representation forms of culture-related contents in both magazines 

Number 
Dialogues Informative 

text 

knowledge practice idioms vocabulary picture illustration comparison Written 

text 

Other 

AD 

Jun, ABC  
  V  V  V V     

Jun, LTE V  V    V V V  V V 

Jul, ABC       V  V  V V   V 

Jul, LTE  V V  V    V  V V  V   V 

Aug,ABC  V  V  V     V  V     

Aug, LTE  V  V   V   V  V  V    

Sep, ABC   V   V    V  V    V  V 

Sep, LTE  V    V    V  V    V 

Oct, ABC  V    V    V     V   

Oct, LTE  V    V    V  V  V   V  

Nov,ABC        V   V    

Nov,LTE  V   V  V    V  V  V   V  V  V 

Dec,ABC   V   V    V  V    V   V 

Dec,LTE  V  V  V  V    V  V     

Jan, ABC       V  V   V   

Jan, LTE  V  V   V   V  V  V    

Feb, ABC  V      V  V  V   V  

Feb, LTE  V  V   V   V  V  V   V  

Mar,ABC     V   V  V    V  

Mar,LTE  V      V  V  V    
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Apr, ABC       V  V     

Apr, LTE  V      V  V    V  

May,ABC       V  V     

May,LTE  V    V   V  V  V    

 

According to the chart, dialogue is a form used in every month by LTE. In LTE, all 

the lessons are presented in forms of dialogues except the part of “Let’s Talk About 

Something”, “Read it”, and the GEPT Basic practice. In order to help learners have 

more understanding of the culture-related topics, it adopts other forms such as pictures, 

informative text, or contextualized practice within the dialogue to enrich the its contents. 

However, in ABC, it adopts many different forms to introduce culture-related 

information: dialogues, informative text, contextualized practice, pictures, illustration, 

vocabulary, advertisement, comparison and contrast, and written exchange information.  

There are many examples of using description and words to show attitudes or 

comments toward different countries. The following are extractions from both 

magazines in order to show how different countries are described and commented: 

1. Ireland 

Emma: Great. I took a trip to Ireland once.  

Tom: Really? Cool! What can you tell me about Ireland? 

Emma: It rains often there, so everything is very green. And there are lots of 

sheep.  

(p. 37, March, 2010, LTE) 

 This conversation shows the weather, natural resources, and overall environment of 

Ireland. No personal evaluation and comments was made here. All the description is 

based on the fact. The next example is about the description toward Africa. 
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2. Africa 

Amy: What are these photos of? 

Pam: They are places in Africa.  

Amy: Wow. Why are you so interested in Africa? 

Pam: Africa has deserts and forests. And there are many beautiful animals there.  

Amy: Maybe you can go there one day. 

Pam: Yes. And you can come with me. 

Amy: Sure! We can have an adventure together.   

(p. 57; June, 2009, LTE) 

In this dialogue, we can find out the generalization of using the name of the 

continent—Africa. It did not further explain the location, or narrow it down to a country 

or city name. In other words, it uses a continent name instead of a specific place, 

country, or city to refer to the place in the magazine. In the text, the speaker mentioned 

some natural settings such as deserts and forests as the symbols of Africa. In the other 

text from ABC, it uses one brief sentence to describe Africa:  

Many people are poor in Africa. 

(p. 46 The PlayPump—Playing for Clean Water; October, 2009, ABC) 

     The sentence is used as the opening in an article, and it uses the general term 

“Africa” to refer to all the countries in Africa as well. 

The next place being discussed is New York. Conversely, the speakers specifically 

talk about the city without generalizing it to North America or East Coast. Moreover, 

they do not further explain the location or which country it belongs to, which is an 

assumption that readers have already known this city clearly.  
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3. New York 

Pam: New York. 

Amy: I’m from New York! 

Pam: I know. 

Amy: Go to New York.  

Jack: Do you have enough money for a trip to New York? 

Pam: I think so. I can stay with Susan. So I don’t need a hotel.  

Jack: That’s great. So you just pay for a plane ticket. 

Pam: And food. 

Amy: And the subway. 

Through this conversation, we can see Amy’s attitude toward New York is very 

positive. She indicates that she is from New York, which is a behavior of showing pride 

of being a New Yorker. And then she tries to persuade Pam to go to New York. And then 

Jack talks about the concern of money while taking a trip to New York; it indicates the 

high price of living in New York. The conversation is resumed later as followed:  

Amy: Hi, Pam! I keep thinking about your trip to New York. I’m so excited for 

you. 

Pam: I’m excited too. I’m reading books about New York. I’m really looking 

forward to seeing some famous sights. 

Amy: Oh! I want to give you this. 

Pam: What is it? 

Amy: It’s an ad for Broadway shows.  

Pam: I would love to see a Broadway show! 

Amy: I can help you get good tickets. 

Pam: Great! What else should I do on my trip? 

Amy: You should go to the top of the Empire State Building.  
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Pam: Oh! That building is in a lot of romantic movies.  

Amy: You’re right. It’s a famous New York City landmark.  

Pam: Maybe I will meet a handsome stranger there.  

Amy: (laughs) Maybe you will.  

Emma: The train is a wonderful way to travel. You can enjoy the scenery on the 

way to the Big Apple.  

(p. 23, 24; 26-28; June, 2009, LTE) 

     From the conversation above, we can realize people are all excited about Pam’s 

trip to New York. The positive attitude toward New York remains. Besides, many 

famous landmarks and ways of entertainment in New York are introduced in the 

dialogue. The sentence “That building is in a lot of romantic movies” shows the link 

between famous landmark and media (Hollywood culture). Also, hoping to meet a 

handsome stranger infers that the possibility of having special encounter during the 

travel. In the end, the speaker uses the other term “Big Apple” to call New York, which 

shows characteristics of the city. In ABC, New York is also mentioned in a dialogue. 

The following is the content of it:  

Bill: How do you like New York so far, Amy? 

Amy: It’s great! I especially love the weather. 

Bill: You came during the right season. The air is cool, but it’s still sunny.  

Amy: It’s nice change. Taiwan is too hot and humid for me. And there are even 

typhoons in summer.  

Bill: Just wait a couple of months. You may not like New York’s chilly winter. 

(p. 14, October, 2009, ABC) 

 This conversation focuses mainly on the weather in New York. The female in 

New York keeps showing the positive opinion toward New York and emphasizes that 

she especially enjoys the weather. She even compares the weather in New York with in 
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Taiwan. However, the male ends the conversation by using a warning tone to inform her 

of the possible circumstance of winter in New York. From the three parts of dialogues, 

the importance of New York in both magazines is revealed, and the comments and 

description toward this city tend to be positive.  

Through the three examples that show knowledge and comments on Ireland, Africa, 

and New York, we know talking about the natural setting and famous landmark is the 

first way in showing opinions toward different countries. Also, the phenomenon of 

overgeneralization and oversimplification are found in both magazines. Using “Africa” 

rather than a specific country or city such as New York shows the overgeneralization; 

while discussing a city without referring to the country it belongs to may be 

oversimplified the place.  

Besides the text showing knowledge and opinions towards foreign countries/cities, 

the role of vocabulary is essential in both magazines. The following part is the 

discussion of vocabulary in both magazines. Vocabulary is the only form that is used by 

both magazines in every month. In LTE, vocabulary is put into two parts: Key Words 

and More Information. “Key Words” is with an illustrative sentence while “More 

Information” just lists the word and its Chinese translation. Vocabulary concerning 

different countries and cultures are categorized in the “More Information” part; for 

example, Shanghai 上海(中國), Denmark 丹麥, Native American 美國原住民, and so 

on. In ABC, it only has “Key Words (重點單字)” part. Most ulture-related vocabulary is 

explained and translated in the text directly. In other words, many words concerning 

different country names and foreign celebrity names are not listed in word cluster, but 

followed by Chinese translation directly in the text. For example, James Cameron (詹姆

士‧柯麥隆) wrote and directed Avatar. He is one of the most famous filmmakers in the 

world today (p, 34, 35; December, 2009, ABC) 
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The Role of Pictures in Culture-related Topics 

According to Brooks (1968), “pictures can go a long way toward suggesting and acting 

as surrogate for such details of the target culture”. However, the selection of picture 

must be “authentic, typical, and important; otherwise false impressions may be created”. 

In the present study, the result shows that picture is one of the most common forms used 

by both magazines, and pictures showing culture-related contents are frequently used. 

For example, pictures of some sport activities such as Wimbledon and The Winter 

Olympics. ABC introduces Wimbledon in the volume of June, 2009; it uses two pictures 

to show the audience who participated in the game and three pictures to show famous 

tennis players—Federer, Sharapova, and Henin. In addition, LTE (Feb, 2010) introduces 

the other sport event—Winter Olympics 2010 in Vancouver, B.C. It uses pictures to 

show the scenery of Vancouver Canada and gold, silver, bronze medals of Olympics 

Games.  

 Besides, popular cultures are commonly shown in the form of pictures. Many 

celebrities and historic heroes/ heroines are introduced by means of pictures. Pictures of 

celebrities can be found in both magazines especially in LTE, it has introduced many 

famous Hollywood celebrities such as Christian Bale, Julie Andrews, Sandra Bullock, 

and Meryl Streep by pictures. Unlike LTE, ABC uses more pictures to show movie 

characters, posters and scenes. Moreover, ABC uses many pictures to further explain 

some items originated from different cultures, for example, it used a series of pictures to 

show some foreign-originated toys such as Frisbee and hula hoop.  

Lifestyle of different cultures is one of the important culture themes in both 

magazines, and the best ways to show the details are through texts and pictures. As 

Sarkar (1978) stated that “photographs can serve as a vehicle for the introduction of 

selected thinking skills and impart a heightened awareness of the culture aspects of the 

scene depicted as well as of the learners’ own environment”, pictures can make up for 
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the deficiency of literature and text. In showing lifestyles of different cultures, both 

magazines use pictures to introduce food; these pictures include traditional Chinese 

food such as jiao-zi and exotic food such as pasta and curries. Furthermore, ABC adopts 

pictures with demonstrating people to introduce food and tastes. The people show their 

facial expressions on the food they tried. Also, it is noteworthy that all the 

demonstrating people on ABC are Caucasian people instead of Asians or Blacks.   

On the aspect of traveling and sightseeing, both magazines use many pictures to 

further explain the place. In LTE, many pictures are shown in forms of travel guidance 

books, for example, Paris, Japan, Switzerland and Hawaii are brought out by the names 

and covers of travel guidance books. Pictures of famous landmarks, national 

monuments such as Yellowstone National Park, contemporary novice places such as 

ICEHOTEL in Sweden are shown by both magazines. As we can see, international sport 

events, popular cultures and public recreation/ entertainment that originate from foreign 

countries, and tourism resorts and landmarks are commonly presented in the form of 

pictures.  

Through examining pictures in both magazines, there are some pictures showing 

strong contrast and providing “visual conflict”. Visual conflict here means the impact 

derives from the pictures which show contradicted elements or images that beyond 

readers’ expectations. These pictures may be very eye-catchy and cause readers to have 

different interpretation and impression toward them. In forms of pictures and illustration, 

there are some culture-related features and conflicts showing in these two magazines. 

Here are some examples: There is an illustration of red envelopes with US dollars (p. 23; 

February, 2010, ABC). This picture combines Chinese New Year tradition-red envelop 

with foreign currency, which can be a symbol of Chinese and American culture 

integration.  Moreover, a picture of a Caucasian boy holding Taiwanese nation flag 

also brings some visual shock to readers (p. 22; March, 2010, ABC). This picture is 
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shown in the article called “My Country”, and the author shares many famous 

landmarks and special domestic atmosphere of Taiwan. However, the picture of a 

Caucasian child holding Taiwanese nation flag may not be regard as a typical Taiwanese, 

so it can raise readers’ attention and think about what they anticipate to see originally. 

Last but not least, there is a picture of a Caucasian woman wearing Japanese traditional 

costume—Kimono (p. 49, May, 2010, LTE). Similar with the second picture, it 

combines two cultures in a picture and creates an image of the exotic and culture 

integration.  

 

Different Cultural Themes  

Cultural themes are topics about different cultures and their daily lives. Through 

integrating different cultural themes developed and listed by different scholars (see chart 

3-3-2), there are mainly three types of cultural themes: cultural symbols, cultural 

products, and cultural behavior/practice. In Pesola’s (1991) study, she categorized 

cultural themes into these three types; however, this study included other scholars’ 

classification such as Chen (2004), Strasheim (1981), and Hirsch’s (1987) to enhance 

the originally three categories. “Cultural symbols” are units about country names, 

national monuments, nation flag, nation heroes, and celebrity. “Cultural products” are 

literature/folktale, music, art/crafts, customs, values, food and drinks, clothing, house 

life, transportation, leisure activities/sports, traveling, and measurement. Celebration of 

holidays, ways to greet, and table manners are classified as “cultural behavior”.  

 

- The use of Big C themes 

Speaking of cultural themes, Big C and small c is one of the most representative 

classifications. Culture with a big C requires some knowledge of the formal institutions 

such as social, political, economic, history, fine arts, literature, and elite culture which 
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has much to do with past (Chuang, 2002). Therefore, culture with a capital C includes 

the cinema, music (whether serious or popular) and, literature. On the other hand, 

culture with small c includes “housing, clothing, food, tools, transportation, and all the 

patterns of behavior” (Chastain, 1988; Moore, 1995). The representation of culture with 

capital C and small c in English learning materials is a focus of culture teaching. In 

Chuang’s (2002) study on cultural teaching materials, she claimed that culture with 

small c is most presented in cultural teaching materials and some only include holiday 

celebrations and food themes. Nevertheless, the present study tries to examine the 

representation of Big C and small c in the text and find out that whether the use of 

culture with capital c is common.  

In the two English learning magazines, we can find representation of themes 

concerning Big C. There are introduction of literature and political issue. The following 

is an example of introduction of politics: 

Parties aren’t just for fun. A political party is a group of people who share similar ideas 

about government. In the U.S., the two largest parties are the Democrats and the 

Republicans. The symbol for the Democrats is a donkey. The symbol for the Republicans 

is an elephant. (P, 7; January, 2010, LTE) 

 It talks about the definition of “political party” and provides example of two 

American parties and their symbols. This not only shows the use of Big C-- political 

theme in the text but also indicates the choice of example is not other countries but 

America. The writer prefers to use American politics than local (Taiwanese) political 

parties to exemplify the other meaning of “party”. This phenomenon is common 

especially in LTE. The next example is another illustration of big C theme about U.S. 

economics:  

Debt is a large problem in the United States. U.S debt is very high. The average 

American family today has about $8000 in credit card debt. Many people are spending 
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too much money. But debt isn’t only an American problem. People in many countries 

have the same problem. People want things, but they don’t have the money for them. So 

they use their credit card. They want to buy now and pay later, but this is a trap. Soon 

they are deep in debt and can’t get out. 

 (P. 17; August, 2009, LTE) 

 The example above, though relates to other countries by the description, “Debt 

isn’t only an American problem. People in many countries have the same problem”, it is 

still America-oriented by showing the number of American credit card debt. The next 

example is using the conversation form to talk about some well-known American 

literature, which is one of the big C themes.  

Amy: I’m looking for a book called Three. 

Pam: The mystery by Ted Dekker? That is a good book.  

Amy: I think we should discuss Three. The author wrote a really interesting plot. 

Pam: That is a good book, but you can I have already read it. Anyone else?  

Jack: How about Winnie the Pooh?  

(Footnotes: Winnie the Pooh is written by A.A. Milne) 

Tom: That’s a book for kids.  

Jack: Children’s books often have great topics and themes. And they’re short and 

easy to read. 

Pam: I would like to read The Secret Life of Bees. 

Tom: That’s a great movie!  

(p. 36, 42, 43; August, 2009, LTE) 

The example above did not show the detailed information of the story, but it 

names some famous literature and gives terse comment on each work. Besides, it 

provides learners with some selection for further reading by adding the part “Our 

teachers recommend these books”. The books are: Charlotte’s Web, The Chronicles of 
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Narnia, The Mystery at Lilac Inn, and Charlie and the Chocolate Factory. Theses books 

are presented with their cover and pictures of teachers who suggest them. Below the 

book name, there are names of author and publisher. As we can see, LTE pays attention 

to the role of literature in English learning materials; it integrates introduction and 

pictures of some contemporary American literature in the text to help learners know 

more about American literature. 

ABC also pays much attention to literature-- the cultural theme that belongs to 

culture with capital C. Every month, it shares a famous folktale in “Stories and fables” 

section. It uses at least four pages to briefly tell the famous story such as “Puss in 

Boots”, “Hansel and Gretel”, and “The Pied Piper”. The origins of folktales are 

diversified; Germany, Norway, America, and England are included. However, only 

some stories were further explained with footnotes or background introduction in 

Chinese; most stories are just treated as a narrative article. The following is a translated 

version of folktale example with footnotes: 

The Pied Piper is a legend originated from Northwest part of Germany—Hamelin. 

There’s Weser River throughout Hamelin, and this story was collected in Grimm 

Brother’s work “German Legends”. Hence, the place became a famous tourism 

destination. (p. 44-47 The Pied Piper; December, 2009, ABC) 

    With the examples above, the use culture with Big C can be found in both English 

learning magazines. The cultural themes such as literature, politics, and economics are 

shown frequently in the text. In addition to culture with big C, themes deriving from 

culture with small c are found in both magazines. In the following section, themes 

concerning culture with small c are listed topic by topic: cultural symbol—nation names, 

nation flags, national monuments, nation heroes, and celebrity; cultural product—food 

and drinks, house life, leisure activities/sports, and traveling; cultural practice-- 

celebration of holidays, ways to greet, and customs.  
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-The use of small c themes 

1. Nation names 

 Many nation names appear in both English learning magazines, for example, 

America, Japan, Spain, and Australia. Besides, many famous cities are listed in the text 

followed by their country. For instance, Copenhagen (Denmark), Los Angeles (U.S), 

and Shanghai (China). Words related to languages and citizens of the country are 

sometimes included in the text: Italian (Italy), Indian (India), Thai (Thailand), and 

Brazilian (Brazil). It is noteworthy that Taiwan and cities of Taiwan are mentioned in 

both magazines especially in ABC. Many places from countryside to city center are 

introduced equally. For example:  

Duck boats were introduced in Taiwan in 2009. Kaohsiung was the first major city in 

Taiwan to have these unique tours. Their tours start at the Confucius Temple in Zuoying 

(左營) and end up in Lotus Pond (蓮池潭). 

 (p50, 51; January, 2010, ABC) 

 The short paragraph showed some local places and city and country names. This 

coincides with one of the goal of Nine-Year Integrated Curriculum—to learn more 

about foreign and domestic culture and customs. The use of local places and cities help 

reinforce the learning of domestic culture. Learners can not only understand more about 

the area but learn how to say these city names and places in English.  

2. National monuments  

 In addition to nation names, many famous natural setting or national monuments 

are introduced in both English learning magazines. For example, Amazon Forest, 

Niagara Falls, Yellowstone National Park, and Burj Khalifa. The following is an 

example of depicting a national monument—Burj Khalifa: 

The world’s tallest building stands in the Middle East. It is the Burj Khalifa, which used 

to be called the Burj Dubai. The Birj Khalifa is 2,717 feet tall, higher than any other 
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Thirty-five thousand people can fit into the Burj Khalifa. That is 

about the size of a small town. Luckily, the Burj Khalifa has over fifty elevators. Some of 

them can move at the speed of thirty-five kilometers an hour. The biggest ones can carry 

up to forty-six passengers. 

Earthquakes are a big concern for tall buildings. Taipei 101 was the world’s tallest 

building before Burj Khalifa was finished…The Burj Khalifa is a wonder of modern 

architecture. It is a symbol of how people can use their cleverness to do the impossible. 

(P. 34 35 Big, Bigger, Biggest Skyscraper; April, 2010, ABC) 

Next to the article, there is a comparison chart between Burj Khalifa and Taipei 

101 in terms of their height, number of floors and elevators. It is another example of 

trying to combine foreign achievement with local achievement.  

3. Nation flag 

In both magazines, only a few nation flags are shown in English learning materials. 

There are: nation flag of Canada (p.18; February, 2010, LTE), nation flag of Ireland (p, 

36; March, 2010, LTE), and nation flag of Taiwan (p, 22, March, 2010, ABC) 

4. Nation heroes 

Nation heroes are defined as famous real-life or mythological people who live in the 

past. In the two English learning magazines, three nation heroes are mentioned. William 

Shakespeare (p.34; January, 2010, LTE), Vincent van Gogh (p, 9; December, 2009, 

ABC), and Saint Patrick (p, 39; March, 2010, LTE). William Shakespeare was shown 

with a picture and the title of English playwright. Vincent van Gogh was introduced in 

the English learning material because there was an exhibition of his works in Taipei. 

Only Saint Patrick was introduced with complete footnotes: 

Patrick is a saint of Ireland, but he is not actually Irish. He was born in Wales.  

When he was about 16 years old, pirates captured him and took him to Ireland.  

They sold Patrick to a rich man, and he took care of the man’s sheep.  
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During this time, Patrick started to believe in God. After six years, Patrick escaped and 

then became a monk in France. Later he decided to go back to Ireland and tell people 

about God. Patrick taught there for almost 30 years. 

 He taught people about God, and he also taught them how to read. 

(p, 39; March, 2010, LTE) 

5. Celebrity  

 Other than national heroes, famous people in different fields who are currently 

alive are defined as celebrity. In both magazines, many famous people are introduced 

and described. They are Anne Hathaway, Miley Cyrus, Meryl Streep (January,2010, 

LTE), J.K. Rowling, Tim Burton (March, 2010, ABC), Alicia Keys (2010, April, ABC), 

Kelly Clarkson (May, 2010, ABC), Roger Federer and Maria Sharapova (June, 2009, 

ABC), Michael Schumacher (November, 2009, ABC), Tiger Woods, Kobe Bryant, 

Ichiro (p. 31; July, 2009, LTE) , and James Cameron (p, 9; 34, 35; December, 2009, 

ABC).  

 

 Though there are many different celebrity of movies, sports, and literature, most of 

them are American stars from Hollywood; therefore, we can still see the dominance of 

American popular culture in entertaining industry and its importance in influencing the 

English learning materials. Besides, Ichiro, the famous Japanese baseball player in 

Major League Baseball, is the only Asian mentioned. However, it only shows his first 

name, and his last name, Suzuki, is not being presented.  

6. Food and drinks 

 Food and drinks from different countries are commonly presented in both 

magazines in forms of picture and dialogues. Italian food such as spaghetti and pizza, 

Indian food such as curry, Chinese food such as dumpling are all shown in pictures.  

However, comparison and contrast of food around the world can be found in the text. 
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The following article talks about dumplings in Asia by using pictures and comparison to 

show this cultural theme: 

In America, dumplings are usually balls of potato or flour. These are great in chicken 

soup. However, they aren’t nearly as good as Asian dumplings. In Asia, dumplings are 

cooked in so many different fillings. I love trying new kinds. However, my favorite 

dumplings are fried and filled with pork. While living in Asia, I have tried many kinds of 

dumplings. In Shanghai (上海), I ate a dumpling that had hot soup and a meatball 

inside. In Xian (西安), I tried dumplings that looked like animals and flowers. 

The shrimp dumplings in Hong Kong were really yummy. I ordered fried dumplings with 

rice in Japan. They had much more garlic than the dumplings in Taiwan. 

Dumplings can be eaten in many ways and at any time. As lunch, dinner, or a snack, 

dumplings are always delicious! 

 (p. 26, 27, September, 2009, ABC) 

 

7. Leisure activities/sports 

 Leisure activities and sport are very common topics in both magazines. Most of the 

time, this theme is designed to match with the big international sport events in the 

month. Winter Olympics, World Expo, Wimbledon, and World Games are introduced in 

different magazines. First of all, Winter Olympics was held in February, 2010 in 

Vancouver. Only LTE designed contents about Winter Olympics in the volume of 

February, 2010. Here is the example: 

Vancouver, B.C., Canada, is the host city for the 21st Winter Olympic Games. These will 

be the third Olympic in Canada. Over 5,000 athletes from 80 countries will be there. 

They will ski, skate, jump or play in more than 86 winter sports. Every person and every 

team has the goal: victory. Who will win gold? Which country will win the most medals? 

These are the questions many people are asking. Some think more people will watch 
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these Olympic than any other Games in history. The Opening and Closing Ceremonies 

of the 2010 Winter Olympic Games will be inside. This will be the first time ever. 

 (p. 20; Feb, 2010, LTE) 

 From the paragraph above, it shows information about this sport event and the 

detailed number of participants and countries. Besides, the writer pointes out the 

particularity of this Winter Olympics, that is, it is inside. However, the host 

city—Vancouver, B.C., Canada is mentioned only at the beginning. The writer does not 

focus on the characteristics and justification for hosting the Winter Olympics, instead, it 

relates the event to the country—Canada, by stating it is the third Olympic in Canada. 

The next sport even introduced in magazine is Wimbledon. The following is the excerpt 

part of the article: 

This famous international tennis tournament (Wimbledon) takes place in London every 

summer. Wimbledon has been around since 1877. That’s why traditions are so important. 

Players always follow a dress code, wearing almost all white. Also, strawberries and 

cream has been the favorite snack of Wimbledon fans for years. 

Wimbledon games are played on grass courts. Tennis balls don’t bounce as high on 

grass, so the players have to move at a faster speed to hit the ball…  

About 500,000 people attend the matches, while millions of people watch them on 

television. At Wimbledon, the top tennis stars in the world play against each other. This 

year, skillful players like Roger Federer and Maria Sharapova will be competing for 

victory.  

(p. 26. The Top Tournament of Tennis; 2009, June, ABC) 

     This article introduces the history, location, and tradition of Wimbledon to 

indicate its importance. Though the top tournament of tennis, Wimbledon, is only 

introduced in ABC, the popularity and representative of this game is revealed through 

the text. For example, it tells the number of audience attending to watch the game is 
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500,000, and it also names two famous tennis players, Roger Federer, and Maria 

Sharapova, to show how exciting and must-see the tournament is. The next international 

sport event takes place in Taiwan, World Games, and it is presented in forms of 

dialogue: 

Jason: Hey, are you guys watching the World Games? 

Jack: I am! It begins today. 

Tom: What are the World Games? 

Amy: Athletes from different countries compete in the World Games.  

Jason: And this year, the games are in Kaohsiung. That’s my hometown…. 

Jack: There are 31 different sports on the World Games. And athletes from 

99 countries are competing. (p. 32, July, 2009, LTE) 

This dialogue is about World Games in Kaohsiung, 2009. The speaker pointes out 

the location of this game and his relationship with the host city, it is his hometown. The 

basic information about the participants and number of different sport games is shown. 

Though the writer does not put emphasis on introducing Kaohsiung, he/she still provids 

useful data to readers. Another important event is World Expo in Shanghai. This event is 

shown in both magazines, so the text will be in the next section: 4-2 Comparison and 

Contrast of the Two English Learning Magazines. 

8. Traveling 

 Traveling is a popular theme in both magazines. The traveling destination includes 

New York (June, 2009, LTE), Toronto (August, 2009, ABC), Brazil (October, 2009, and 

January, 2010, LTE), Italy (October, 2009, LTE) Taiwan (February, 2010, ABC), Greece, 

England (March, 2010, LTE), Kaohsiung (May, 2010, ABC), and Japan (May, 2010, 

LTE). The following conversation is an example of discussing the details to take a trip 

to Brazil: 

Pam: Here is a book about Brazil. 
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Jack: Thanks. We are excited about this trip. 

Pam: What do you know about Brazil? 

Jack: I don’t know much.  

Pam: You can learn a lot from this book. It has information about interesting 

places in Brazil. 

Jack: That’s great. Does it have information about hotels and restaurants? 

Pam: Yes. What part of Brazil are you going to? 

Jack: We are not sure yet. 

Pam: You can visit the Amazon Rainforest.  

Jack: That might be fun. 

Pam: Or you can enjoy the beaches. And there are some nice restaurants in the 

cities. (p. 19; October, 2009, LTE) 

 From the conversation, readers can learn some important sightseeing spots in 

Brazil. Meanwhile, it can motivate learners to know more information about foreign 

countries. However, ABC pays special attention to travel in Taiwan. The content ranges 

from traveling in the whole island to visit one city in Taiwan. Here is an example of 

travel information to Kaohsiung: 

Taipei isn’t the only exciting city in Taiwan anymore. Visitors are turning their 

sights south to Kaohsiung. Kaohsiung is the second largest city in Taiwan. The Love 

River (愛河) it its most famous landmark. The river was once used for farming. Then it 

was used to ship goods to and from the city. The city is home to many factories, so 

pollution has been a problem. The river was once so dirty that it was called “the black 

river.” …Now you can enjoy nature parks and peaceful out door cafes along the banks 

of the Love River. When should you visit Kaohsiung? Anytime is fine because it has nice 

weather all year round! Visiting the sight is easy, too. The MRT and the bus system 

make it convenient to get around the city. One place you can’t miss is Central Park (中
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. It seems like an ordinary park during the day. It seems like an ordinary park 

during the day. At night though, it comes to life! You can hear music from the bars and 

restaurants nearby. Artists have also created a colorful walkway that lights up at night. 

If you love shopping, you must check out Shinkuchan (新崛江) in downtown Kaohsiung. 

Lots of great clothing and shoe shops are found in its narrow streets. 

(p. 50 The New Kaohsiung; May, 2010, ABC) 

This article opens with a comparison with Taipei to show the increasing notice 

and importance of Kaohsiung. It is a informative report about where and how to enjoy 

traveling in Kaohsiung. Many sightseeing spots are introduced—Love River, Central 

Park and Shinkuchan.  

In addition, some articles do not focus on solely one location; they talk about the 

new trend and means of traveling around the world. For example, CouchSurfing: 

Trading Hotels for Homes: 

 

It’s easy to meet other travelers abroad. Meeting locals can sometimes be harder. 

CouchSurfing is one way for travelers to get to know the locals. The idea of 

CouchSurfing is simple. Travelers can sleep over on local’s couches. Hosts and guests 

can find each other through the CouchSurfing Web site. CouchSurfing offers travelers a 

more local experience than staying in a hotel. Hosts can meet people from all over the 

world. CouchSurfing can take part in the daily life of the places they visit. CouchSurfing 

makes cultural exchange its goal. Travelers can tell hosts about their home countries. 

The hosts like to introduce their favorite places to their guests. With CouchSurfing, you 

can see a place like a local!  

Casey Fenton is the founder of CouchSurfing. He got the idea after the bought a 

cheap airplane ticket to Iceland (冰島) . Fenton didn’t want to stay in a hotel. Instead, 

he e-mailed over 1,500 Icelandic students and asked if he could sleep on their couches. 
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Fenton finally found a place to stay for free and got to enjoy the local life. Fenton 

launched the CouchSurfing Website in 2004. It caught on with travelers right away. 

Members have reported that over ninety-nine percent of CouchSurfing experiences were 

positive. CouchSurfing has become global. Travelers can find a free couch in 62,000 

cites on every continent including Antarctica (南極洲) ! If you’re going traveling, you 

can count on finding a couch! 

(p. 50, 51; March, 20210, ABC) 

9. Celebration of holidays 

 Celebration of holidays and festivals are the most popular and common cultural 

themes in English learning materials (Galloway, 1985, Tseng, 1999, Hirsch, 1987). This 

statement made by scholars is proved positive in this research. Many important holidays 

are introduced in both English learning magazines. Below is a chart of introduced 

holiday and the number of magazine (see Table 4-1-3).  

 

Table 4-1-3 distribution of holidays and festivals in two magazines 

 2009 

Jun  

 

Jul 

 

Aug 

 

Sep 

 

Oct 

 

Nov 

 

Dec 

2010

Jan 

 

Feb 

 

Mar 

 

Apr 

 

May 

A

B

C 

   
 

 Thanks

-giving

Christ-

mas 

 * Chinese

New Year

* Lantern 

Festival 

*Doll’s 

Festival 

*Easter 

*April 

Fool’s 

Day 

 

L 

T 

E 

 Fourth 

of July 

   Thanks

-giving

*Christ

-mas 

*Harbin

Snow 

Festival

 Chinese 

New Year

*White 

Day 

*Saint 

Patrick’s  

Day 

*Easter 

 
 

 There are four important festivals that are introduced in both English learning 

magazines: Thanksgiving, Christmas, Chinese New Year, and Easter (the discussion will 

be in 4-2). ABC adds Lantern Festival and April Fool’s Day as holidays to celebrate in 
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the text; while, LTE lists Harbin Snow Festival and Saint Patrick’s Day in the content. 

The following examples are how these festivals are shown and described in the text. 

First of all, the celebration of Saint Patrick’s Day: 

Amy: Why are you wearing those funny green clothes? 

Tom: These are for Saint Patrick’s Day! 

Saint Patrick’s Day is an Irish holiday. It is on March 17 every year. 

Everyone wears green on Saint Patrick’s Day. 

Pam: I need a green shirt or skirt. I don’t want any problems this year. 

I didn’t wear green last year. People pinched me all day!  

Emma: Saint Patrick is important to the Irish people. He helped them a lot.  

People wear green on St. Patrick’s Day because Ireland is so green.  

(p. 35-39; March, 2010, LTE) 

     LTE not only uses conversation to show Saint Patrick’s Day, it explains Saint 

Patrick’s Day by using picture and informative and descriptive text. The following is 

an example:  

When Irish people first came to America, many of them were poor. Most Americans 

didn’t treat them well. On St. Patrick’s Day, some Irish people wore green as a symbol of 

their country. They were proud to be an Irish. But some Irish people were not proud, so 

they didn’t wear green. Other Irish people pinched them for not having pride. (p. 38; 

March, 2010, LTE) 

By the use of multiple forms to introduce the same cultural theme, LTE helps 

reinforce the memory toward the topic, and it uses similar vocabulary repetitively in 

order to help readers notice and learn the word-cluster by heart. The function of 

conversation is to raise the question and arouse readers’ curiosity toward the festival, 

and the informative text plays the role to solve the problem and give complete 

explanation. In the text, we can see the representation of patriotism and nation identity. 
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The next example is from ABC on April Fool’s Day:  

If you like to play tricks on people, then you will have fun on April Fool’s Day. On 

this day, people try to fool each other. For example, you can change your friend’s alarm 

clock to be one hour ahead. When he is early for a party, you can say, “Happy Fools!” 

Companies have done many hoaxes. In 1998, Burger King put a fake advisement in a 

newspaper. It said that the restaurant would sell a “Left-Handed Whopper” designed 

for left-handed Americans. Thousands of customers asked for the burger the next day. 

Don’t believe all the media you see or hear on April 1. Anyone could be lying. If you’re 

not careful, you may become an “April Fool!” 

 (p. 46 April Fool’s Day, April, 2010, ABC) 

     The paragraph above does not put emphasis on the development of this holiday; 

instead, it pays more attention to the attitude and interesting history about this day. The 

example of April Fool’s Day hoax used in the text is from a famous fast-food restaurants 

in America, which may make readers directly link April Fool’s Day to America. It is 

necessary to add more examples of April Fool’s Day around the world to help readers 

have clearer understanding of this festival. If it is a festival celebrated in only some 

specific places, it is adequate to use the particular country as example. The following is 

an example of holiday celebration in one city--Harbin Snow Festival: 

Each January, Harbin holds an international ice and snow sculpture festival. It is 

one of the world’s largest. On the city’s Sun Park Island, snow sculptures amaze visitors. 

Many life-size buildings made from ice are in Snow World. They have lights in them, and 

they look beautiful at night. 

(P. 39; December, 2009, LTE) 

     The regional festival is described in a clear and brief style, and it successfully 

introduces and informs the readers of the celebration. The other example of regional 

festival is Lantern Festival; this important festival is introduced only in ABC. The text 
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tries to link the tradition of the festival to celebration activity in Taiwan. Here is the 

excerpt of the text:  

The Lantern Festival falls on the fifteenth day of the first month in the lunar 

calendar. People all around Taiwan celebrate this event. Lantern Festival is such a 

major holiday that people also call it “little New Year.” Families eat a special dessert 

on this day: a kind of rice dumpling called tangyuan. 

One fun custom is to play a riddle games, People write riddles on paper and 

paste them on a wall. Anyone can try to solve them. If someone can answer a riddle 

correctly, he will get a prize. Animals are a common theme (for lanterns), especially the 

animal for the Chinese horoscope sign of the year. 2010 is the year of the tiger, so look 

out for tiger lanterns everywhere! In 2010, Chiayi City is hosting the Taiwan Lantern 

Festival. The people in Chiayi have made hundreds of lanterns for the event. So if you 

want to see the colorful Lantern Festival, then plan on visiting Chiayi City. 

(P. 46, 47; February, 2010, ABC) 

     In the text, it contains the date, food, tradition way of celebration, and symbol of 

lanterns in Lantern Festival. Moreover, it promotes the local event for celebrating the 

festival together in Chiayi. This article helps readers be able to use English to introduce 

this local festival to foreigners.  

     Besides festivals celebrated in Western countries and in Taiwan, both magazines 

include special festival celebrated in Japan respectively: Doll’s Festival and White Day. 

Doll’s Festival is introduced in ABC with a detailed article and many informative 

pictures. The following is the introduction of Doll’s Festival in Japan: 

Did you know that girls in Japan have their own festival? Doll’s Festival, or Girl’s 

Day, is celebrated by Japanese every March. This is a day to pray for the health and 

happiness of girls. Families will display a set of dolls at home. The dolls sit upon a red 

carpet and represent the royal court. When the festival ends, they are put away until 
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These are not toy dolls. They are family treasures. The dolls are handed down 

from mothers to daughters over many years. 

One famous place to enjoy Doll’s Festival is the Awashima Shrine (淡島神社) in 

Wakayama (和歌山) . The shrine is covered in thousands of dolls! On this day, people 

make another kind of dolls with paper. These dolls represent illness and are placed on 

boats. People believe they can get rid of the girls’ illnesses by sending away the dolls 

down a river. Later, the boats are gathered and set on fire in a temple. If you go to 

Japan, it is worth seeing the Doll’s Festival. It offers a truly unique experience. 

(p. 44, 45 Doll’s Festival: A Holiday of Her Own, March, 2010, ABC) 

 This article points out many key information of Doll’s Festival. It mentions the 

target people, the time, the way, the place, and the meaning of celebrating Doll’s 

Festival, giving readers a chance to be involved in the event. The other Japanese festival 

mentioned in the text by LTE is White Day. Here is the example: 

In most countries, March 14 is an ordinary day. But in Japan, March 14 is a 

special day called White Day. What is White Day? Before we answer this question, we 

need to understand how Japanese celebrate Valentine’s Day on February 14. 

In Japan, women give gifts and chocolate to mean on Valentine’s Day. It is a 

chance for women to let their boyfriends, husbands, and other men know their feelings. 

On White Day, men buy gifts for women. But they must be careful. In Japan, different 

gifts have different meanings. If a man gives a woman the wrong kind of gift, he may be 

in big trouble. 

 (p. 32, March, 2010, LTE) 

     At the beginning of the article, it compares the differences between March 14th in 

Japan and in the other countries. It also relates White Day to Valentine’s Day. From the 

description, readers can indirectly realize Japanese value highly on two-way 

communications, that is, to give and to return. In other words, if you send something to 
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a person first, the recipient is required to return something else to show respect and 

appreciation later. However, in last paragraph, it points out the potential danger of 

miscommunication with the sentence “If a man gives a woman the wrong kind of gift, he 

may be in big trouble”. This helps readers to pay special attention to the custom, but it 

does not provide the example of “wrong kind of gift” here. Instead, in the last unit of 

this magazine, there is an article about Gifts on White Day, and it claims: 

On White Day, it’s the men’s turn to buy gifts for women. They should give the 

same kind of chocolate they got on Valentine’s Day. But the gifts from the men should be 

more expensive. Men must give carefully. They don’t want to hurt anyone’s feelings! 

(p. 61, March, 2010, LTE) 

 With the explanation, readers can understand what men should give back on White 

Day without making mistakes. The sentence “the gifts from the men should be more 

expensive” reveals the Japanese assume that males should be more generous financially 

than females. If they do not follow the rules, they are hurting others’ feelings. It is an 

interesting phenomenon that can be explored more in the text, and it helps readers gain 

understanding of culture values which is one of the goals for cultural learning (Yu, 

2006). 

10. Ways to greet 

 Speaking of interesting phenomenon in different countries, it is essential to know 

how to start a conversation and build a good relationship with people with different 

cultural background. The way to greet is an important topic to focus on. Only LTE 

shares the information about how to greet in different cultures. The following 

conversation shows the ways to greet in different countries: 

Tom: Asking someone “Have you eaten?” is a traditional Chinese greeting. 

I also just read an article about greetings in different cultures. In Greece, 

you slap another person’s back as a greeting. It’s more common than 
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Pam: I greet my mom with a kiss on the cheek. 

Emma: I’ve also heard you can bow as a greeting.  

(p. 55 Greetings and Culture; April, 2010, LTE) 

     This conversation is made by Tom, Pam, and Emma and all of them are from 

countries other than Taiwan. Through their discussion, readers learn that asking people 

“Have you eaten” is a typical Chinese way to open a topic; while Greeks tend to slap 

another person’s back to greet. The example of greeting in Greece intends to contrast 

with other cultures that greet with kisses, shake hands, and take a bow. Next to the 

conversation, a paragraph showing the details of greeting in different cultures is 

presented: 

When you are traveling in other countries, learning the rules for saying hello is 

important. Greetings can be different in different countries. In my countries, people 

shake hands when they meet. In some places, people kiss a person’s cheek or both 

cheeks. In other places, people greet with three kisses! People who live near the Arctic 

Circle rub noses. In Japan, people bow or nod to another person. 

(p. 56 Greetings and Culture; April, 2010, LTE) 

    The paragraph gives more examples of greeting in different cultures. But there is 

still some ambiguity in the text. It does not state in the text that what “my country” 

refers to. It can either be in America or in Taiwan. In order to reduce confusion, it is 

better to add a country name. Moreover, this example resonates with one of the previous 

examples that LTE tends to use multiple forms to demonstrate similar ideas and texts.  

11. Custom 

     Custom is developed and revised through history in different countries, and it 

plays an integral role in each culture. Furthermore, it is the best way to compare and 

examine the cultural differences. In LTE, it raises this issue several times and lists many 
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examples to emphasize the customs of Chinese culture and Western cultures. The 

following is an example on “respect”: 

Pam: Chinese people really value respect. 

Amy: They do. My parents taught me a lot about respect. They especially want me 

to respect my elders. 

Jason: Yes, when an older person enters the room, I stand and greet them. 

Amy: Me too! If they are Chinese, I always say “A-yi Hao” or Shu-shu hao.” 

That means “Hi, Auntie” or “Hi uncle.” 

(p. 52; April, 2010, LTE) 

The conversation above shows Chinese people emphasize the idea of being 

respectful and polite to others through parents’ education. The concept of younger 

generation and older generation is illustrated by the sentence “when an older person 

enters the room, I stand and greet them”. It stresses the action “stand up” and “greet” 

the elders, and helps readers to relate themselves to the manners and identity. The 

following conversation is placed after the previous conversation:  

Pam: Are your parents very traditional, Jason? 

Jason: They can be. 

Amy: My parents are very traditional, too. They really care a lot about customs 

and manners… For example, when people praise my parents, they don’t 

accept it. If people praise their children, my parents won’t accept that 

either…That used to bother me, but then I learned. My parents are just 

trying to be humble.  

Pam: That’s very different from America customs. 

Amy: Right. In America if someone praised you, you say “thank you”. That is 

polite. When you meet a foreigner, be careful of your manners. 

This dialogue compares the different response toward compliment. Chinese 
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people do not take the praise personally and directly, whereas they shun away from it. 

On the contrary, American people welcome compliment and accept it naturally. If 

you use a Chinese way to react to an American, it might be considered impolite, vice 

versa. Therefore, the conversation ends with a conclusion “When you meet a 

foreigner, be careful of your manners”. The text contains two goals of culture 

learning stated by Cortazzi, and Jin (1995), that is, it helps to “develop awareness of 

other cultures” and “understand the others’ interpretation toward you behavior”. In 

different volume, LTE raises the issue of the contrast of different customs and 

focuses on showing the differences between Chinese customs and Western customs: 

Tom: Are Western customs very different from Chinese customs? 

Jason: Well, some things are the same. But yes, many things are different.  

Tom: What are some different customs? 

Jason: You can see some differences in restaurants. In most Western restaurants, 

everyone orders their own plate of food. 

Jack: In traditional Chinese restaurants people eat family style. All dishes are on 

the table, and everybody shares. 

Tom: I like that. Then you can eat many different things. 

Jack: Also, in America, friends often share the cost of a meal in a restaurant. 

Tom: What do they do in Asia? 

Jason: In Asia, the host family usually pays for the meal…But polite guests will 

still offer to pay. 

Tom: Will the host let them? 

Jason: No. But you should still offer.  

(p. 39, July, 2009, LTE) 

This conversation indicated two interesting phenomena in Chinese culture. One is 

to eat in "family style”, and the other is the face concern. The family style means “All 
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dishes are on the table, and everybody shares”, and it is a representation of collectivism, 

emphasizing the importance of sharing. In contrast, Western style of eating is “everyone 

orders their own plate of food”, which is the representation of individualism.  

On the issue of paying for the meal, the speaker narrows down the subjects from 

Westerners to American. The sentence goes “in America, friends often share the cost of 

a meal in a restaurant”. This situation can also be applied to young generation of 

Chinese people. However, the text shows that “In Asia, the host family usually pays for 

the meal…But polite guests will still offer to pay”. First of all, the speaker broadens the 

range of talking about Chinese to the whole Asians. Second, the text shows the 

separation of host and guest’s role and their responsibilities. Third, one very 

contradicted and noteworthy action is to fight for paying the bill in Asian culture. It 

defines guests who offer to pay the bill as “polite guests”. Though the host will pay for 

the meal, the guest should still insist to pay for the bill in order to show politeness. This 

is an interesting cultural issue that the magazine can have more in-depth discussion.  
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4.2 The Two English Learning Magazines 

 In 4-1, the research listed the forms of different culture-related contents, and 

analyzed the text on the aspect of its cultural themes from the two English learning 

magazines— Let’s Talk in English and ABC Interactive English Magazine. This section, 

the comparison and contrast between these two English learning magazines will be 

addressed.  

Comparison and Contrast of the Two English Learning Magazines 

1. Forms 

In LTE, it uses dialogues as the major way to introduce ideas and conduct English 

learning. Therefore, most of the culture-related themes are shown in forms of dialogues. 

Different speakers have different function in representing culture-related contents; some 

raise question and arouse curiosity while some try to solve the problem and offer 

sufficient information. Besides, LTE is good at making use of different forms to 

reinforce the memory toward different cultural themes. For example, when it talks about 

Thanksgiving, it uses dialogues to start the topic, and then a paragraph of informative 

text to further explain the story of Thanksgiving, finally with pictures and illustrations 

to show the food or symbols of Thanksgiving.  

In ABC, it does not adopt dialogues as the major form to present all the information. 

It uses descriptive text, advertisement, written exchange information such e-mails, 

comics, and conversation to show different culture-related contents. However, each 

culture theme is always represented in the same form. In other words, if it introduces 

Doll’s Festival, the content is shown just in one descriptive form and sometimes with a 

few relevant pictures or illustrations.  

The use of vocabulary is different between both magazines. LTE puts country names 

and relevant words such as its citizen or language in the category of “More Information”; 
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while ABC uses Chinese translation directly next to the vocabulary in the text.  

2. The use of Big C Themes 

Both magazines introduce many topics that belong to the culture with Big C. In LTE, 

political, economic, and literary themes are shown in the magazines. However, most of 

the examples are American-oriented. It uses American politics and financial problems as 

examples to illustrate the topics.  

In ABC, different literature and folktale is monthly introduced in the unit “Stories 

and Fables” of the magazine. Each story occupies at least four pages, and is 

accompanied by cartoon-style illustration. The stories are folktales from different 

countries including Norway, Germany, Japan, and England.  

3. Introduced countries 

Both magazines list many different countries and cities, but most of them are located 

in North America, Europe, Asia, or Australia. Except Egypt, no countries from Africa 

are mentioned and discussed. For LTE, it uses many cities of United States in 

illustrative sentences and dialogues such as New York and Chicago; while ABC lists 

more city names locally such as Chiayi and Kaohsiung.  

4. Footnotes 

Both magazines use footnotes to further explain some topics, and they use Chinese 

instead of English. Also, both magazines have a small column called “Did You Know” 

to give more information about the literature or festival. In addition to written footnotes, 

LTE uses pictures and illustrations to strengthen the understanding of the topic.  

5. Examples of description on the same cultural theme 

As previously mentioned, there are five similar topics concerning the celebration of 

holidays and international events appeared in both magazines. They are: Thanksgiving, 

Christmas, Chinese New Year, Easter, and World Expo in Shanghai.  

The following example is a conversation about the celebration of Thanksgiving in 
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LTE, followed by an invitation to Thanksgiving Dinner, and ended with a conversation.  

(1). Thanksgiving: 

Jason: When is Thanksgiving? 

Pam: Thanksgiving is this Thursday…Thanksgiving is a holiday. Many people get 

the day off. 

Jason: I don’t celebrate Thanksgiving…Thanksgiving is an American holiday. I 

don’t know much about American holidays.  

Pam: Other countries celebrate Thanksgiving too. But they don’t celebrate on the 

same day.  

Jason: We don’t celebrate this holiday at home… 

Pam: I really love Thanksgiving food. I love turkey! I also love my family’s 

Thanksgiving customs. We do them every year. 

 

In Taiwan, people don’t celebrate this holiday. However, in USA or other countries, 

people celebrate it though the date might be different. Thanksgiving is a special time of 

the year. People get together with family and friends to celebrate this holiday. However, 

some people don’t live near their families. Some people are new in town and don’t have 

friends here. If you are one of these people, then come to the Jungle Café! Enjoy a big 

turkey dinner and celebrate Thanksgiving with us! Maybe you will even meet some new 

friends! 

When: Thursday, November 26, 6:00 pm 

Where: Jungle Café 

Cost: $5 

Amy: Will we have pumpkin pie for the Thanksgiving dinner? 

Emma: Of course! We must have pumpkin pie on Thanksgiving! 

Tom: There is one Thanksgiving custom I haven’t done yet this year…At home, 
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every person in our family talks about something we’re thankful for… 

I’m thankful for friends who eat pie with me 

(p. 47, 48, 49, 51, 56; November, 2009, LTE) 

 The above is the introduction of Thanksgiving in LTE. It uses the forms of 

conversation, advertisement (invitation), and pictures to give detailed information about 

Thanksgiving. It also shows the time, the meaning, and the way to celebrate 

Thanksgiving. At the beginning of the conversation, the speaker links this holiday and 

Taiwan, and claims “I don’t celebrate Thanksgiving…Thanksgiving is an American 

holiday”. Indeed, Taiwanese people don’t celebrate this holiday let alone to have a day 

off. However, the speaker then explains that Thanksgiving is celebrated not only in 

America but in other countries. Here, if the text can provide some examples of countries 

that also celebrate Thanksgiving, it will make the text more informative.  

 The must-eat food on Thanksgiving Dinner are turkey and pumpkin pie, and 

people who should spend the holiday with are family and friends. This concept repeats 

in the invitation, helping readers remember the celebration of thanksgiving. At the end, 

the Thanksgiving custom is shown— everyone should take turn to say things they are 

thankful for. This is a positive way to show your appreciation and to express gratitude. 

However, the use of the term “at home” is confusing. One “at home” at the beginning of 

the conversation means in Taiwan (We don’t celebrate this holiday at home), and other 

“at home” at the end of the conversation means in some other countries like America 

(At home, every person in our family talks about something we’re thankful for).  

 In ABC, it only uses a small portion in text to talk about Thanksgiving. It is in a 

comic section called Skip’s World, which mainly focuses on using comic style of stories 

to teach grammar. In the comics, two sentences are related to Thanksgiving: 

I’ll be eating lots of turkey and pumpkin pie. 

and 
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Thank you, Molly, for this delicious Thanksgiving Dinner. 

(P. 38, 40; November, 2009, ABC)  

The first sentence shows the food for Thanksgiving dinner, and two pages ahead, is 

the second sentence about Thanksgiving. Judging from the two sentences, ABC does not 

use a complete article or in-depth discussion to talk about Thanksgiving; whereas, it 

uses very fragmental description to point the food and the meal on Thanksgiving. The 

main purpose of the comics is to teach grammar rather than equip readers with 

Thanksgiving knowledge. In sum, we can conclude that ABC does not pay much 

attention to get further to the details of Thanksgiving compared with LTE. However, the 

only common these two magazines share is they both point out “turkey” and “pumpkin 

pie” as the food of Thanksgiving. 

(2). Christmas  

Compared with Thanksgiving, Christmas is widely celebrated almost all over the 

world, and both magazines introduce this important holiday in the text. In LTE, there are 

three sections focusing on Christmas. The first part is in forms of a conversation: 

Emma: Christmas is coming. It’s my favorite holiday. 

Jason: What do you do for Christmas? 

Emma: I spend Christmas with my family. We talk and eat lots of cookies and  

candy! 

Jason: Do people spend Christmas with family? 

Emma: Yes, families celebrate together. 

Jason: What do you do with your family on Christmas?  

Emma: We do lots of things. We have many traditions. We eat big Christmas 

dinner together at my brother’s house. Then we sing Christmas songs 

together…And after dinner we open the presents together. 

Tom: Gifts are a great way to celebrate Christmas. 
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Amy: Then we can share our blessings with others.  

Jason: What’s the Christmas spirit? 

Tom: The spirit of Christmas is feeling and sharing God’s love and peace. (sings) 

“We wish you a Merry Christmas…” 

All: (sings) “And a Happy New Year!” 

Jason: Many people go to church to celebrate Christmas. What else do people 

do? 

Pam: My family and I go to see Handel’s Messiah. Handel wrote songs about 

Jesus. These songs are very popular during Christmastime.  

Tom: I’ve heard of Handel’s Messiah. I heard it’s wonderful. 

Jason: Christmas is more than just shopping and gifts.  

In this conversation, many factors for celebrating Christmas are mentioned. It is a 

holiday with families and people can eat a lot of cookies and candies. Moreover, a big 

Christmas dinner and sing Christmas songs with family members are Christmas 

traditions. The sharing of Christmas presents shows the spirit of Christmas, i.e., 

showing your blessing to people around you and “feeling and sharing God’s love and 

peace”. In the dialogue, the use of Christmas song, famous classical work—Messiah by 

Handel, and go to church to celebrate Christmas all enrich the contents with concrete 

examples. The next paragraph provides more information in forms of descriptive text. 

We celebrate Christmas in many ways. We give gifts, go to parties and eat good 

food. But why do we celebrate Christmas? What is the meaning of Christmas? 

At Christmastime, people remember then true meaning of joy and peace. Many people 

go to church to celebrate Christmas. They celebrate Christmas because Jesus was born. 

If you visit a church, you can hear the Christmas story. You can also learn more about 

Jesus and the meaning of Christmas. 

(p. 43, 46, 48, 50, 51; December, 2009, LTE) 
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The paragraph once again shows the spirit of Christmas—to “remember the true 

meaning of joy and peace” and share it with people around you. At the end, it comes to 

the core of celebrating Christmas, that is, to celebrate Jesus’ birthday. Also, it invites 

readers who are motivated to know more about the story to visit a church, which is an 

effective way to help culture learning because it combines the cultural behavior 

(celebration of Christmas) with readers’ daily lives (Cao, 1987) and provides a way to 

take the learning into action. In the following article, LTE provides more information 

about celebration of Christmas around the world. 

Did you know that people celebrate Christmas on over 160 countries? Each country has 

its own special Christmas traditions. Here are some. 

Greece. People in Greece don’t eat meat for 40 days before Christmas. They think this 

helps them prepare themselves for Christmas. Then, on Christmas day, they have a big 

meal. It has meat and many other good foods. 

Mexico. People in Mexico act out the Christmas story. Children dress up like Mary and 

Joseph, Jesus’ parents. They walk through the streets. They stop at houses and ask for a 

place to stay. But no one helps them. Finally, they come to a house whose owners let 

them come in. They go inside and a party begins. 

Germany. The tradition of the Christmas tree comes from Germany. People in Germany 

like to buy their tree on Christmas Eve. They decorate it with nuts, apples, cookies and 

other decorations. 

(p. 61, December, 2009, LTE) 

 This article from LTE brings new idea to readers. At the beginning, it poses a 

question as an attention getter—“Did you know that people celebrate Christmas on over 

160 countries?” This is an informative and creative way to relate the topic to cultural 

learning; readers will notice the contents about celebration of Christmas in different 

countries. Here, three countries are introduced because of their uniqueness. They are 
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Greece, Mexico, and Germany. Greeks save the best for the Christmas and enjoy the 

meat thoroughly after 40 days without having meat; Mexicans act out the story of Jesus 

which indicates that they value the origin of Christmas highly and repetitively do it 

every year; Germans celebrate it by decorating Christmas tree and it seems typical in 

many other countries. This passage broadens the knowledge about celebrating 

Christmas in different countries, and help readers understand that even in Western 

countries, there are great differences in celebrating Christmas. This strategy of 

introducing different cultures from the way they celebrate a holiday is also used in 

ABC’s representation of Christmas around the world: 

  

Christmas makes me think of Santa Claus, delicious food, and presents…I was 

surprised to learn that this holiday is not the same everywhere. For instance, Santa 

Claus has so many names! He is known in different nations as Father Christmas, Kriss 

Kringle, and Saint Nicholas. I also believed that Santa was helped by cute little elves. In 

Holland, he has an assistant named Black Pete. Also in Holland, gifts are left in the 

shoes of children, not under the Christmas tree. 

Every Christmas, my family would decorate the Christmas tree with ornaments. In 

Spain, people fill the inside of a tree with nuts and candy. Then children hit the trees 

with sticks to get them out. As for Christmas dinner, my mom would always make turkey 

and potatoes. Australians have Christmas in beach, so families barbecue on the beach 

instead. In England, on the other hand, plum pudding is always eaten at Christmas 

dinner. 

(p. 26, 27 Christmas Around the World, December, 2009, ABC) 

 Many countries are mentioned in the text: Holland, Spain, Australia, and England. 

The text shows the special way of these countries to celebrate Christmas, but all the 

description is limited to one or two sentences. The article talks much about the name 
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and role of Santa Claus, which is not shown in LTE. However, it does not inform 

readers of the origin and the history of Christmas. Also, many sentences are sharing of 

the author’s personal experience of celebrating Christmas and followed by examples of 

different countries to show the differences. But the author does not point out his/her 

nationality; readers can not relate the contents to a specific culture.  

In sum, LTE focuses more on the discussion of Christmas, the demonstration of 

Christmas spirit, and information about the special way to celebrate Christmas; 

nevertheless, ABC pays more attention on some symbols of Christmas such as Santa 

Clause, and Christmas tree, and then shares personal experience or introduces how 

different cultures celebrate Christmas with these symbols. For the depth of introducing 

Christmas, LTE gives more detailed information and discussion while ABC uses brief 

description to introduce celebration of Christmas in different countries.  

(3). Chinese New Year: 

     Chinese New Year, unlike Thanksgiving and Christmas, is originated from 

Chinese culture. Therefore, the introduction of Chinese New Year in English learning 

materials is a combination of local and foreign cultures. Both magazines arrange this 

topic in the content, which is a performance of “placing the local in the global” (Gray, 

2002). LTE uses dialogues to talk about some tradition and food during Chinese New 

Year. Here is one example: 

Amy: Cleaning before Chinese New Year is a traditional activity. 

Tom: Why is cleaning a tradition? 

Amy: Some people say you can sweep away bad luck. 

Tom: We could order pizza! (For Chinese New Year party) 

Jason: (laughs) Pizza! 

Amy: No thank you. I prefer making traditional Chinese dishes. Jason, do you 

think I should prepare a whole fish or a whole chicken? 
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Jason: I like fish. My mom always prepares fish. 

Amy: OK, then I will prepare a whole fish. 

Tom: A whole fish? Wouldn’t cutting off the head and tail be better? 

Amy: No! Some people believe that’s not lucky. In Chinese, “fish” sounds like 

the word for “extra”. 

Jason: They want to have more than they need for next year. 

Amy: It’s a tradition. I will make noodles because they are a symbol for long life. 

Jason: How about jiao-zi? Will you make them too? 

Amy: Yes! Tom, jiao-zi are dumplings. 

(p.31-33, Feb, 2010, LTE) 

This dialogue mainly talks about food, and it shows that each food eaten during 

Chinese New Year has special significance and symbol. The explanation is included, 

for example, while talking about cutting the whole fish into pieces, the speaker 

responds “Some people believe that’s not lucky. In Chinese, “fish” sounds like the 

word for extra”. The text explains the taboo and reason for having this food, and it 

also shows Chinese characteristics of being superstitious and obedient to tradition. 

Moreover, it includes situation of culture shock in the conversation as Tom, an 

American boy, suggests eating pizza for Chinese New Year party. This suggestion is 

treated with laughs and indirect refusal “I prefer making traditional Chinese dishes”; 

however, this strategy helps readers think from other culture and reexamine the custom 

and tradition of Chinese New Year with different view. Unlike LTE, ABC uses a 

written information form—e-mail, to show a typical way to celebrate Chinese New 

Year: 

Dear Annie: 

     I’m going to get together with my family on Chinese New Year. It is my favorite 

holiday. I’m going to the temple near my house. There will be many festival activities 
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Of course, there will be many people, too. 

     On the second day of Chinese New Year, I’m going to my grandparents’ house in 

Chiayi. They will give me a lot of money like my other grandparents and maybe more 

than them 

     During Chinese New Year, there will be many happy memories in my life. 

                                          Yu-Hui Kao 

(P. 22; February, 2010, ABC) 

     In the text, it lists things people do during Chinese New Year from a perspective 

of a citizen. It mentions that people would spend this holiday with family, go to the 

temple, visit grandparents’ house the day after Chinese New Year’s Day, and get lucky 

money from them. It shows the celebration of Chinese New Year in a clear and simple 

way without adding culture factors and tradition in the text.  

(4). Easter 

 Easter is an important holiday in Christian world, and some compared it as the 

Chinese New Year to Chinese culture, so does Easter to Westerners. Both magazines 

introduce Easter in different ways. In LTE, it first introduces Easter in lexical level and 

focuses on the explanation of Easter eggs and Easter egg hunts. The following passages 

are examples: 

Easter Eggs: This year, Easter is on Sunday. How do people celebrate this holiday? 

Some people decorate eggs. They dye or paint real eggs. Then they decorate their homes 

with the colorful Easter eggs. Why do they decorate eggs? Because Easter celebrates 

Jesus’ life and eggs are a symbol of new life! 

Easter Egg Hunts: After decorating Easter eggs, people often have Easter egg hunts. 

Adults hide the colorful eggs. Then children try to find the eggs. Sometimes people use 

plastic eggs instead of real eggs. Adults put candy and treats inside the eggs! 

(p. 9; April, 2010, LTE) 
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 The introduction clearly states the way people celebrate Easter and why they 

celebrate it. It emphasizes the importance of eggs and its meaning—a symbol of new 

life. Besides, it introduces the other Easter activity, Easter egg hunts, to add some fun in 

the text. Later, LTE uses dialogues form to further discuss Easter. Here is the example: 

Jason: Emma, what is Easter? 

Emma: It’s a spring holiday. Easter is April 4 this year. That’s this Sunday… On 

Easter, people celebrate the gift of life. Do you remember Christmas? We 

celebrated the birth of Jesus… A few days before Easter, some people killed 

Jesus. But on Easter he was alive again. We celebrate Jesus because he 

came back to life. 

 (p, 14, 15; April, 2010, LTE) 

 In the short dialogue, Emma provides much information about Easter-- the gift of 

life and Jesus to be alive again. She relates Easter to Christmas, and tells the brief story 

about the history of Easter. In order to further illustrate the concept of Easter, an 

informative text is shown below:  

People in many countries celebrate Easter. They eat candy and have Easter egg 

hunts. But Christians celebrate new life on Easter! Christians remember the life and 

death of Jesus. They believe Jesus is God’s son. He lived in Israel about 2,000 years 

ago. He did many miracles. He also taught people how to know God. 

When Jesus was 33 years old, he was accused of crimes. He did not do these 

crimes. In fact, Christians believe Jesus never did anything wrong. But he still died on a 

cross. Three days later, he rose from the dead! Easter celebrates that special day. 

Jesus never did anything wrong, but he died anyway. Christians believe he died for all 

the things we do wrong. He took the punishment we deserved. That’s why Christians 

believe Easter really is a time to celebrate! 

(P, 61; April, 2010, LTE) 
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 The article provides readers more knowledge about the story of Jesus and why 

Christians celebrate and show respect to Easter. This article is a footnote of the dialogue 

when Emma talks about the history of Easter. Therefore, LTE shows many aspects of 

Easter, from the fun activity part, to the history and reason to celebrate Easter, and to the 

story of Jesus and His revival. Differently, in ABC, it does not mention anything about 

Jesus; it shows the history with another story. Here is the example: 

Easter is a holiday for people to celebrate youth’ and life. It usually falls on a 

Sunday in April. Easter is a very old tradition that started hundreds of years ago. 

The holiday is named after Eostre, the German goddess of birth. People believed she 

would bless their crops. Farmers also help with the duties on the farm. As time passed, 

Easter turned into a day to have fun with children. However, people still carry out many 

customs on this special day. 

Eggs are a primary part of Easter celebrations. People paint them and put them in 

baskets. The Easter Bunny is another symbol because rabbits often have many babies. 

Children get to eat eggs and bunnies made of chocolate. In the United Kingdom, people 

eat about eight million chocolate eggs each year! The Easter egg hunt is a popular 

game. Eggs will be hidden around a yard. Children have to find them in a certain period 

of time. Easter is truly a day full of fun, candy, and happiness. 

(p.44、45; Easter: Born to Have Fun, April, 2010, ABC) 

 From the text, it focuses on the origin of the word “Easter”, and provides 

explanation-- The holiday is named after Eostre, the German goddess of birth. Besides 

Easter eggs and Easter egg hunts, it mentions Easter Bunny and the symbol of rabbits. It 

emphasizes more on the fun part of Easter, and in LTE focuses on celebration of new 

life and the role of Jesus.  
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(5). World Expo  

 Unlike aforementioned holidays and festivals, World Expo in Shanghai is an 

international event which is shown in both magazines. In LTE, it uses dialogues to catch 

attention from readers, and through discussion people can learn more information about 

the World Expo. Next to the conversation, a paragraph about the history of World Expo 

is introduced. Both contents are presented as followed: 

Tom: I’m reading about the 2010 World Expo in Shanghai. It’s an international 

fair. Actually it’s not like the World’s Fair. It is the World’s Fair. But now 

people call it the World Expo.  

Amy: People invent many things and show them at the World Expo, don’t they? 

Tom: That’s right! Countries share ideas there too. This year the fair’s theme is 

“Better City, Better Life”… The ideas will help people improve their cities. 

The ideas will help cities go green too! 

Amy: Countries are inspiring each other. 

Tom: It started on May 1 and will last for six months. 

Tom: Around 70 million people will come! Many countries have designed cool 

buildings so they can display their ideas. Denmark is encouraging people to 

share bikes, so its building has hundreds of bikes. 

 

The World’s Fair/ The World Expo 

The first World’s Fair happened in London in 1851. People invented new 

machines and showed them there. There were 13,000 exhibits there! Since 1851, more 

than 50 World’s Fairs have happened around the world… 

Today, people often call these events World Expos. The 2010 World Expo in 

Shanghai is the largest World Expo in history! 

(p. 52, 53, 54; May, 2010, LTE) 
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 From the conversation and short passage, readers can learn the information—the 

location, the time, the purpose, the content, and the history of World Expo. The name 

“World Expo” is also discussed in the dialogue so that learners can remember the world 

and use it correctly. Moreover, it especially mentions Denmark and its appeal in the 

World Expo—“Denmark is encouraging people to share bikes, so its building has 

hundreds of bikes”. It makes readers pay attention to the goal of World Expo (to go 

green) and notice other exhibition from different countries. However, LTE does not 

mention that Taiwan also participates in the fair while ABC uses one paragraph to 

introduce Taiwan in World Expo. The following is the article from ABC: 

 

Visitors will head to Shanghai for the 2010 World Expo. It will run from May 1 to 

October 31, 2010. Around seventy million people will come to the city. The theme of the 

Expo is “Better City, Better Life.” Participants can use the Expo as a platform to 

exchange valuable ideas for how to create nicer cities. Shanghai plans to make itself 

into a living guide for the event. The Bund (上海灘) will be turned into a walking area 

with green space. The city aims to lead by example. 

Taiwan will also make its mark on the World Expo. Lee Chu-yuan, who is famous 

for his work on Taipei 101, will design Taiwan Pavilion. The pavilion will look like a 

“sky lantern.” There will be a huge ball hanging from the ceiling inside the pavilion. It 

will display Taiwan’s treasures on its screen. Lee said that past World Expo had a focus 

on technology, but this is changing. In his opinion, future World Expo should increase 

their attention on people. The Taiwan Pavilion puts these two things together this year.  

(p. 44, 45 World Expo Promises “Better City, Better Life”; May, 2010, ABC) 

 

From the article, ABC not only shows the basic information about World Expo 

2010 but also relates Taiwan to this event. It introduces in details the appearance of 
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Taiwan Pavilion and the spirit of it—to combine technology and attention on people. 

This is an integration of local with international event, and it helps readers to involve 

themselves in the international arena and view the event with nation identity. It is a 

successful strategy to reinforce learner’s own identity and develop their awareness 

toward international event (Cortazzi, and Jin, 1995).  
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4.3 Other Findings 

 Through text analysis, the researcher examines the use of different forms and 

cultural themes in both English learning magazines, and finds out the similarity and 

differences between both magazines. In this section, some other findings during the 

process of textual analysis will be listed and explained. The findings are: the chase of 

American dream, the lack of clarification of different measurement unit, the 

introduction of new online technology, the teaching of Chinese in the text, the reminder 

of dos and don’ts in different countries, and the explanation of same term with different 

meanings. 

1. The phenomenon of American dream 

The description shows that studying or going to United States is his/her ultimate 

dream is found in both magazines. The following parts are excerpts from the text: 

Hip hop is a force that is sweeping through Asia. In Taiwan, street dance is thriving. 

Dancing schools can be found everywhere, such as The Soul Dance Studio in Taichung. 

John is the founder of The Soul Dance Studio. His dream is to travel to the motherland 

of hip hop: America. 

(February, 2010, ABC) 

 From the short passage, it says “his dream is to travel to the motherland of hip hop: 

America”. Though it shows the relationship of America and hip hop dance, America 

here is regarded as a wonderful place to fulfill your dream and try your best to achieve 

the goal. The next part is from a dialogue about the expectation of studying in the U.S: 

Bonnie: I will study at UCLA…  

I also hope to make some American friends during my stay. 

 (p. 31; Feb, 2010, ABC) 

 This girl who is going to study in America shows her expectation by saying “I also 
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hope to make some American friends”. This shows the other side of goal to study in 

U.S., and the speaker uses “American friends” to restrict the nationality to “American” 

rather than use “friends in America” to show other possible nationalities.   

 Contrary to the examples by ABC, LTE shows some statistic and information about 

studying in U.S. Here is an article about studying United States: 

  

Many people want to go to college in America. But it’s not easy to choose a college. 

America has over 3,000 colleges and universities! How do students choose their 

school? 

When they choose their schools, they have to think about many things. Tuition is 

one of them. Many American schools are very expensive. Harvard University’s tuition is 

over US$27,000 a year! Of course, most schools give many scholarships. American 

students can also get help from the government. 

(p. 61, October, 2009, LTE) 

     This passage is informative in showing the reality of studying in America. It 

reminds readers that though many people are interested in going to college in America, 

there are many issues to think about especially the financial problem.  

1. Lack of clarification: 

In both magazines, there is some confusion caused by the vocabulary or 

measurement unit in the text. For example: 

There is a hurricane moving toward cities in the South. 

(p. 44; Feb, 2010, LTE) 

The word, “south”, here refers to the southern part of U.S. The writer does not 

give a clear explanation, so readers need to read between the lines to understand the 

definition of “South” refers to the southern part of U.S not of Taiwan. Besides, the 

direction, the measurement unit also causes some confusion. Both magazines show 
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similar problem in using the measurement unit which is not commonly used in Taiwan 

without giving any explanation. For example:  

That insect is two inches long. (June, 2009, ABC) 

In Taiwan, people are more familiar with centimeters than inches. However, it does 

not provide how to change inch into centimeters, and no further comparison between 

inch and centimeter are shown. Similar to ABC, the money currency is the other 

confusion appeared many times in LTE. Here is an example of a job-want 

advertisement:   

Part-Time singer. The pay is $ 20 an hour. Tips are extra. 

Ramona’s Italian Restaurant needs a singer during lunch and dinner times. The singer 

can sing traditional Italian songs to customers. Are you interested? Please call Ramona 

at 437-222453. Or come to Ramona’s for more information. 

(P. 33, June, 2009, LTE) 

Throughout many volumes of magazines, the money unit used in the magazine is 

always US dollars but without explicit explanation, sometimes it’s confusing. It is better 

to add information to show the relationship and exchange rate between U.S dollars and 

N.T dollars in the text.  

3. New Internet Technology and Social Network 

It is noteworthy that both magazines talk about the recently popular social network 

internet website in the text. Examples are the introduction of Facebook  

Jack: I’m sending message to friends on Facebook. 

Emma: Everyone uses social networking websites these days.  

Tom: They’re great for keeping in touch with friends. 

Jack: I agree. I’ve found many old friends on Facebook… 

Facebook members share not only messages but also photos and videos. 

(p. 19; 2010, March, LTE) 
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and discussion on Twitter: 

Now there’s a new method for staying close with people in your life—it’s called 

“Twitter”. Twitter keeps your friends updated about the little things happening with you. 

For example, you can simply write, “I’m waiting for the bus” or “I just ordered a 

cheeseburger.” You can also follow the updates of people that matter to you. Twitter 

pages look a lot like blogs, but with very short messages. In fact, you can only write 140 

characters at a time… 

(p. 46 Twitter Away; 2009, June, ABC) 

 Both passages show the function and the popularity of the newly introduced social 

network website. This also shows the characteristic of magazines—to bring latest 

information to readers and information close to their daily life and social circle, and 

there is no exception to English learning magazines.  

4. Teaching Chinese in English Learning Magazines 

     The phenomenon of teaching Chinese words in English only shows up in LTE. It 

combines the learning of English and Chinese, and understands the pi-ying (拼音) of 

the word in Chinese. Here are two examples:  

Jack: My Nai-Nai is the best! 

Nai-Nai. That’s what we call my father’s mother. 

Pam: What do you call your mother’s mother? 

Jack: We call her Wai-Po.  

(P. 18, March, 2010, LTE) 

 

Amy: A-yi means aunt or auntie in Chinese. A person’s a-yi is their mother’s sister… 

When a Chinese person calls an older woman a-yi, they are showing respect for her. 

(p. 51 Chinese Customs, April, 2010, LTE) 
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5. Dos and don’ts in different countries 

 According to Gray (2002), cultural themes such as politics, alcohol, religion, sex, 

narcotics, isms, and pork are not appropriate in the text. In the research, there is not 

much discussion and representation of these topics. However, discussion on what is 

polite and acceptable in other countries is shown in the text below: 

Barry: You know what? In Japan, it’s polite to eat remen loudly. It shows that the 

food tastes really good.  

Rachel: That’s interesting. Then what’s a custom for eating in Chinese culture? 

Barry: Well, you’re not supposed to have your chopsticks sticking up in a bowl 

of rice.  

(p. 16, April, 2010, ABC) 

6. Same Term and Different Meanings 

 Explanations on same word but has different meanings in different cultures are 

used in both magazines. The first one is the explanation of differences on the word “egg 

rolls” in the U.S and in Asia.  

At Chinese restaurants in America, people eat egg rolls. You put meat and vegetables in 

a piece of thin dough. Then you dip it in egg and deep-fry it. In Asia, American egg rolls 

are called “spring rolls.” So what is an egg roll in Asia? It’s a cookie! Egg roll cookies 

are long and thin. They are sweet and can be a snack or a dessert. 

(p, 9; April, 2010, LTE) 

 The other example is the use of the word gondola and ropeway. It has the same 

translation in Chinese; however, the two words are used in different regions. ABC 

explains the difference in Chinese by claiming that:  

Ropeway is European way to call cable cars; gondola is more commonly used around 

the world, for example, Maokong Gondola. 

(p. 9 Sun Moon Lake Ropeway, 2009, December, ABC) 
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Chapter 5 Conclusions, Limitation, and Suggestions 

This chapter will include three parts: the result of the textual analysis on the two 

basic-level English learning magazines, the limitation of the research, and some 

suggestions for further study. In the first part, the integration of the research question 

and the findings will be addresses. The next part will focus on the contribution to 

communication, the limitation, and the suggestion based on the present study. 

 

5.1 Discussion and Conclusion 

The research tries to find out the representation of cultural themes in basic-level English 

learning magazines. The two selected magazines are “Let’s Talk in English” and “ABC 

Interactive Learning English Magazine” because of its selling numbers and 

representativeness in magazine publishing industry. Through textual analysis on a 

year-round basis, the research aims to find out how and what culture-related contents 

are introduced in both magazines. The research questions are:  

1. In which form is “culture” presented and portrayed (pictures, articles, stories, songs, 

dialogues, vocabulary) in English materials?  

2. What culture themes are introduced in magazines? Do they include both culture with 

big C and culture with small c? 

3. In the text, besides American and English cultures, are there any other cultures being 

represented? Is the language used to introduce different cultures appropriate and 

neutral? 

Through integrating classification on culture-related themes from different 

researchers and scholars (Addaskou, Britten, an Fashi, 1990; Brooks, 1968; Zheng, 

2006; Sarkar, 1978; Chuang, 2002; Li, 1994; Kappus, 1996; Chen, 2003), the research 

shows that contextualized practices, informative text, vocabulary, and pictures are forms 
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commonly used in both Let’s Talk in English (LTE) and ABC Interactive English 

Magazine (ABC).  

 Culture themes are topics relevant to different countries, for example, vocabulary 

of country names, pictures about famous nation monuments, and article about traditions 

and customs. Culture themes can be classified into two categories: culture with big C 

and culture with small c. Culture with big C “requires some knowledge of the formal 

institutions such as political, economic, history, fine arts, literature, and elite culture 

which has much to do with past” (Chuang, 2002), while culture with small c is about “a 

nation’s contemporary life” (Morain, 1988) such as food, home life, interpersonal 

relations, celebration of holidays, and leisure activities. Some researchers claimed that 

English learning materials include only small c in the text and is limited to some 

specific topics like holidays and festivals (Chuang, 2002; Tseng, 1999). However, in the 

present study, it shows that both magazines include big C themes such as literature, 

politics, and economy in the text. Culture with small c can be found in every volume of 

both magazines. Many culture themes concerning culture with small c appear in both 

magazines: nation names, national monuments, nation flag, nation heroes, celebrity, 

food and drinks, leisure activities/sports, traveling, celebrations of holidays, ways to 

greet, and customs. Popular themes such as festivals and holidays, traveling, sports, and 

food are introduced in both magazines almost every volume. Besides, the introduction 

and discussion of celebrity and historic heroes from different cultures are shown in the 

text. However, both magazines use more pictures and text to introduce contemporary 

celebrity than historic heroes. The finding infers that there are no limitations for 

introducing cultural themes; the topic can be either general or specific.  

 The countries introduced and described in the text are not limited to native 

English-speaking cultures. In other words, many countries and cities are introduced in 

both magazines; nevertheless, most of them are located in North America, Europe, Asia, 
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or Australia. Except Egypt, no countries from Africa are mentioned and discussed. 

Therefore, the unbalanced distribution of countries and cities in both English learning is 

found in the study. The language used to introduce different cultures is appropriate and 

neutral. Most descriptions focus on introducing some landmarks and history of the 

countries, so not many personal comments and evaluations are found in the text. Also, 

both magazines provide sufficient footnotes and background information when 

introducing a new culture-related topic, which is an important element for a successful 

English learning materials based on Chang’s (2000) study. Though both magazines use 

Chinese rather than English to give background information and footnotes, it still helps 

learners to build up more concrete ideas toward the culture-related contents.  

 In addition to find out the forms and culture themes shown in both English 

magazines, the research aims to compare and contrast the two magazines in order to 

discover the similarities and differences. The result shows that LTE tends to use 

diversified forms within the same topic. For example, when it talks about Christmas, it 

uses dialogues, informative text, and comparison and contrast form to help learners 

reinforce their memory toward this cultural theme; whereas, ABC chooses to use the 

same form in introducing a culture theme. Also, the use of vocabulary is different 

between both magazines. LTE puts country names and relevant words such as its citizen 

or language in the category of “More Information”; while ABC uses Chinese translation 

next to the vocabulary in the text.  

 While examining how these two magazines represent and arrange the same topic, 

for example, Thanksgiving, Christmas, and 2010 World Expo in Shanghai, there are 

different strategies and ways of description in the text. In LTE, it introduces 

American-related topics such as American political parties and American customs in 

details. In contrast, ABC does not go into details when talking about different countries, 

but it mentions many cities in Taiwan in the text and combines locals with foreign 
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countries. For example, when it talks about an international event like World Expo in 

Shanghai, it relates to Taiwan and the role Taiwan plays in the event. It is combination 

of local and foreign cultures, which is the contrast to Gray’s (2002) criticism on English 

materials because of “the absence of local”. This shows that magazines can vary in 

showing the same topic; besides, when the topic and content is similar, the way 

magazines show them may vary.  

 Last but not least, through the study, many special characteristics of both 

magazines are shown. Both magazines show the pursuit of American dream in different 

fields: dancing and study. They both include new online technology and social network 

in the text by introducing Twitter and Facebook. Moreover, both magazines emphasize 

on language learning and using the right terms. In LTE, it teaches and explains some 

Chinese words and phrases; in ABC, it explains the same words in Chinese but may 

have different usage in different cultures. This phenomenon shows the variety in 

language and culture learning in both magazines. However, there is some confusion of 

the words used in the text and lack of clarification on some phrases. For example, the 

phrase “at home” is confusing in different context. Also, in informative text, the lack of 

examples while talking about the traditions in “some countries” can be found. Therefore, 

both magazines should pay attention to avoid using vague and confusing words and 

provide sufficient examples instead of using words like “in some countries” or “in some 

cultures”.  
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5.2 Limitation and Suggestion 

This research aims to help English learners to have a basic idea on the current 

situation of culture-related contents in English learning magazines in Taiwan, and help 

foreign language course designers, English learning material writers, and English 

magazine editors those who decide what culture means to improve and reevaluate 

whether their text is informative, appropriate, and useful. For language teachers and 

readers, they can decide what English learning magazines to choose as good 

supplementary teaching and learning aids.    

 The present study uses textual analysis to closely examine and analyze how and 

what the representation of culture-related themes is shown. The research method can 

help uncover the connotation and unsaid contents in the text; however, it may easily be 

misinterpreted. In other words, the use of textual analysis can be subjective in 

explaining and interpreting the text. It is better to combine with other quantitative 

research methods such as questionnaires or content analysis. Moreover, this research 

focuses only on two English learning magazines in Taiwan. There are more than twenty 

English learning magazines sold in bookstores (Lin, 2000), and many of them may 

contain culture themes. Therefore, it will be more complete and objective if the 

researcher can analyze all the English learning magazines and compare the 

representation of culture themes in different magazines targeting at learners on different 

English levels. Besides, the study pays attention mostly to the text and the phrases used 

to introduce and describe the culture-related contents. For future study, the researcher 

can focus on the use of pictures or illustrations that are related to culture-related themes.  
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Appendix: 1 

Checklist of analyzing English learning magazines 

 

Part one: Formats 

How is culture-related content presented? In which form is it presented? 

□ Dialogues: Conversation made by more than one person.  

□ Informative text/descriptive text: A paragraph or a short article that provides 

information and knowledge about cultural themes and details of everyday life.  

□ Text presenting foreign attitude and opinion: Comments and opinions made by 

the writer or the speaker in the conversation. 

□ Contextualized practice activities: Practice on English grammar or reading 

comprehension by using culture-related article or news.  

□ Idioms: group of words which when used together have a different meaning from 

the words individually, and requires some cultural background knowledge.  

□ Vocabulary: words or illustrative sentence that includes culture-related lexicon  

□ Pictures: Real images of a country, movies, or food. 

□ Illustration: Use comics or paintings to illustrate culture-related ideas or words. 

□ Comparison/contrast: The text compares the differences of cultural themes such as 

food, ways to celebrate a holiday, and customs among distinct countries 

□ Written exchange information: Text in forms of E-mail, letter, postcard, or short 

message belongs to this category.    

□ Advertisement: Written advertisement such as flyers, invitation, and activity 

promotion.  

□ Other: ______________ 
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Part two: Cultural themes 

Which cultural theme is introduced in the text? Which country does it belong to? 

Symbol:  

□ Country/city names 

□ Nation flags 

□ National monuments/natural setting 

□ Nation heroes (history and myth): Famous real-life or fictional people who live in 

the past.  

□ Celebrity: Famous people in different fields who are currently alive. 

Products: 

□ Literature, folktales 

□ Music/songs 

□ TV shows 

□ Movies 

□ Art/crafts 

□ Customs 

□ Values 

□ Food and drinks (食) 

□ Clothing (衣) 

□ house life (住) 

□ transportation (行) 

□ Leisure activities/sports 

□ Traveling 

□ measurement 

Behaviors/practice:  

□ Celebration of holidays and festivals 
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□ greeting 

□ Table manners 

Part three: Description and representation of cultural themes 

What is said? (言下之意) 

 

 

 

What is its connotation? (言外之意) 

 

 

 

Part four: Culture teaching goal evaluation  

To learn more about Chinese culture and customs 

□ It includes native culture  

□ It reinforces learner’s own identity toward native culture 

To learn more about foreign culture and customs 

□ It includes foreign culture  

□ It develops knowledge and awareness of foreign cultures.  

□ It involves learners in problems of culture shock 

□ It helps to gain the ability to analyze the target culture. 

The arrangement of cultural themes  

□ It includes both native culture and foreign culture 

□ It presents cultural topics in thematic units 

□ It teaches vocabulary in the context of culture (culture-related clusters) 

□ Each text should is followed by explanations and footnotes on cultural themes  
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Appendix 2 

Examples of pictures 

 

 
Source: June, 2010, ABC Interactive English Magazine 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: November, 2009, Let’s Talk in English 
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Appendix 3 

Example of illustration 

 

 

Source: November, 2009, Let’s Talk in English 
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Appendix 4 

Classification of different culture-related contents 

Checklist of analyzing English learning magazines 

ABC Interactive English Magazine, June, 2009 

溫布頓 變型金剛:復仇之戰 白雪公主 

Part one: Formats 

How is culture-related content presented? In which form is it presented? 

□ Dialogues-no 

□ Informative text/descriptive text 

p. 26, 27 Wimbledon 

□ Contextualized practice activities 

p. 46 Twitter Away—Cloze test 

p. 50  

Earth Day takes place every April 22. It’s the largest environment celebration in 

the world. On this special day, over one hundred countries over the world take part 

in the fun. Many cities hold environmental fairs. Environmental events usually have 

different activities about protecting the earth. Planting trees, cleaning up a park, and 

starting a vegetable garden are all examples of Earth-friendly activities you can do 

on Earth Day. People have fun, and they learn about respecting Mother Nature, too.  

 

□ Vocabulary 

p. 15 pixie cut 赫本頭 (髮型名) no illustration of picture of this word 

     inch 英吋 That insect is two inches long.  Similar to LTE, no further 

comparison between inch and centimeter (which people are more familiar with) 

 

□ Pictures—real images 

p. 26, 27 Wimbledon: 2 pictures of crowds/audience; three pictures of 

players—Federer, Sharapova 

p. 32. 33 six picture of the movie scenes 

p. 47 pictures of people using Twitter 

Part two: Cultural themes 

Which cultural theme is introduced in the text? Which country does it belong to? 

Symbol:  

□ Country/city names 

p. 26, 27 Wimbledon (London) 

□ Celebrity 

p. 27 tennis players—Roger Federer, Maria Sharapova 
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Products: 

□ Literature, folktales: _______________  

It was originated from ______________ (author or country name).  

p. 42-45 

Little Snow White—the whole story was presented in simple English with 

illustration.  no introduction of the author and the origin of the story 

□ Movies 

p. 32.33 Transformers-revenge of the fallen  

brief plot introduction 

□ Leisure activities/sports 

p. 26 Wimbledon—The Top Tournament of Tennis 網球聖戰的殿堂---溫布頓 

This famous international tennis tournament (Wimbledon) takes place in 

London every summer. Wimbledon has been around since 1877. That’s why 

traditions are so important. Players always follow a dress code, wearing almost all 

white. Also, strawberries and cream has been the favorite snack of Wimbledon fans 

for years.  

Wimbledon games are played on grass courts. Tennis balls don’t bounce as high 

on grass, so the players have to move at a faster speed to hit the ball…  

About 500,000 people attend the matches, while millions of people watch them on 

television. At Wimbledon, the top tennis stars in the world play against each other. 

This year, skillful players like Roger Federer and Maria Sharapova will be 

competing for victory.  

□ Other: technology 

p. 46 Twitter Away—互動零時差 大家來推特 

… Now there’s a new method for staying close with people in your life—it’s called 

“Twitter”. Twitter keeps your friends updated about the little things happening with 

you. For example, you can simply write, “I’m waiting for the bus” or “I just ordered 

a cheeseburger.” You can also follow the updates of people that matter to you. 

Twitter pages look a lot like blogs, but with very short messages. In fact, you can 

only write 140 characters at a time… 
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Checklist of analyzing English learning magazines 

Let’s Talk in English—June, 2009 

Topics: Vacations (Travel Plan), Watching TV (Reality TV, Hulu.com, Sitcoms), 

Geography 

Part one: Formats 

How is culture-related content presented? In which form is it presented? 

□ Dialogues—all the lessons are presented in forms of dialogues except some extra 

explanation and advertisement 

□ Informative text/descriptive text 

p. 45 Article: 

Reality TV is very popular. Most channels have at least one reality TV show. Shows 

like American Idol, Survivor and Project Runway attract large audiences. Who will 

win? People want to know. Many people also watch these shows for the drama. 

Some of the people on the show are nice to each other. Others are not. But is reality 

TV really real? Maybe. Maybe not. One thing is for sure. People still enjoy 

watching “reality TV”.  

 

P. 49 Hulu.com (read it) 

You missed your favorite TV show last night. What can you do? If your favorite 

show is one of the hundreds on hulu.com, you’re in luck. Hulu.com is a new 

American website. It lets you watch over 400 different American shows form over 

50 TV networks for free. So the next time you miss a show, don’t worry! Just visit 

hulu.com and catch up on what you missed.  

p. 50 Did you know? 

The name Hulu comes from the Chinese word 葫蘆(hulu). The English word for 

hulu is gourd.  

□ Vocabulary 在課文中被放入 Key Words & More information 的單字 

p. 15 TOEFL (Test of English as a Foreign Language 托福考試 

p. 20 Washington 華盛頓州 (美國西北部) 

     Florida 佛羅里達州 (美國東南部) 

p. 22 Eiffel Tower 巴黎鐵塔 

p. 23 New York 紐約 (美國東部) 

p. 27 landmark (顯而易見的)地標  

– The 101 building is a famous landmark in Taipei.  

Broadway 百老匯(紐約的戲劇界) 

Empire State Building 帝國大廈 (位於美國紐約市) 

p. 30 Big Apple 大蘋果 (意指紐約市) 

p. 34 Italian 義大利的 
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p. 45 reality show 實境電視節目 

p. 51 sitcom [situation comedy] 情境喜劇 

p. 58 Africa 非洲 

 

□ Illustration/pictures 

p.22 landmarks- Eiffel Tower (Paris, France), Oxford (England) 

p. 24 New York (subway, vendors, taxi printed New York) 

p. 26 27 New York (Empire State Building, map, Times Square, Broadway) 

p.52 poster of I Love Lucy 

p. 57 pictures of African people, African desert, African wild animals 

□ Written information exchange: E-mail/ letter exchange/postcard/text 

P. 22 postcard 

Hello from Paris! 

Today we saw the Eiffel Tower and we walked by the river Seine. “The City of 

Lights” is truly a beautiful place. We’re thinking of you though. We miss you! 

Love, Mom and Dad.  

□ Advertisement 

p. 26 Come to Broadway! 

Are you planning a trip to New York City? Make sure Broadway show is part of 

your experience! You will really enjoy seeing an exciting performance. Do you 

want to see a drama, comedy, musical or family show? We have show for you! 

You can get tickets at many different places. Children and students can get special 

discounts. Read on for more information.  

P. 33 Part-Time singer. The pay is $ 20 an hour. Tips are extra. 

Ramona’s Italian Restaurant needs a singer during lunch and dinner times. The 

singer can sing traditional Italian songs to customers. Are you interested? Please call 

Ramona at 437-222453. Or come to Ramona’s for more information.  

 throughout the textbook, the money unit used in the magazine is always US 

dollars but without explicit explanation, sometimes it’s confusing 

Part two: Cultural themes 

Which cultural theme is introduced in the text? Which country does it belong to? 

Symbol:  

□ Country/city names 

p. 20 Washington, Florida 

p. 23 Norwood, New York 

p. 57 Africa 

□ National monuments/natural setting 

p. 22 Eiffel Tower, Oxford  
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p. 26 Broadway, Times Square, Empire State Building 

p. 27 Smithsonian 

p. 57  

Pam: I’m reading a good book. It is called World Geography. It has lots of great 

pictures in it.  

Amy: Let me see. 

Pam: Here is an interesting place. 

Amy: What are these photos of? 

Pam: They are places in Africa. (generalization-didn’t further explain the location, 

use a continent name instead of a specific place, country, or city) 

Amy: Wow. Why are you so interested in Africa? 

Pam: Africa has deserts and forests. And there are many beautiful animals 

there.  

Amy: Maybe you can go there one day. 

Pam: Yes. And you can come with me. 

Amy: Sure! We can have an adventure together.  didn’t mention any historic 

landmarks  

□ Celebrity 

Brad Pitt is Julie’s favorite star.  

Products: 

□ TV shows 

p. 43 

Jack: Survivor is on after the evening news. 

Tom: Survivor? What season is on now? 

Jack: This is season 15 now.  

Super Sentence: American Idol is on after this movie. 

p.44  

Batman is playing on the movie channel.  

You can watch these on TV (a list of TV shows) 

   24- 24 小時反恐任務 

   American Idol- 美國偶像 

   Batman- 蝙蝠俠 

   Dancing with the Stars- 與明星共舞 

   I Love Lucy- 我愛露西 

   Survivor- 我要活下去 

   Project Runway- 決戰時裝伸展台 

   The Office- 辦公室風雲 

Reality TV 
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Emma: I’m reading an article about reality TV. 

Pam: Reality TV is really popular now. Most channels have at least one reality TV 

show.  

p. 46 

Amy and I both watch Project Runway. (no further explanation) 

p. 47 

Pam: Do you watch Dancing with the Stars? 

Amy: No. Is it good? 

Pam: Yes, I’m really getting into it. 

Amy: I don’t know much about this show. What happens? 

Pam: The show pairs a famous person with a professional dancer. Each week the 

dancer teacher the star a dance. 

Amy: Then what happens? 

Pam: The star and the dancer dance together.  

Amy: Oh, and then? 

Pam: Three judges give each pair a score. And the audience votes for their favorite 

teams.  

Amy: The pair with the lowest scores is off the show? 

Pam: That’s right.  introduction of this reality show 

p. 51 Sitcoms 

Amy: We’re laughing about last night’s episode of The Office. It was really funny. 

Tom: Do you watch The Office, Emma? 

Emma: The Office? Is that a sitcom? 

Amy: Yes. It’s a show about people who work in an office.  

Tom: And some really unbelievable things happen to them. 

Emma: Sounds fun. I’ll have to watch it when I have time. 

p.52 

Amy: Do you like sitcoms, Emma? 

Emma: I do. But today’s sitcoms aren’t like the old comedies from the 50s and 60s. 

Amy: Oh yeah, like I Love Lucy. (footnotes: I Love Lucy is a popular sitcom from 

the 1950s) 

□ Traveling 

p. 23 

Pam: My plan was a trip with my mom to Norwood.  

Amy: Norwood? Where is that? 

Pam: Norwood is a small town about six hours east of there. We have relatives 

there. 

Jack: But are you thinking about another plan? 
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Pam: Yes. My friend Susan e-mailed me. I can stay with her for a week. 

Amy: Where does she live? 

Pam: New York. 

Amy: I’m from New York! 

Pam: I know. 

Amy: Go to New York. (positive and proud of New York, New York pride, don’t 

know about other parts of US) 

p. 24 

Jack: Do you have enough money for a trip to New York? 

Pam: I think so. I can stay with Susan. So I don’t need a hotel.  

Jack: That’s great. So you just pay for a plane ticket. 

Pam: And food. 

Amy: And the subway. 

Pam: Is the subway very expensive? 

Amy: No. New York, here comes Pam! 

p. 26 

Amy: Hi, Pam! I keep thinking about your trip to New York. I’m so excited for 

you. 

Pam: I’m excited too. I’m reading books about New York.  

Amy: Well, you’re in the perfect place for reading. 

Pam: True. I’m really looking forward to seeing some famous sights. 

Amy: Oh! I want to give you this. 

Pam: What is it? 

Amy: It’s an ad for Broadway shows. Read the first part.  

p. 27 

Pam: I would love to see a Broadway show! 

Amy: I can help you get good tickets. 

Pam: Great! What else should I do on my trip? 

Amy: you should go to the top of the Empire State Building.  

Pam: Oh! That building is in a lot of romantic movies. * (link the landmark with 

media broadcast, Hollywood) 

Amy: You’re right. It’s a famous New York City landmark.  

Pam: Maybe I will meet a handsome stranger there. * travel-special encounter 

Amy: (laughs) Maybe you will.  

p. 28 

Emma: The train is a wonderful way to travel. You can enjoy the scenery on the 

way to the Big Apple.  
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□ Academy  

 

p. 15: 

Jason: To go there, I need to take the TOEFL. 

Amy: What is the TOEFL? 

Jason: It’s a Test of English as a Foreign Language. International students have to 

take it. … I need a high score to get into a really good university. 

p. 19: Why did Pam go to the University of Washington? 

p. 20:  

Pam: I really enjoyed college. I got my degree in English literature.  

Tom: Where did you go? 

Pam: The University of Washington. 

Tom: That’s a long way from here. 

Pam: I know, but I got a scholarship there. 

Emma: I went to college in Florida, but I didn’t do very well. 

Pam: Why not? 

Emma: I spent too much time on the beach, so I failed a couple of classes. 

(inference that shows the lifestyle in Florida, sun, beaches)    
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Checklist of analyzing English learning magazines 

ABC July, 2009 

Topics: 皮影戲 冰原歷險記 3 恐龍現身 哈利波特 6 混血王子的背叛 小美人魚 

Part one: Formats 

How is culture-related content presented? In which form is it presented? 

□ Contextualized practice activities 

p. 51 Reading comprehension: a man’s library ID & poster to flea market 

□ Vocabulary 

p. 18 Roast marshmallows 烤棉花糖 

p. 33 course 課程 My favorite course is American history 

 

□ Pictures—real images 

P. 12, 13 Tastes and Textures (picture dictionary) 

Twelve vocabulary with pictures of food and a person showing the facial expression 

of the tastes (demonstrate by two Caucasian people) 

 

□ Illustration 

p. 19 comics of going camping 

step 8 Billy and his classmates roast marshmallows… 

p. 51 reading comprehension 

St. Joseph Public Library 

33 Culver St. Utica, MI 

Photo            Name: Randy Fallows 

                ID number: 374364 

                Status: University Student 

                Expiry Date: October 30, 2010 

□ Advertisement/poster 

p. 51 reading comprehension 

Bigger and Better! Farmer Ted’s Flea Market 

1000 Vendors under one roof! 

34 Parson Ave, Wallaceburg, Ohio 

345-474-0090 

Every Saturday and Sunday 11 am-4 pm 

Part two: Cultural themes 

Which cultural theme is introduced in the text? Which country does it belong to? 

Symbol:  

□ Country/city names 

p. 26, 27 Taiwan, Kaohsiung 
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p. 33 American 

p. 51 Ohio 

Products: 

Literature, folktales 

p. 42-45 The Little Mermaid 小美人魚 

 

□ Music 

p. 32, 33 

Ice Age—Dawn of the Dinosaurs 

Harry Potter and Half Blood Prince 

□ Art/crafts 

p. 26, 27 Playing in the Shadows 光影交織之美—皮影戲 (A window on the world)

A shadow show is a very old form of story telling. All the action happens behind the 

screen. During a shadow show, the screen is lit up. Then, people watch the 

silhouettes of puppets come alive! Taiwanese puppets are usually made of leather. 

Some of the patterns and colors of the puppets are seen through the thin screen. This 

makes the show even more beautiful.  

In Taiwan, shadow shows were most popular from the 17th to the early 20th 

century. There were about a hundred shadow puppet troupes in southern Taiwan in 

the early 1900’s. Taiwanese shadow shows often have one to three puppeteers. 

Music is played behind the scenes. This adds more emotion to the show. Today, 

people can learn about the importance of shadow shows at the Shadow Play 

Museum in Kaohsiung. The museum also has a large display of puppets. To 

support Taiwan’s most interesting traditional art, check out a shadow show! 

□ Food and drinks (食) 

p. 18 marshmallows 棉花糖 
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Checklist of analyzing English learning magazines 

Let’s Talk in English—July, 2009 

Sports (World Games), Manners and customs,  

Part one: Formats 

How is culture-related content presented? In which form is it presented? 

□ Informative text/descriptive text 

p. 24 article 

Around the world, people use many ways to get from place to place. In some places 

riding camels, elephants, or donkeys is popular. In places with lots of water, boats 

take people around. Many big cities have mass transit systems. In Bangkok, people 

ride the sky train. These trains carry people above the traffic.  the only example is 

Bangkok; it will be more informative if the text can add more example, and also 

include Taiwan in this part.  

p. 26 a guy who traveled around the world without any motorized transportation. 

In 1999, Mike Horn began his first big adventure. : traveling around the world at the 

equator. He traveled for 17 months from June 1999 to October 2000. He went alone 

and didn’t use any motorized transportation. He hiked, swam, canoed, biked, and 

sailed the 46,670 kilometers.  

□ Contextualized practice activities 

p.61 Cloze Test  

Since 4000 years, women have worn wedding rings. Many people believe this is a 

Western custom. However, the first wedding rings were made in Egypt, Africa. 

The Egyptians thought the circle was a symbol of love. It had no beginning, and 

no end. Egyptians made their wedding rings out of grass. 

  Over the years, people in other countries also started wearing wedding rings. In 

Rome, wedding rings were made of iron. A wedding ring was a symbol that a wife 

belonged to her husband. 

  Today, married couples all over the world wear wedding rings. They’re usually 

gold or silver these days. They are more natural but they last longer. Some people 

wear their wedding ring on their right hand. But most Americans wear it on the 

third finger (not counting the thumb) of their left hand. Why? Because long ago 

people believed the vein in this finger led to the heart.  

 

□ Vocabulary 

p. 7: ICE 

* Ice Age 3: movie. It is fun story about animals during the Ice Age. What was the 

Ice Age? It was a time in history when ice and snow covered parts of the world.  

* ICE—In Case of Emergency: ICE should be the number of a close relative or 
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friend. Save that number in your phone. Now, if someone can help. He or she can 

quickly find your ICE contact and tell them about you.  

p. 15 Fourth of July/July 4 美國國慶日 (七月四日) 

p. 20 mile 英里 no explanation about it and meter (which we are more familiar 

with) 

p. 25 South America 南美洲 

     Egypt 埃及 (北非) 

     Bangkok 曼谷 (泰國) 

p.26  equator 赤道 

p. 31 Tiger Woods 老虎 伍茲 (美國職業高爾夫球選手) 

     Kobe Bryant 柯比 布萊恩 (美國職業籃球選手) 

     Ichiro 鈴木一朗 (美國職業棒球日籍選手) only his first name was listed, 

his last name (Suzuki) was not being presented. All the athletes are professional 

players in US.  

p. 34 World Games 世界運動會 

p. 40 custom 習俗 慣例  Asian families don’t wear their shoes inside a house. 

That’s their custom.  

Culture 文化--. Traditions and holidays are a big part of every culture.  

Western 西方的 

Asia 亞洲 

p. 43 Asian 亞洲的 

 

□ Pictures- real images 

p. 31 pictures of Tiger Woods, Kobe Bryant, Ichiro 

 

□ Illustration 

p.37 Customs and Manners (bow, wave, smile, handshake, and greet) 

 

□ Comparison/contrast 

p. 39 comparison of differences in eating styles between Chinese and Western ways.

     Comparison of ways to write names and addresses. 

p. 40 comparison of calling the elders. 

□ Other: ______________ 

Schedule p. 23 

Fare         Train number    Departs              Arrives 

$ 308 

322 St. Louis, MO 

8:30 a.m. 

Chicago. IL 

2:14 pm 
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Oct.12 Oct. 12 

30 Chicago. IL 

7:05 pm 

Oct. 12 

Washington DC 

1:30 pm 

Oct. 13 

97 Washington DC 

7:30 pm 

Oct. 13 

Jacksonville, FL 

9:23 am 

Oct 14  
This chart is used for a train schedule in the text; however, it didn’t explain the 

location and what does the abbreviation such as IL mean.  

Part two: Cultural themes 

Which cultural theme is introduced in the text? Which country does it belong to? 

Symbol:  

□ Country/city names 

p. 20 Florida 

□ Celebrity 

P. 31 

Tom: Hey, you guys! Tiger Woods is coming to the mail this Saturday! 

Pam: Really? I know all about Tiger Woods. I read a book about his life. 

Tom: He can play golf so well. 

Pam: Is Kobe Bryant coming? I want to see him. He jumps so high! 

Tom: No, I don’t think so. 

Jack: If Ichiro came, that would be so cool. 

Pam: Itchy who? 

Tom: Ichiro is a great baseball player. 

Jack: He’s fast, and he throws and catches well, too. 

 

Products: 

□ Customs 

p. 39 

Jason: I am reading a book about Western customs. 

Tom: Why are you reading that? 

Jason: I’m reading for my World Cultures class… 

Tom: Are Western customs very different from Chinese customs? 

Jason: Well, some things are the same. But yes, many things are different.  

Tom: What are some different customs? 

Jason: You can see some differences in restaurants. In most Western restaurants, 

everyone orders their own plate of food. 

Jack: In traditional Chinese restaurants people eat family style. All dishes are 
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on the table, and everybody shares. 

Tom: I like that. Then you can eat many different things. 

Jack: Also, in America, friends often share the cost of a meal in a restaurant. 

Tom: What do they do in Asia? 

Jason: In Asia, the host family usually pays for the meal…But polite guests will 

still offer to pay. 

Tom: Will the host let them? 

Jason: No. But you should still offer.  for the face concern 

Another interesting difference between Western customs and Chinese customs is 

names.  

Tom: Yes, I know. Chinese people put their family name first. 

Jack: Right. People in most Asian countries write their addresses differently 

from people in America.  

Jason: We write our city first, then our street, then the number of our house.  

 Did you know? In English, your family name is also called your last name or 

surname.  

p. 43  

Jason: Chinese people never call older people by their first name.  

Jack: Chinese people use a person’s last name or title or both. This shows respect. 

What do you call your boss? 

Tom: I call her Judy. 

Jason: Back home, I would call my boss by his title, lao ban, Lao ban means boss. 

… This is true in families too. 

Jack: I never call my grandparents or aunts and uncles by their names. … I don’t 

even know my grandparents’ first names.  

 

□ transportation (行) 

p. 20  

Pam: Florida is a long drive from here. 

Emma: I know. Do you have a road map here? I want to know the exact distance. 

Pam: I have a road atlas here in the store. Let’s look at that. 

Emma: Hmmm… let’s see… Florida is about 770 miles from here. (measurement) 

p. 24 

Amy: If we took the tour to Antarctica, we’d fly to South America. Then we’d go 

by ship. 

Pam: If we took this trip to Africa, we’d travel by plane, train, bus, and camel! 

Amy: That tour must be the one to Egypt. 
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□ Sports 

p. 32 World Games 

Jason: Hey, are you guys watching the World Games? 

Jack: I am! It begins today. 

Tom: What are the World Games? 

Amy: Athletes from different countries compete in the World Games.  

Jason: And this year, the games are in Kaohsiung. That’s my hometown…. 

Jack: There are 31 different sports on the World Games. And athletes from 99 

countries are competing.  

 

□ Traveling 

Behaviors/practice:  

□ Celebration of holidays and festivals 

p. 14 Directions to the Party 

Pam: Her Fourth of July party is this Saturday.--> they will have a picnic near Big 

Lake area (indirectly show how people celebrate July 4th) 
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Checklist of analyzing English learning magazines 

ABC August, 2009 

Topics: 多倫多之旅 高跟鞋賽跑 特種部隊 王子與乞丐 

Part one: Formats 

How is culture-related content presented? In which form is it presented? 

□ Dialogues 

P. 14 A trip to Toronto 鮑伯的多倫多之旅 (monthly focus) 

Bob is visiting his cousin, Brenda, in Toronto. 

Bob: There must e lots of interesting places to visit. This city is filled with 

culture centers, parks, and historical buildings. I just don’t know where to begin. 

Brenda: There’s a travel agency next door. Maybe they can suggest something. 

p. 15 

Bob: I’d like to do some local sightseeing. What do you suggest? 

TA: Have you ever thought about a bus tour? It’s a convenient way to see the city. In 

fact, there’s one leaving from there in an hour. 

Bob: Where does the bus go? 

TA: The bus stops at all the hot spots. Look over this brochure. The price also 

includes lunch at Toronto’s best buffet restaurant.  

p. 16 

Bob: I’ve always wanted to see the famous words at the Art Gallery of Ontario (安

大略美術館) and go up to the CN Tower (西恩塔). 

p. 17  

Bob: I was on a bus tour. Our last stop was at a department store. I got some great 

souvenirs… Actually, I’m going on a boat tour tomorrow.  

 

□ Informative text/descriptive text 

p. 26, 27 High Heel Racing: putting your best foot forward 

高跟鞋賽跑—看誰捷足先登 (A window on the world) 

High heel races started in Europe a few years ago. Now, these races are held in 

dozens of countries around the world.  

They (high heel races) are usually put on to raise money for charity. But perhaps the 

main reason is that they are so much fun! 

Thousands of give it their all in these difficult races. Even men are joining in. In 

March 2009, a men’s high heel race was held at a shopping mall in China. Over 

400 men ran for a chance to win a diamond ring.  

□ Vocabulary 

p. 14 culture center 文化中心 You can watch a play at the culture center. 

p. 15 book 預約 預訂 I booked my flight to Paris. 
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     Hot spot 熱門景點 

p. 32 Arctic 北極 

 

□ Pictures—real images 

p. 32,33 GI Joe: 7 pictures of the movie characters 

Part two: Cultural themes 

Which cultural theme is introduced in the text? Which country does it belong to? 

Symbol:  

□ Country/city names 

p. 16 Toronto 

p. 26 Europe 

p. 27 China 

p. 32 Paris, Moscow, Arctic 

p. 42 London 

□ National monuments/natural setting 

p. 16 Toronto 

Art Gallery of Ontario (安大略美術館) and go up to the CN Tower (西恩塔). 

Products: 

□ Literature, folktales 

p. 42-45 The Prince and the Pauper 王子與乞丐 

 A long time ago, two boys were born in London on the same day…Tom grew up in 

one of London’s poorest areas. Edward grew up with love and wealth. He was the 

son of King Henry 13th. 

 

□ Music 

p. 43 Close to you is the name of the song.  Close to you is the song’s name 

□ Movies 

p. 32, 33 GI Joe-the rise of cobra  

The heroes travel to Paris, Moscow, and even the Arctic to stop Cobra’s evil plan.  

□ Traveling 

p. 14, 15,16 A trip to Toronto 
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Checklist of analyzing English learning magazines 

Let’s Talk in English, August, 2009 

Books and reading, Names 

Part one: Formats 

How is culture-related content presented? In which form is it presented? 

□ Dialogues 

□ Informative text/descriptive text 

P. 17 Read it 

U.S. debt is very high. The average American family today has about $8000 in 

credit card debt. Many people are spending too much money. But debt isn’t only an 

American problem. People in many countries have the same problem, People want 

things, but they don’t have the money for them. So they use their credit card. They 

want to buy now and pay later, but this is a trap. Soon they are deep in debt and 

can’t get out.  

p. 42 Winnie-the-Pooh 1926 

Winnie-the-Pooh was written by Alan Alexandra Milne (1882~1956). He was an 

English author, born in London, England. 

□ Idioms 

p.20 a penny saved is a penny earned (by Ben Franklin) 

Inspector English: 這句諺語的意思是 省一文錢就等於賺了一文 主要是勸人節

省 

 

□ Vocabulary 

p. 7 book 

* Guinness Book of World Records—Who was the tallest man in the world? You 

can find out in the Guinness Book of World Records. The tallest man in the world 

was Robert Pershing Wadlow. He was 2.72 meters tall. You can read many other 

records in this book 

* Facebook—How many friends do you have? You can keep up with them on 

Facebook. Facebook is a popular website that searches for people you work, study, 

or live with. You can find friends, photos, groups, and much more on Facebook.  

* Guinness Book of World Records 金氏世界紀錄 

  The Bible 聖經 

  Facebook 知名社交網站 透過網站可以分享你的近況 照片等 

p. 14 bill 紙鈔 

Inspector English-dollar bills 指的是美金的紙鈔 可能是美金一元 五元 或是十

元 不一定是多少 bill 本身就有紙鈔的意思 

p. 15 singles 一元紙幣 
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p. 19 buck (美金)元 

p. 20 penny (美金)一分錢 

   Ben Frankin 班傑明 富蘭克林 (美籍科學家 發明家 研究電並發明避雷針) 

p. 42 Winnie the Pooh 小熊維尼 (童話書) 

     The Secret Life of Bees 蜂蜜罐上的聖瑪利 

p. 57 Peter Pan 彼得潘 (童話書之主角名) 

 

□ Illustration 

p.20 Who are the people on the American dollar bills? 

George Washington (1732~1799)- one dollar bill 

Abraham Lincoln (1809~1865)- five dollar bill 

Alexandra Hamilton (1757~1804)- ten dollar bill 

Andrew Jackson (1767~1845)-twenty dollar bill 

Ulysses Simpson Grant (1822~1885)-50 dollar bill 

Benjamin Franklin (1706~1790)-100 dollar bill 

 use real dollar bill with the highlight of each portrait, but no explanation of the 

people on American dollar bills 

p.42 the cover of Winnie the Pooh 

p. 43 suggested books by teachers (the cover of the books) 

p. 56 illustration of Peter Pan  

p. 58 Teachers and their names ( with their photos and explanation of their names) 

Doris: meaning- from the ocean, Middle name: Marie 

Christina: last name—Tsai, Nickname—Chris 

Andrea: meaning—women of courage; Nickname: Drea 

Christopher: nickname—Chip, middle name-- John 

 

Part two: Cultural themes 

Which cultural theme is introduced in the text? Which country does it belong to? 

Symbol:  

□ Country/city names 

p. 42 London, England 

□ Celebrity 

p. 20 

Emma: People should learn to save. A penny saved is a penny earned. That’s what I 

always say. 

Tom: Ben Franklin said that. 
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Products: 

□ Literature, folktales: 

p. 36  

Amy: I’m looking for a book called Three. 

Pam: The mystery by Ted Dekker? That is a good book.  

p.42  

Amy: I think we should discuss Three. The author wrote a really interesting plot. 

Pam: That is a good book, but you can I have already read it. Anyone else?  

Jack: How about Winnie the Pooh? 

Tom: That’s a book for kids. 

Jack: Children’s books often have great topics and themes. And they’re short and 

easy to read. 

Pam: I would like to read The Secret Life of Bees. 

Tom: That’s a great movie! 

p. 42 Winnie the Pooh and its author A.A. Milne 

p.43 Our teachers recommend these books: 

Charlotte’s Web, The Chronicles of Narnia, The Mystery at Lilac Inn, and Charlie 

and the Chocolate Factory.  presented with the cover of the book and the 

teacher who suggests, below the book name, there are names of author and 

publisher 

p. 56 Peter Pan 

 

□ Measurement  

p. 14 

Pam: The grocery store has a machine. I put my coins in it. Then the machine gives 

me dollar bills… 

Jack: I need to pay Pam back, but I don’t have any singles 

 

□ Others: Names 

p. 56 

Amy: Names are important. The meaning behind names is also very important. 

Pam: What does my name mean? 

Amy: It says “Pam” means “honey”. You are sweet like honey. 

Pam: What does “Amy” mean? 

Amy: It means “I am loved”.  

Pam: What does “Peter” mean? 

Amy: “Peter” means rock.  

Pam: So they want a strong son, like a rock. 
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Amy: That sounds good. Maybe Peter is a good name. 

Pam: They can call him Pete. That could be his nickname. 

Amy: Pete Pan. That sounds OK. 

p. 57 Here are some popular names and their meanings! 

Boys Girls 

Tom: Twin 雙胞胎之一 Cindy: Moon 月亮 

David: Beloved 被鍾愛的 Ella: Beautiful 美麗的 

Jason: Healer 醫治者 Esther: Star 星星 

Kevin: Handsome 英俊的 Anne: Grace 優雅 (神的)恩典 

Paul: Small 幼小的 Julie: Young 年輕的 

There are popular nicknames for common names. Here are some 

Name Nicknames 

Elizabeth Liz or Beth 

William Will or Billy 

Gabriel Gabe 

Isabel Izzy 

 

p. 58 Did you know? 

Most of the time, Westerners have three names: first name, middle name and last 

name. For example: 

               William         Parker           Leonard 

              First name        middle name     Last name (is also called a 

surname or family name) 

                                               

Some families name a son after his father. So if William gives his name to his son, 

his son could be called William Jr.  

 

□ Others: finance 

p. 17  

Jack: Debt is a large problem in the United States. U.S debt is very high.  
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Checklist of analyzing English learning magazines 

ABC September, 2009 

Topics: 餃子天堂在亞洲 第十四道門 三隻山羊 

Part one: Formats 

How is culture-related content presented? In which form is it presented? 

□ Informative text/descriptive text 

p. 26, 27 Delicious Dumplings of Asia 餃子天堂在亞洲 (A window on the world) 

In America, dumplings are usually balls of potato or flour. These are great in 

chicken soup. However, they aren’t nearly as good as Asian dumplings.  

In Asia, dumplings are cooked is so many different fillings. I love trying new 

kinds. However, my favorite dumplings are fried and filled with pork.  

While living in Asia, I have tried many kinds of dumplings. In Shanghai (上海), I 

ate a dumpling that had hot soup and a meatball inside. In Xian (西安), I tried 

dumplings that looked like animals and flowers.  

The shrimp dumplings in Hong Kong were really yummy. I ordered fried 

dumplings with rice in Japan. They had much more garlic than the dumplings 

in Taiwan. 

Dumplings can be eaten in many ways and at any time. As lunch, dinner, or a snack, 

dumplings are always delicious! 

 

□ Contextualized practice activities 

p. 46 Cloze test—Ask a Stupid Question Day 

This funny holiday began in the 1980s in America. Back then, teachers were trying 

to get students to ask more questions. Teachers knew that kids kept quiet in class 

when they don’t understand something. So teachers created this holiday on 

September 28.  what a coincidence, it’s Teacher’s Day in Chinese culture. 

p. 51 reading comprehension (part B) 

The Spooky Shop 

Hundreds of Halloween masks and costumes! 

Free pumpkin with every purchase of $10 or more. 

Open every day from 10 am to 10 pm. 

The Spooky Shop—Our prices won’t scare you!

 

□ Vocabulary 

p. 9  Hot topics 

 King of Pop 流行音樂之王 Michael Jackson: the moonwalk 月球漫步 

Heal the World Foundation 拯救世界基金會 

 Gladiator Shoes 羅馬鞋 
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 2009 Summer Deaflympics 2009 聽障奧運 

 

□ Pictures—real images 

p. 9 pictures of Michael Jackson and Gladiator Shoes 

p. 26, 27 Delicious Dumplings of Asia 餃子天堂在亞洲 (A window on the world) 

5 pictures of dishes of dumplings with different styles, a picture of cooks who are 

making dumplings (next to the pictures are some Chinese letters—抄手 雲吞 扁食 

餃子 

p. 32.33 Coraline 

5 pictures of the movie pictures 

□ Comparison/contrast 

p. 26, 27 Delicious Dumplings of Asia 餃子天堂在亞洲 (A window on the world) 

Compare dumplings in America, Shanghai, Xian, HK, Japan, Taiwan 

□ Advertisement 

p. 51 reading comprehension (part B) -- The Spooky Shop 

Part two: Cultural themes 

Which cultural theme is introduced in the text? Which country does it belong to? 

Symbol:  

□ Nation flags 

p. 9 activity logo 

logo of Deaflympics, 2009 (Taipei) 

Products: 

□ Literature, folktales 

p. 42-45 Three Billy Goats Gruff 

Did you know? With Chinese footnotes, explaining that this story is a Norwegian 

fairytale. It also further explains “troll” (the monster’s name) and its influence on 

Tove Jansson’s work (嚕嚕米) and famous animation (Chinchilla 龍貓).   

□ Movies 

p. 32 Coraline 第十四道門—introduction of this movie 

 

□ Food and drinks (食) 

p. 26, 27 Delicious Dumplings of Asia 餃子天堂在亞洲 (A window on the world) 

The arrangement of cultural themes  

□ It includes both native culture and foreign culture 

p. 26, 27 Delicious Dumplings of Asia 餃子天堂在亞洲 (A window on the world) 
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Checklist of analyzing English learning magazines 

Let’s Talk in English, September, 2009 

Meeting new people (meeting more friends), celebrations (a big birthday party) 

Part one: Formats 

How is culture-related content presented? In which form is it presented? 

□ Contextualized practice activities—聽說讀寫練習 

p. 62 reading comprehension 

What are the world’s best kinds of food? Everyone has their favorites, and so do we. 

We think these are the five best kinds of food in the world—besides Chinese food! 

• Italian. Italians are famous for their pasta. They know hundreds of ways to 

prepare this food. Most pasta dishes come with tomato or cream sauces. 

• Greek. If you like fresh vegetables, try a Greek salad. This dish has olives, 

tomatoes, onions and cheese in it. 

• Mexican. Most Mexican food is served in a tortilla. It looks like flat bread. 

The tortilla is filled with meat, beans, vegetables, sour cream and hot sauce.  

• Thai. Thai food is usually very spicy or sour. Thai cooks like to use a lot of 

fruit in their cooking. 

• Indian. If you like spicy food, you can also try Indian food. India is famous for 

its curries. Curry is usually eaten with a kind of fried bread. You can eat most 

Indian food with your hands. 

□ Vocabulary 

p. 13 city 城市 Lots of people are in this city, 

million 百萬 Millions of people are in America. 

Live 住 生活 Where do you live? I live in New York. 

p. 15 visit 拜訪 參觀 Dan went to Shanghai to visit his uncle last week 

p. 26 continent 洲 大陸 

p. 31 Mexican 墨西哥的 

     Japanese 日本的 

p. 49 blond/blonde 金髮的 Betty’s sons all have blond hair and blue eyes. 

     Fiancé/ fiancée 

 

□ Pictures—real images 

p. 30 picture of Japanese food (Sushi) 

p. 31 picture of Mexican food (rice and Mexican wrap) 

p. 50 photos of kids: twins, chubby, curly hair (all the pictures use foreign kids as 

examples, blonde hair & blue, brown eyes) 

□ Advertisement/invitation 

p. 54 Invitation 
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To all Jungle Café friends: 

Come to a fun birthday party for September babies. Is your birthday in September? 

Then come and bring your friends! 

Who: September babies, their families and friends! 

Where: Jungle Café 

When: September 30th at 8:30 pm 

Dinner is only $12.99 per person. All September babies get a birthday gift! Come 

for great food and fun! 

Part two: Cultural themes 

Which cultural theme is introduced in the text? Which country does it belong to? 

Symbol:  

□ Country/city names 

p. 13 

Tom: Where are you from? 

Su-lin: I’m from Kaohsiung. 

Tom: Then you know Jason! He is from Kaohsiung! 

Jack: Tom, Kaohsiung is a very big city. Almost 1.5 million people live there.  

Amy: That is a big city. 

* America 

* New York 

p. 26 super sentence: 

What was your favorite food in Bangkok? 

Products: 

□ Food and drinks (食) 

p. 30 Lunch 

Pam: Let’s have Mexican food. 

Jack: I don’t like Mexican food. 

Amy: What about Japanese food? There’s a new Japanese restaurant in the mall. 

Jack: That place is expensive. 

p. 62 food around the world: Italian, Greek, Mexican, Thai, Indian food 

□ Traveling 

p. 15  

Su-lin: I came here last Saturday. I will stay for a month.  

Pam: A month? 

Jack: That’s not a long visit in Chinese culture!  indicate that one month of visit is 

not enough for understanding the culture. 

□ Others: family relationship 

p. 51 
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Jack: This lady is nice-looking. She is holding a little girl, but the girl doesn’t look 

like her. 

Emma: That is Katie and her daughter… Kelly? 

Jack: Kiley. 

Emma: Katie adopted Kiley from China. 

Jack: Cool.  reveal the phenomenon that some children from China were adopted 

by Westerners 

□ It involves learners in problems of culture shock 

p. 17 

Emma: Are you meeting lots of people? 

Su-lin: Yes, but I’m having trouble with their names. English names are hard to 

remember. 

Emma: Chinese names are harder! 
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Checklist of analyzing English learning magazines 

ABC October, 2009 

Topics: 艾咪紐約過冬記 原子小金剛 貪心的獅子 

Part one: Formats 

How is culture-related content presented? In which form is it presented? 

□ Dialogues 

p. 14 

Bill: How do you like New York so far, Amy? 

Amy: It’s great! I especially love the weather. 

Bill: You came during the right season. The air is cool, but it’s still sunny.  

Amy: It’s nice change. Taiwan is too hot and humid for me. And there are even 

typhoons in summer.  

Bill: Just wait a couple of months. You may not like New York’s chilly winter.  

 

□ Contextualized practice activities 

p. 51 Part B—passport of Darlene Lynn Patterson 

Photo           Passport Number: AF 13535 

                Surname: Patterson 

                Given Name: Darlene Lynn 

                Nationality: Canadian 

                Date of Birth: 05 June 1987 

                Sex: F 

                Place of Birth: Sarnia, Ontario 

Question: Where is the woman from?  

□ Vocabulary 

P. 9 Plurk 噗浪—micro-blogger 微網誌使用者 

□ Comparison/contrast 

p. 14 comparison of the weather in Taiwan & New York 

 

Part two: Cultural themes 

Which cultural theme is introduced in the text? Which country does it belong to? 

Symbol:  

□ Country/city names 

p. 14 New York, Taiwan 

p. 46 Africa 

p. 51 Sarnia, Ontario (Canada) 

□ National monuments/natural setting 

p. 16 Sun Moon Lake: 例句 I’m excited to visit Sun Moon Lake. 
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Products: 

□ Literature, folktales 

p. 42-45 The Lion’s Share 貪心的獅子 

□ Movies 

p. 32.33 

Astro-boy 原子小金剛 

Japanese comic character by 手塚治虫 with further explanation 

 

□ Art/crafts 

p. 46 The PlayPump—Playing for Clean Water 好玩又實用的遊戲抽水機 

Many people are poor in Africa. To get clean water, they have to walk a long way. 

Many kids have the job of carrying the water. That means they have no time to play. 

However, these problems are being fixed.  

The PlayPump has come from Africa. It is a kind of playground equipment. Kids 

push it and it moves in a circle. Then they jump on it for a fun ride!.. 

Behaviors/practice:  

□ Other: _____________________________________ 

Car wash 

p. 52 Lyndon High School Car Wash 

 Friday, November 15 

 1 pm to 5 pm at Lyndon Church parking lot 

 Get your car washed by our students for only five bucks 

 Money goes to buying new stationary for our school. 

 car wash by students to raise money is hard to find in Taiwan, and unit of money 

is “buck”.  
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Checklist of analyzing English learning magazines 

Let’s Talk in English—October, 2009 

International Travel and Airports (traveling, travel tips), jobs and careers (a dream job) 

Part one: Formats 

How is culture-related content presented? In which form is it presented? 

□ Contextualized practice activities 

p. 61 Cloze practice 

  Many people want to go to college in America. But it’s not easy to choose a 

college. America has over 3,000 colleges and universities! How do students 

choose their school? 

  When they choose their schools, they have to think about many things. Tuition is 

one of them. Many American schools are very expensive. Harvard University’s 

tuition is over US$27,000 a year! Of course, most schools give many scholarships. 

American students can also get help from the government. 

  Students also have to think about their majors. They may choose them based on 

their interests or job possibilities in the future. Some students can’t make a decision 

right away. But that is OK. They can decide during their first or second year of 

university. This gives them time to try different things. 

p. 62 Reading comprehension 

Would you like to visit the Amazon? People say is one of the natural wonders of 

the world. The Amazon Rainforest covers more than a billion acres. This makes 

it bigger than many countries! Scientists call the Amazon “the lungs of the 

world.” This is because it makes a lot of oxygen. In fact, it makes 20 percent of 

the world’s oxygen. Million of animals and plants live in the Amazon. One acre 

of the rainforest has hundreds of kinds of plants. Some of these plants can be used as 

medicine. But the Amazon Rainforest is getting smaller every year. People destroy 

it. They want more room to build things. Scientists are worried about the rainforest. 

Some think it might be gone after 50 or 100 years.  

 It didn’t mention the location of Amazon Rainforest 

□ Vocabulary 

p. 20 Brazil 巴西 (南美洲) 

    Amazon Rainforest 亞馬遜雨林區 (南美洲) 

    Trip 旅行 旅遊 I’m going to take a trip to China. 

p. 21 fly 飛行 (搭乘飛機)  

Julie is flying to U.S. today. She will be there for six months.  

p. 26 international 國際的 

p. 27 Europe 歐洲 How many places have you been to in Europe? 

Italy 義大利 (歐洲) 
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Exchange rate 外幣匯率 

p. 30 Porsche 保時捷(汽車廠名) 

p. 37 Volkswagen 福斯汽車 

p. 58 Anne of Green Gables 清秀佳人(書名) 

 

□ Pictures—real images 

p. 20 Amazon Rainforest 

p. 21 nation flag of Brazil. Food, souvenir, famous landmark of Brazil (Jesus Statue 

& waterfall) 

p. 26 Italy (three pictures- Milan Duomo, Venice, ships& mask) 

p. 30 picture of Porsche (car) 

p. 51 American nation flag 

 

□ Illustration 

p. 48 illustration of Anne of Green Gables and a book titled “Anne of Green Gables”

□ Advertisement/ Resume 

p. 46 How do you write a good resume? 

Henry Hong 

333 University St. #12 

San Diego, CA 92901 

(858) 555-3245 

HenryHong@mail.com 

Objective: To be a teacher 

Education: University of California at San Diego        San Diego, CA 

           Bachelor of Arts, May, 2004 

Experience: Seaside High School                     2004-present 

            Teacher (10th grade) 

Skills: Fluent in Chinese and Spanish 

      Knowledge of HTML and web design 

 

Part two: Cultural themes 

Which cultural theme is introduced in the text? Which country does it belong to? 

Symbol:  

□ Country/city names 

p. 19 Brazil 

p. 26 Italy, Europe 

 

□ Nation flags 
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p. 21 nation flag of Brazil 

p. 51 nation flag of America 

 

□ National monuments/natural setting 

p. 21 Jesus Statue & Waterfall of Brazil 

p. 62 Amazon Rainforest 

 

□ Other: famous brand 

p.30 Jason: It’s a Porsche. Look at it. 

Pam: A Porsche? I don’t know much about cars. 

     Do you really want a Porsche? 

Jason: A Porsche is my dream car, but Porsches are expensive. 

p. 37  

Emma: Did you see the newest Volkswagen? 

Jack: We sure did! It is such a modern new car! 

Products: 

□ Literature, folktales  

p. 58  

Pam: Anne of Green Gables. It’s one of my favorite books. 

 

□ Traveling 

p. 19 All about Brazil 

Pam: Here is a book about Brazil. 

Jack: Thanks. We are excited about this trip. 

Pam: What do you know about Brazil? 

Jack: I don’t know much.  

Pam: You can learn a lot from this book. It has information about interesting places 

in Brazil. 

Jack: That’s great. Does it have information about hotels and restaurants? 

Pam: Yes. What part of Brazil are you going to? 

Jack: We are not sure yet. 

Pam: You can visit the Amazon Rainforest.  

Jack: That might be fun. 

Pam: Or you can enjoy the beaches. And there are some nice restaurants in the 

cities. 

p. 26 Italy 

Pam: Where would you like to go? 

Amy: Anywhere. I’ve never been to Europe, but it sounds like an interesting place. 
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Emma: You’re right. Europe is interesting. I especially like Italy.  

Pam: Why do you like Italy? 

Emma: There are many interesting things to see and do there. 

Amy: Is traveling in Europe expensive? 

Emma: It can be. 

p. 27  

Pam: Jack should check the exchange rates before he leaves for Brazil. Then he can 

figure out the best place to exchange his money.  

p. 62 Amazon Rainforest 

□ Other: academy 

p. 61 study in US 
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Checklist of analyzing English learning magazines 

ABC November, 2009 

Topics: 一級方程式賽車 聖誕夜怪譚 感恩節快樂 薑餅人 

Part one: Formats 

How is culture-related content presented? In which form is it presented? 

□ Vocabulary 

p. 9 electronic reader (e-reader) 電子閱讀器 

a new technology which is partly used by American coursebooks 

p. 21 take a trip 旅行 

We took a trip to France last year.  

□ Illustration 

P. 38 Skip’s World 

Comic style of stories to teach grammar: 

I’ll be eating lots of turkey and pumpkin pie.  

 talking about Thanksgiving dinner 

p. 40 Thank you, Molly, for this delicious Thanksgiving dinner.  

Part two: Cultural themes 

Which cultural theme is introduced in the text? Which country does it belong to? 

Symbol:  

□ Country/city names 

p. 21 France 

p. 27 Germany (German) 

p. 43 Texas, (USA) 

□ Celebrity 

p. 27 Michael Schumacher (麥可 舒馬克) 

Products: 

Literature, folktales 

p. 32 A Christmas carol 聖誕夜怪譚 

The brief introduction of the movie with four pictures.  

電影報報 (additional information): It mentions this movie is an adaption from 

famous British writer Charles Dickens. And the role of Scrooge was played by Jim 

Carey.  

p. 42-45 The Gingerbread Man 薑餅人 

The story about Gingerbread Man 

On page 43, it mentioned the Guinness Record of Gingerbread Man. In 2006, 

there was a 20 foot (around 609.6 centimeters) of gingerbread which weighed 

1308.5 pounds (588.8 kg) in Texas.  in Chinese description 

□ Movies 
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p. 32 A Christmas carol 聖誕夜怪譚 

□ Leisure activities/sports 

p. 26, 27 

Formula 1 Racing 

… Of all the F1 drivers, Michael Schumacher (麥可 舒馬克) is the most famous. 

This German driver has won seven F1 championships. That is the highest number of 

championships ever won in this sport.  

Behaviors/practice:  

□ Celebration of holidays and festivals 

P. 38, 40 Thanksgiving—very fragmental description of spending Thanksgiving 
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Checklist of analyzing English learning magazines 

Let’s Talk in English, November, 2009 

Topics: Happy Thanksgiving, Comic books 

Part one: Formats 

How is culture-related content presented? In which form is it presented? 

□ Contextualized practice activities 

P 61 Cloze test 

P. 62 Reading comprehension 

□ Vocabulary 

p.37 cent 一分錢(美元) There are 100 cents in a dollar. 

    Pound 磅 (重量單位) James bought five pounds of potatoes at the 

supermarket. 

    Gallon 加侖 (液體單位) 

p. 42 Spaghetti 義大利麵 Let’s have spaghetti for dinner tonight. 

p. 46 pilgrim 清教徒  

    Native American 美國原住民 

    Turkey 火雞 

    Gravy 肉汁醬 

    Biscuits 比吉斯麵包 

p. 48 Thanksgiving 感恩節 In the USA, people celebrate Thanksgiving on the 

fourth Thursday of November.  

Holiday: 假日 節日 Today is a holiday. Most people spend the day with 

family or friends.  

American 美國的 Mandy is an American teacher. She is from the USA.  

Country 國家 What country are you from? I’m from Brazil 

P. 57 football 美式足球 Ivan plays football. It is his favorite sport. 

    Tradition 傳統 We eat turkey for Thanksgiving every year. It’s a tradition. 

p. 59 Spider-Man 蜘蛛人 

    Japan 日本 

 

□ Pictures—real images 

p. 7 Let’s Talk about cook 

Cooking shows (a picture with a Caucasian man teaching how to cook) 

Cookbook (an example of a cookbook named cook with Jamie)  

p. 26 body language (seven pictures) 

p. 42,43,44 food pictures including spaghetti, 橄欖, 包子, roasted chicken, sauce, 

spices, salad 

p. 47 Thanksgiving meal 
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p. 48 pictures of Thanksgiving meal and turkey 

p. 52 picture of pumpkins 

p. 54 pictures of buns- hamburger bun, hot dog bun 

p. 56 picture of football (American football) 

 

□ Illustration 

p. 46 illustration of Thanksgiving 

p. 58, 59 comics of Spider Man, Hulk, and Young Avengers (American-style comic 

book covers and content) 

 

□ Comparison/contrast 

p. 47 celebration of Thanksgiving: In Taiwan, people don’t celebrate this holiday. 

However, in USA or other countries, people celebrate it though the date might be 

different.  

□ Advertisement-flyer 

p. 49 A Thanksgiving Dinner for Everyone 

Thanksgiving is a special time of the year. People get together with family and 

friends to celebrate this holiday. However, some people don’t live near their 

families. Some people are new in town and don’t have friends here. If you are one of 

these people, then come to the Jungle Café! Enjoy a big turkey dinner and 

celebrate Thanksgiving with us! Maybe you will even meet some new friends! 

When: Thursday, November 26, 6:00 pm 

Where: Jungle Café 

Cost: $5 

Part two: Cultural themes 

Which cultural theme is introduced in the text? Which country does it belong to? 

Symbol:  

□ Country/city names 

America-American 

Japan 

Products: 

□ Literature, folktales 

p. 59  

Jason: I have some (comic books) from Japan. They are very popular.  

□ Customs 

p. 56 Thanksgiving custom—say things you are thankful for 

□ Food and drinks (食) 

P. 43,44 spaghetti, salad 
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p. 47, 48 turkey, Thanksgiving meal, pumpkin pie 

□ Measurement 

p. 37  

Tom: Bread is one sale, and it’s $2.00 a loaf.  

Jack: Here’s milk, and it’s $2.49 a gallon.  

     Apples are on sale for 50 cents each.  

Tom: Oh, and ham is $5.00 a pound, I’ll get a pound of that too. 

Behaviors/practice:  

□ Celebration of holidays and festivals 

p. 47 What about Thanksgiving? 

Jason: When is Thanksgiving? 

Pam: Thanksgiving is this Thursday…Thanksgiving is a holiday. Many people 

get the day off. 

Jason: I don’t celebrate Thanksgiving…Thanksgiving is an American holiday. I 

don’t know much about American holidays.  

Pam: Other countries celebrate Thanksgiving too. But they don’t celebrate on 

the same day.  

Jason: We don’t celebrate this holiday at home… 

p. 48 Pam: I really love Thanksgiving food. I love turkey! 

I also love my family’s Thanksgiving customs. We do them every year. 

Jason: You can celebrate this holiday with your family, I am happy for you.  

p. 51 

Amy: Will we have pumpkin pie for the Thanksgiving dinner? 

Emma: Of course! We must have pumpkin pie on Thanksgiving! 

p. 56 

Tom: There is one Thanksgiving custom I haven’t done yet this year…At home, 

every person in our family talks about something we’re thankful for… 

I’m thankful for friends who eat pie with me… the term “at home” is confusing 

sometimes, some “at home” means on US, some means in Taiwan. 

□ Other: body language 

p. 26 Body language 

When we are talking, our bodies often say more than our words. We call this body 

language. Match the body language with the message.  

Good job! I don’t know. I’m sad. Don’t talk to me. You’re so funny! I love you! I’m 

tired. I’m nervous. (each description matches with a picture with different facial 

expression and gestures) 
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Checklist of analyzing English learning magazines 

ABC December, 2009 

Topics: 聖誕節搜奇 Avatar 花衣魔笛手 

Part one: Formats 

How is culture-related content presented? In which form is it presented? 

□ Informative text/descriptive text 

p. 26, 27 Christmas Around the World 

Christmas makes me think of Santa Claus, delicious food, and presents…I was 

surprised to learn that this holiday is not the same everywhere. 

For instance, Santa Claus has so many names! He is known in different nations as 

Father Christmas, Kriss Kringle, and Saint Nicholas.  

I also believed that Santa was helped by cute little elves. In Holland, he has an 

assistant named Black Pete. Also in Holland, gifts are left in the shoes of 

children, not under the Christmas tree.  

Every Christmas, my family would decorate the Christmas tree with ornaments. In 

Spain, people fill the inside of a tree with nuts and candy. Then children hit the 

trees with sticks to get them out. 

As for Christmas dinner, my mom would always make turkey and potatoes. 

Australians have Christmas in beach, so families barbecue on the beach 

instead. In England, on the other hand, plum pudding is always eaten at 

Christmas dinner.  

 

p. 48 Mega Fish 

Where can you find the biggest fish in the world? They live in the rivers of 

Southeast Asia…Zeb Hogan is a scientist who is searching for the world’s largest 

freshwater fish…Then one day, Hogan received a call from some Cambodian 

fishermen, They had found what he was looking for! 

 

□ Contextualized practice activities 

p. 52 Cloze Test 

Amy has just moved to New York. She’s very happy about the weather there. It’s 

much cooler than Taiwan. She thinks Taiwan is too hot and humid, and she doesn’t 

like typhoons. But her friend Bill says she might not like New York in the winter. It 

gets very cold and snowy then. Amy is excited about seeing snow. She doesn’t think 

she will mind the cold at all.  

p. 53 Reading comprehension 

Part A: 

Country Package Price 
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Guam 5 nights/6 days NT $ 35,000 

Thailand 7 nights/8days NT $ 20,000 

Philippines 3 nights/4 days NT $ 9,000 

Vietnam 14 nights/15 days NT $ 45,000 

     Package includes flight and hotel. 

Part B: 

FilmFun Presents 

    The 10th Annual America Youth Film Festival 

    Come and support our nation our nation’s young filmmakers. 

Package ticket price: NT $ 2000 to see all fifteen films. 

Single Ticket Price: NT $200 

Ticket sales: Dec. 1 to Dec. 10 

□ Vocabulary 

p. 9 Sun Moon Lake Ropeway 日月潭纜車 

gondola vs ropeway: 

ropeway is European way to call cable cars; gondola is more commonly used 

(Maokong Gondola) 

Vincent van Gogh 梵谷 (1853~1890) Van Gogh is known for his self-portraits.  

□ Comparison/contrast 

p. 26, 27 Christmas Around the World 

□ Advertisement 

p. 53 part B: FilmFun Presents 

Part two: Cultural themes 

Which cultural theme is introduced in the text? Which country does it belong to? 

Symbol:  

□ Country/city names 

p. 26, 27 Christmas Around the World 

Holland, Spain, Australia, England 

P. 34, 35 Avatar 

U.S 

p. 45 The Pied Piper 

Hamelin (Germany) 

p. 48 Mega Fish 

Southeast Asia 

Cambodian (Canbodia) 

p. 53 

Guam, Thailand, Philippines, Vietnam 

□ National monuments/natural setting 
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p. 9 Sun Moon Lake  

 

□ Nation heroes (history and myth)—famous ppl who have passed way 

p. 9 Vincent van Gogh 梵谷 (1853~1890) 

 

□ Celebrity—famous people who are currently alive 

P. 34, 35 Avatar 

James Cameron (詹姆士 柯麥隆) 

Products: 

□ Literature, folktales 

p. 44-47 The Pied Piper 花衣魔笛手 

The Pied Piper is a legend originated from Northwest part of Germany— 

Hamelin. There’s Weser River throughout Hamelin, and this story was collected 

in Grimm Brother’s work “German Legends”. Hence, the place became a famous 

tourism destination.  

 

□ Movies 

P. 34, 35 Avatar 

Five pictures of Avatar movie 

James Cameron (詹姆士 柯麥隆) wrote and directed Avatar. He is one of the most 

famous filmmakers in the world today… Cameron has made some of the greatest 

movies in history. They include Aliens, The Terminator, and Titanic. Cameron’s 

movies have made over one billion dollars just in the U.S! 

Behaviors/practice:  

□ Celebration of holidays and festivals 

p. 26, 27 Christmas Around the World 
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Checklist of analyzing English learning magazines 

Let’s Talk in English-December, 2009 

Topics: winter sports and activities (winter trips), Christmas (the Christmas party), 

goodbye and happy New Year 

Part one: Formats 

How is culture-related content presented? In which form is it presented? 

□ Informative text/descriptive text 

p. 38 Read it! ICEHOTEL, Sweden 

Sweden’s ICEHOTEL is built every year, and each year it has a new design. 

The ICEHOTEL sits on the shore of the Torne River in a small village. Lots and 

lots of snow and ice are used to build the hotel. The hotel is very big and has room 

for over 100 guests. Every bedroom is unique. The hotel also has a restaurant that 

serves delicious food. The restaurant is not made of ice, but many of dishes are 

served on ice plates.  

p. 39 Read it! Harbin Ice and Snow Festival 

Each January, Harbin holds an international ice and snow sculpture festival. It 

is one of the world’s largest. On the city’s Sun Park Island, snow sculptures amaze 

visitors. Many life-size buildings made from ice are in Snow World. They have 

lights in them, and they look beautiful at night.  

p. 50 Read it! 

We celebrate Christmas in many ways. We give gifts, go to parties and eat good 

food. But why do we celebrate Christmas? What is the meaning of Christmas? 

At Christmastime, people remember then true meaning of joy and peace. Many 

people go to church to celebrate Christmas. They celebrate Christmas because 

Jesus was born. If you visit a church, you can hear the Christmas story. You can 

also learn more about Jesus and the meaning of Christmas.  

 

□ Text presenting foreign attitude and opinion 

p. 51 Ask the teachers: what is your favorite Christmas memory? 

Campbell: I love singing Silent Night at church on Christmas Eve. 

Linda: My family and I always opened presents together on Christmas Day. We 

had so much fun. 

Gabe: One of my favorite Christmas memories is caroling with some friends on 

Christmas Eve.  

 

□ Contextualized practice activities 

p. 61 Cloze Test 

Did you know that people celebrate Christmas on over 160 countries? Each 
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country has its own special Christmas traditions. Here are some. 

  Greece. People in Greece don’t eat meat for 40 days before Christmas. They 

think this helps them prepare themselves for Christmas. Then, on Christmas 

day, they have a big meal. It has meat and many other good foods. 

  Mexico. People in Mexico act out the Christmas story. Children dress up like 

Mary and Joseph, Jesus’ parents. They walk through the streets. They stop at 

houses and ask for a place to stay. But no one helps them. Finally, they come to 

a house whose owners let them come in. They go inside and a party begins. 

  Germany. The tradition of the Christmas tree comes from Germany. People 

in Germany like to buy their tree on Christmas Eve. They decorate it with nuts, 

apples, cookies and other decorations.  

□ Vocabulary 

p. 36 Russia 俄羅斯 

p. 37 Colorado 科羅拉多州(美國) 

    beginner 初學者 Jacob just started to learn Chinese. He’s a beginner.  

p. 38 Sweden 瑞典 (北歐) 

p. 39 festival 節日 慶典 I am going to enjoy the food festival and eat a lot! 

p. 43 Christmas 聖誕節 Dad doesn’t work on Christmas. He celebrates the holiday 

with us.  

p. 45 Merry Christmas 聖誕快樂 

    Santa Claus 聖誕老公公 

p. 46 season 季節 節期 The Christmas season is a very special time of the year. 

     Way 方式 方法 Speak English for 10 minutes every day. That’s a good way 

to practice.  

    Happy Holidays 假期快樂 

p. 48  

eve 前夕 前一天晚上 Tonight is Christmas Eve, so tomorrow is Christmas Day.  

Brunch 早午餐 (遲吃的早餐 用以代替午餐) On Saturday, we eat breakfast and 

lunch together, so we eat brunch.  

New Year 新年 Happy New Year! May your dreams come true.  

p. 51 Jesus 耶穌 

    Christmastime 聖誕節期 

    Handel’s Messiah 韓德爾的彌賽亞 (為講述耶穌故事的大型歌唱劇) 

p. 59 Mount Everest 聖母峰     

 

□ Pictures—real images 

p. 38 Pictures of ICEHOTEL in Sweden.  

p. 39 picture of Harbin Ice and Snow Festival 
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p. 45 picture of a Santa Claus with a little white girl 

p. 46 Christmas shoeboxes 

p. 47 pictures of two stories: The Nutcracker & A Christmas Carol. 

 

□ Illustration 

p. 42 Christmas—an illustration about Christmas related vocabulary 

p. 52 Happy New Year—an illustration of people celebrating New Year’s Day at 

Times Square, New York City.   

 

□ Comparison/contrast 

p. 61 Christmas around the world: Greece, Mexico, Germany 

Part two: Cultural themes 

Which cultural theme is introduced in the text? Which country does it belong to? 

Symbol:  

□ Country/city names 

p. 35 Russia 

Jason: She (Sasha) is in my English class. She’s from Russia.  

Pam: Then she must like winter.--> quite sure about the fact/assumption 

Jason: She does. She loves winter! – a direct association that Russians love winter 

p. 38 Sweden 

p. 39 Harbin 

p. 52 New York City 

p. 61 Greece, Mexico, Germany 

□ National monuments/natural setting 

p. 38 ICEHOTEL in Sweden 

p. 52 Times Square (New York City) 

p. 58 Mount Everest 

Tom: I want to climb Mount Everest! 

Pam: That’s the tallest mountain in the world! 

 

□ Nation heroes (history and myth) 

p. 45 Santa Claus 

Jason: Tom, why are you wearing those funny clothes? 

Tom: I am an elf! Elves help Santa Claus.  

Products: 

□ Literature, folktales 

p. 47 Popular Christmas Stories 

* The birth of Jesus: Jesus was born in a manger. He was born to give the world 
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hope, joy, and love.  

* The Nutcracker: The Nutcracker is a beautiful ballet. It’s about a little girl and 

what happens to her during Christmastime. 

*It’s a Wonderful Life: This is a popular movie about a man during the Christmas 

season. He finds out the meaning of his life in very interesting ways.  

* A Christmas Carol: A rich man doesn’t like people or holidays. But during 

Christmas, he learns a very important lesson about love and helping others.  

 

□ Music 

p. 34  

Pam: (singing) Jingle bells, jingle bells, jingle all the way… 

p. 50 

Tom: (sings) “We wish you a Merry Christmas…” 

All: (sings) “And a Happy New Year!” 

p. 51 Handel’s Messiah 

     Silent Night 

□ Leisure activities/sports 

p. 37 ski 

Amy: Where are you going on your ski trip? 

Jack: Colorado! 

Behaviors/practice:  

□ Celebration of holidays and festivals 

p. 43 Getting ready for Christmas 

Emma: Christmas is coming. It’s my favorite holiday. 

Jason: What do you do for Christmas? 

Emma: I spend Christmas with my family. We talk and eat lots of cookies and 

candy! 

Jason: Do people spend Christmas with family? 

Emma: Yes, families celebrate together. 

Jason: What do you do with your family on Christmas?  

Emma: We do lots of things. We have many traditions. We eat big Christmas 

dinner together at my brother’s house. Then we sing Christmas songs 

together…And after dinner we open the presents together. 

P 46 Christmas shoeboxes  

Tom: You can make a Christmas shoebox. You shop for a small gift. You put 

them in a shoebox… Gifts are a great way to celebrate Christmas. 

Amy: Then we can share our blessings with others.  

p. 48 The Christmas Party 
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Jason: I am spending Christmas Eve with Tom and his family. What about you, 

Pam? 

Pam: My family and I will eat dinner with our uncles, aunts and cousins on 

Christmas Eve.  

Emma: I’m doing that with my family too! 

Pam: Then on Christmas Day, my family and I have brunch together.  

P. 50  

Jason: What’s the Christmas spirit? 

Tom: The spirit of Christmas is feeling and sharing God’s love and peace…(sings) 

“We wish you a Merry Christmas..” 

All: (sings) “And a Happy New Year!” 

p. 51 

Jason: Many people go to church to celebrate Christmas. What else do people do? 

Pam: My family and I go to see Handel’s Messiah.  

Emma: It’s performance. 

Pam: Handel wrote songs about Jesus. These songs are very popular during 

Christmastime.  

Tom: I’ve heard of Handel’s Messiah. I heard it’s wonderful. 

Jason: Christmas is more than just shopping and gifts.  

p. 61 Ways to celebrate Christmas in Greece, Mexico, Germany 
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Checklist of analyzing English learning magazines 

ABC, January, 2010 

Topics: 到尼加拉瓜瀑布瘋跨年 鼠來寶 2 拇指姑娘 

Part one: Formats 

How is culture-related content presented? In which form is it presented? 

□ Vocabulary 

p. 5 Hot Topics 

* Windows 7: It was released in the end of 2009 after Windows XP and Windows 

Vista. 

* Mori Girls:森林女 (Mori-forest in Japanese) 

Mori girls prefer dark colors like brown and forest green. 

* Taipei International Book Exhibition 台北國際書展 

It mentioned “Guest of Honor” is France.  

 

□ Pictures—real images 

p. 12 Toys 

pictures of different toys: Frisbee, hula hoop, action figure, model car 

□ Comparison/contrast 

p. 52, 53 

Love Around the World 愛情學分班 上課囉 

Love is part of every culture. However, dating and marriage have different 

meanings for different people. Michael and Mary are high school students in 

America. One day, Michael asks Mary to go on a date with him. He picks her up in 

his car on Friday night and takes her to a movie. At the end of the evening, Michael 

even gets a goodnight kiss! 

Dating rules are not the same in Mexico. Maria is from a traditional Mexican 

family. Miguel asks her to go out with him. However, when Miguel meets Maria for 

their date, her whole family is with her! In Mexico, it is usual for families to come 

along on a first date. 

In India, the custom is that parents arrange dates for their adult children. 

Mari’s parents hope to find her a husband. However, when Mari goes to Rome to 

study art, she meets Michelino. They really like each other, but they don’t expect to 

get married.  

The American couple may go out several times but they probably won’t get married. 

In America, young people date for years before they find the right person. 

Miguel and Maria may be in a serious relationship after a few dates. In Mexico, 

dating usually leads to marriage right away. It’s hard to say what will happen 

between Michelino and Mari. There are a lot of differences between their cultures. 
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Part two: Cultural themes 

Which cultural theme is introduced in the text? Which country does it belong to? 

Symbol:  

□ Country/city names 

p. 25,26 Germany, German 

p. 61 Maokong, Muzha (Taipei) 

□ National monuments/natural setting 

P. 24, 25 New Year’s at Niagara Falls 到尼加拉瓜瀑布瘋跨年 

How do you spend New Year’s Eve? Do you get together with friends, go to a 

concert, and watch fireworks? Now imagine doing all of this at Niagara Falls! 

Each New Year’s Eve, about 30,000 people go to Niagara Falls, Ontario (安大略

省). Seeing the beautiful falls is only a part of the fun. There are many food stands 

for hungry visitors and great bands play music all night long. 

There are also exciting fireworks shows over the waterfalls at 9 pm and the event is 

free for everyone! 

Do you know about the history of daredevils at Niagara Falls? In 1829, Sam 

Patch jumped over the 52 meters of the falls and lived. Since then, others have 

copied this act of courage. In 1901, Anne Taylor jumped the falls in a barrel! She 

survived, but said “No one should ever try that again.” Still, many people have 

jumped even though it’s against the law.  

So if you ever visit Niagara Falls, just keep this in mind. The waterfalls are a 

wonderful sight, but only from solid ground! 

Products: 

□ Literature, folktales 

p. 44-47 Thumbelina 拇指姑娘 

□ TV shows 

p. 26, 27 

Brilliant Beasts: Dog Genius 天才狗狗 

…Researchers in Germany think that dogs also share this talent (make connections 

between different things). Rico is a dog that knows at least 200 words. If someone 

tells him to pick up an object, he will do it. Once on a German TV show, about 100 

toys were laid out. The TV host showed Rico a picture of a soccer ball and tall and 

told him to get it. Rico had never seen a soccer ball before, but he was able to find it.

 words such as Germany and German were not put into the vocabulary list.  

 

□ Movies 

p. 32 Alvin and the Chipmunks: Squeakquel  

introduction of the movie (with three movie pictures) 
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□ Leisure activities/sports 

p. 54 Kids Design Their Own Roller Coaster 迪士尼讓你自己設計雲霄飛車 

Now at Disney World, kids can design their own roller coaster! The Sum of All Trills 

is new ride at Disney World in Florida.  

□ Other—history 

p. 50, 51 Quack Quack All Aboard 

Some people think duck boats got their name because of how they look. However, 

they were first called D.U.K.W. by armies that used them during WW2. There days, 

duck boats are only used for fun not for war. Cities in America, Japan, and China 

are offering these tours.  

Duck boats were introduced in Taiwan in 2009. Kaohsiung was the first major city 

in Taiwan to have these unique tours. Their tours start at the Confucius Temple in 

Zuoying (左營) and end up n Lotus Pond (蓮池潭). 

Taipei is the next city that will offer duck boat tours. They are planning to start the 

tours in September 2010. This way, visitors can enjoy the upcoming flower 

exposition in Taipei. Taipei visitors will board duck boats at the Taipei World Trade 

Center Hall in Xinyi (信義區). Then they will pass by several famous Taipei 

attractions before entering the Keelung River (基隆河).  

 link with recent event in Taipei (localization) 
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Checklist of analyzing English learning magazines 

Let’s Talk in English—2010, January 

Topics: Welcome to a New Year, Interesting News, computer Games 

Part one: Formats 

How is culture-related content presented? In which form is it presented? 

□ Informative text/descriptive text 

Read it! 

p. 34 

Anne Hathaway was born in New York in 1982. She was named after William 

Shakespeare’s wife. Hathaway’s mother is also an actress. Hathaway got her first 

big role in a television show at 17. After she starred in The Princess Diaries in 2001, 

she became much more famous. Since then, Hathaway has had many big roles in 

major films. Hathaway is also an excellent singer. She’s planning to star in a film 

about actress and singer. Her name is Judy Garland. In her free time, Hathaway likes 

to listen to music, spend time with friends and go shopping.  

□ Contextualized practice activities 

p. 61 Cloze Test 

January p.61 

  I really like tea. Cold tea, hot tea, green tea, black tea, I like them all. But even 

though I drink a lot of tea, I didn’t know much about it. That’s why I decided to take 

a trip to Maokong. Maokong is famous for its view and its tea gardens. The day I 

visited Maokong was cold and rainy. It was a perfect day for some hot tea. First, I 

visited the Muzha Tea Museum. There, I learned all about how tea is grown, 

harvested and then made ready for drinking. After that I visited a teashop and 

discovered how to make tea the traditional way. 

  Making tea the traditional way is fun, but it takes a lot of work. You have to boil 

the water, pour it over the tea and wait for the tea to give flavor. My favorite part 

was the last step—drinking it! 

  I really enjoyed my time in Maokong. Now I really appreciate every cup of tea I 

drink even more. 

 

□ Vocabulary 

p. 9 Party 

- Throw a Party! 

When you throw a party, you have, or host, a party. Many people throw parties to 

celebrate New Year’s Eve, the city of New York throws a party in Time Square. 

Around one million people go there to welcome the New Year! People enjoy 

performances and watch a large ball drop at the midnight. (picture of Time Square) 
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- Political Parties 

Parties aren’t just for fun. A political party is a group of people who share similar 

ideas about government. In the U.S., the two largest parties are the Democrats 

and the Republicans. The symbol for the Democrats is a donkey. The symbol for 

the Republicans is an elephant.  

p. 25 Brazilian 巴西的 

p. 28 bagel 貝果(一種硬麵糰) 

hot chocolate 熱巧克力 (飲料) 

p. 32 

actress 女演員 

Miley Cyrus is Mike’s favorite movie actress. 

p. 34  

William Shakespeare 威廉 莎士比亞 (英國文學家) 

p. 37 Hawaii 夏威夷(美國) 

 

□ Pictures—real images 

p. 33 Pictures of celebrities: 

Christian Bale, Julie Andrews, Sandra Bullock, Meryl Streep in Mamma Mia 

p. 36 travel guidance book: 

Paris, Japan, Swizterland 

p. 37--Hawaii 

 

□ Illustration 

p. 44 Interesting News 

Illustrations of different page of newspaper—international, health, local 

 

Part two: Cultural themes 

Which cultural theme is introduced in the text? Which country does it belong to? 

Symbol:  

□ Nation heroes (history and myth) 

p. 34 William Shakespeare  

 

□ Celebrity 

p. 32 Miley Cyrus 

Tom: There’s an article in it about my favorite actress…Anne Hathaway. 

Pam: Describe her to me. 

Tome: She’s tall and slender with long, dark hair. They’re (her eyes) brown and 

really big.  
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p. 33  

Pam: She was in The Princess Diaries movies… 

Amy: Anne Hathaway. I love her eyes. They are so pretty and big. 

Tom: And she has such a lovely smile.  

p. 34 

Amy: Meryl Streep is a great actress. All her movies are wonderful…Her face can 

express so many different things. And she has really beautiful skin.  

Tom: She does look good for her age. 

 

Products: 

□ Literature, folktales 

□ TV shows 

p. 46 News 

Jason: I’m interested in international news. 

Emma: It is good to know what’s going on around the world. 

Pam: I guess you’re right, but I’m more interested in local news.  

Emma: You can read the local news section.  

□ Food and drinks (食) 

p. 27 I need a favor 

bagel and hot chocolate (Ovaltine) 

□ house life (住) 

p. 16 Morning Habits, Night Habits 

Tom: Do you usually take a shower in the morning? 

Pam: Yes, what about you?  

Tom: I usually take a shower in the morning, too. 

Pam: Do you ever take a shower at night? 

Tom: Sometimes. But I’m usually too tired. 

 Taking about taking shower at night or in the morning, we can see the differences 

of habits 

□ Leisure activities/sports 

p. 9 Throw a Party! 

 

□ Traveling 

p. 24, 25 Can You Help Me? 

Jack: I had a great time in Brazil. 

Jean” I’m so glad! Brazil is a very beautiful country. What did you like best? 

Jack: I liked the people. They are very friendly. And Brazilian food is great! I really 

like their barbecue! 
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(pictures of Brazil: ticket, buildings, food, Stadium, and Jesus Statue, see view, 

travel guidance with explansion—Brasil is Brazil in Portugese) 

Jean: People can get interested in Brazil. 

p. 37  

Tom: Can I climb a mountain on my trip? Where is the mountain in this picture? 

Jean: Hawaii. 

□ Other: language 

p. 28, 29 

Pam: Can you read this card for me? It’s written in Chinese characters… 

Jason: Let’s see… it says, “Dear Mei Mei.” 

Pam: Mei Mei? My friend’s name is Olivia. 

Jason: Mei Mei means “little sister.” Your friend must be younger than her Chinese 

pen pal…Chinese people sometimes call a good friend “brother” or “sister.” 

I like the bird on the card too. It’s a symbol of long life in China.  
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Checklist of analyzing English learning magazines 

ABC February, 2010 

Topics: 中國新年要做甚麼 糖果屋 出國留學必備英文 公主與青蛙 提燈籠慶元宵  

Part one: Formats 

How is culture-related content presented? In which form is it presented? 

□ Dialogues 

p. 30 Studying Abroad: The Big Move 

Rob: I heard you are going to UCLA (加大洛杉磯分校)! Congratulations!  

Bonnie: Thanks, Rob. It’s a dream come true…I still have lots of things to do. I need 

to apply for my U.S visa. Then I have to change some money and find an apartment 

near the university.  

p. 31 

Interviewer: Have you been to America before? What is the purpose of your trip? 

Bonnie: Yes, I’ve been there once on a family vacation. I will study at UCLA. 

Here’s the admission letter. 

p. 32 

Bonnie: I also hope to make some American friends during my stay. 

Rob: Are you ready for an education in the States? It’s a very different learning 

environment from Taiwan.  

p. 33  

Rob: Have you met any nice people yet? 

Bonnie: Yes! Everyone is really friendly. They’re curious about Taiwan. Most of 

them have never traveled to Asia before. 

□ Vocabulary 

p. 9 Hot Topics 

* Chinese New Year Holiday 春節假期 Pauline is plaing her trip to Thailand 

during the Chinese New Year holiday. 

* unfriend 刪除好友 one of the “word of the year” voted by New Oxford 

American Dictionary. Other words are notebook, paywall, birther, choices mom, and 

ecotown.  

* Copenhagen Climate Change Conference 哥本哈根氣候會議 

There are 192 countries participated in the 15th Climate Change Conference in 

Copenhagen, Denmark.  

P. 14 

Overseas 到國外 Ken us studying English overseas. 

Jessie is going overseas to Spain to study. 

p. 25 leave … for 

I’m leaving for Korea on Thursday. 
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p. 29 sweep through 

Facebook is sweeping through the world. 

Add a/an + adj. + touch to +N. 

Let’s add a Chinese touch to this song. 

p. 32 American 美國人的 

Do you like American food? 

Miss-Heather misses the fresh air in Canada. 

p. 54 local 本地的 當地的 

I like to buy local clothes when I travel.  

 

□ Pictures—real images 

p. 51 two pictures of Muppets in Sesame Street 

 

□ Illustration 

p. 40 Skip’s World 

Comics: The kids are celebrating Chinese New Year together at Skip’s house. 

It’s a Chinese custom to put them (Spring festival couplets) around the entrance of 

your house.  

I still have to cook tofu. 

Preparing the New Year’s dinner is part of the fun. 

p. 42 

A: Daniel, is it true that these dishes have special meanings? 

B: Some do. The word “chicken” in Taiwanese sounds like the word “family”. It is a 

symbol of being together.  

A: I was told the word “fish” in Chinese sounds like the word “plenty.” 

Leaving some fish on the plate means we won’t go without things this coming year. 

C: And these dumplings may bring you wealth. Be careful when eating them, 

though. I put a coin inside one of them.  

p. 43: illustration of red envelopes with US dollars 

□ Written information exchange: E-mail/ letter exchange/postcard/text 

P. 22 What Are You Going To Do for Chinese New Year? 

e-mail exchange to an English teacher Annie. 

 

Part two: Cultural themes 

Which cultural theme is introduced in the text? Which country does it belong to? 

Symbol:  

□ Country/city names 

p. 9 Copenhagen (Denmark)  
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p. 28, 29, 30, 51, 52  

America (UCLA, Los Aneles) 

p. 34, 35 New Orleans (US) 

p. 49 France 

□ National monuments/natural setting 

p. 51  

Hollywood’s Walk of Fame (好萊塢星光大道) 

Products: 

Literature, folktales 

p. 24-27 Hansel and Gretel 

 

□ Music/songs 

p. 49 KUSO knowledge 

“Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star” was originally from which country? 

The answer is France. The music first seen in Paris in 1761, although the lyrics were 

different then. 

□ Movies 

p. 34, 35 The Princess and the Frog 

The adventure takes from them through New Orleans during the Jazz Age… See the 

full story in Disney’s The Princess and the Frog! 

 

□ Art/crafts 

p. 50, 51 The Muppets—The puppets with Hearts 

Some of the biggest TV stars in America are not real. They are puppets with big 

eyes and mouths. People handle them and give them funny voices. These stars are 

called Muppets, and they bring joy to many children in America. 

The Muppets were created by Jim Henson. They became famous on Sesame 

Street, a TV show for children. The show started in 1969 and is still broadcasted 

on TV channels to this day. Later, as the number of Muppets grew on The Muppets 

Show (大青蛙布偶秀), so did their popularity… In 1996, the “Tickle Me Elmo” 

doll was a must-have toy during Christmas.  

The Muppets also play a role in education. On Sesame Street, characters introduce 

letters and numbers to young children in a fun way… Sadly, Jim Henson died in 

1990. A year later, Henson was given a star on Hollywood’s Walk of Fame (好萊

塢星光大道)… The Muppets even held a discussion with the U.S. Congress… 

Elmo became a symbol for children’s right to learn. The Muppets are part of 

American culture. They will make children happy for many more years.  
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□ Leisure activities/sports 

p. 28, 29 Hip Hop Nation 

Hip hop is a force that is weeping through Asia. In Taiwan, street dance is 

thriving. Dancing schools can be found everywhere, such as The Soul Dance 

Studio in Taichung. John is the founder of The Soul Dance Studio. His dream is to 

travel to the motherland of hip hop: America. John gets his chance when he is 

invited to “Battle Night”, a monthly stage show in Los Angeles. John and his best 

dancers add Taiwanese touch to their dance by wearing special masks. The 

masks depict supernatural generals called ba jia jiang who guard against evil 

spirits. Two months later, they are ready for America…  

One invitation began a journey to the center of hip hop culture in the United 

States… 

p. 29 editor’s words: Street dance introduction 

* locking- created by Don Campbell during the end of 1960s  

* popping- inspired by locking and was created by Sam Solomon during 1970s 

* breaking- popular around 1970s 

* clowning- created by Thomas Johnson to help children go astray and later was 

developed to krump 

 

□ Traveling 

p. 53 ABC News 

Hot Spring Cook Up Delicious Deals: 

Taiwan is known for its hot springs and delicious food. The government gas decided 

to mix the two together with the Hot Spring Fine-Cuisine Carnival (溫泉美食嘉年

華). It will continue until February 12.  

Behaviors/practice:  

□ Celebration of holidays and festivals 

P. 22 What Are You Going To Do for Chinese New Year? 

Dear Annie: 

     I’m going to get together with my family on Chinese New Year. It is my 

favorite holiday. I’m going to the temple near my house. There will be many festival 

activities there. Of course, there will be many people, too. 

     On the second day of Chinese New Year, I’m going to my grandparents’ house 

in Chiayi. They will give me a lot of money like my other grandparents and maybe 

more than them 

     During Chinese New Year, there will be many happy memories in my life. 

                                          Yu-Hui Kao

p. 46, 47 The Bright Lights of Lantern Festival  
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The Lantern Festival falls on the fifteenth day of the first month in the lunar 

calendar. People all around Taiwan celebrate this event. Lantern Festival is 

such a major holiday that people also call it “little New Year.” Families eat a 

special dessert on this day: a kind of rice dumpling called tangyuan. 

One fun custom is to play a riddle games, People write riddles on paper and paste 

them on a wall. Anyone can try to solve them. If someone can answer a riddle 

correctly, he will get a prize.  

Animals are a common theme (for lanterns), especially the animal for the Chinese 

horoscope sign of the year. 2010 is the year of the tiger, so look out for tiger 

lanterns everywhere! 

In 2010, Chiayi City is hosting the Taiwan Lantern Festival. The people in 

Chiayi have made hundreds of lanterns for the event. So if you want to see the 

colorful Lantern Festival, then plan on visiting Chiayi City. 
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Checklist of analyzing English learning magazines 

LTE Feb, 2010 

Topics: Going to the Olympics, Happy Valentine’s Day, A New Year Party 

Part one: Formats 

How is culture-related content presented? In which form is it presented? 

□ Informative text/descriptive text 

p. 20 Read it! 

Vancouver, B.C.., Canada, is the host city for the 21st Winter Olympic Games. These 

will be the third Olympics in Canada.  

□ Details of everyday life 

p. 50 Healthy Hearts 

In America, February is Heart Month. People pay special attention to heart health 

during this month…Every year, about 32 million people around the world have heart 

attacks…During Heart Month, people ask this question: How can we fight heart 

disease? 

□ Contextualized practice activities 

p. 61 Cloze Test  

  Vancouver, B.C., Canada, is the host city for the 21st Winter Olympic 

Games. These will be the third Olympic in Canada. Over 5,000 athletes from 80 

countries will be there. They will ski, skate, jump or play in more than 86 winter 

sports. Every person and every team has the goal: victory. Who will win gold? 

Which country will win the most medals? These are the questions many people are 

asking. Some think more people will watch these Olympic than any other Games in 

history. The Opening and Closing Ceremonies of the 2010 Winter Olympic Games 

will be inside. This will be the first time ever. 

 

□ Vocabulary 

p. 9 Let’s Talk about Tigers 

Year of the tiger 

2010 is the Year of the Tiger! Tigers live in Asia. People think tigers are brave and 

strong. They are beautiful too! Tigers have interesting fur. Most tigers are orange 

with black stripes.  

Tiger Balm 

A man from China created Tiger Balm over 100 years ago. People rub this balm on 

their bodies. It helps their muscles feel better. People use Tiger Balm for headaches, 

stomachaches and coughs too. People even out it on mosquito bites! 

Go Tigers! 

Many sports teams use a tiger as their mascot. The Detroit Tigers baseball team is 
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one of them. Fu-Te Ni (with a picture) is one of the newest Detroit Tigers. When 

people want to cheer for his team, they say, “Go, Tigers!” 

Tigger 

Tigger is a famous tiger. He is one of Winnie the Pooh’s friends. Tigger is friendly 

and confident. (with a picture of Tigger and Winnie of Pooh) 

- Winnie the Pooh (小熊維尼) 

- Detroit 底特律 (美國) 

p. 19  

Olympics 奧林匹克運動會(簡稱奧運) 

Canada 加拿大 

p. 20  

Vancouver, B.C. 卑詩省溫哥華市 

p. 25 Valentine’s Day 情人節 (2 月 14 日) 

Valentine’s Day is Susan’s favorite holiday. She loves celebrating with her husband. 

p. 31 

Chinese New Year 中國新年(農曆新年) 

Chinese New Year is my favorite festival holiday. I enjoy being with all my family. 

Traditional 傳統的 

Blowing out candles on a birthday cake is a traditional American custom. (Only 

American??) 

Lunar 農曆的 月亮的 

p. 42 East 東部 

Chicago 芝加哥 (美國) 

p. 44 South 南方 

aloha 阿囉哈 (夏威夷問候語 表示再見或喂) 

 

□ Pictures—real images 

p. 18 The Winter Olympics 

Related pictures: Vancouver, B.C., Canada; gold, silver, bronze medal; Olympics 

p. 32, 33  

pictures of jiao-zi and fish. 

 

□ Illustration 

p. 22 Holidays 

Many illustration of celebrating holidays: Lunar New Year, family dinner, red 

envelope, fireworks 

□ Written information exchange: E-mail/ letter exchange/postcard/text 

p. 44 postcard from Anna 
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Dear Jean, 

Aloha from Hawaii! I am really enjoying my vacation in beautiful Hawaii! I have 

visited five of the islands now. The weather is great here. It has been warm and 

sunny every day. There was only one storm, and after it I saw a beautiful rainbow! 

Thank you for planning such a great trip for me. Thanks again, Anna. 

Part two: Cultural themes 

Which cultural theme is introduced in the text? Which country does it belong to? 

Symbol:  

□ Country/city names 

Canada.  

America- Hawaii, Chicago 

 

□ Nation flags 

p. 18 nation flag of Canada 

Products: 

□ Leisure activities/sports 

p. 19 Going to the Olympics? 

Jack: It’s a Winter Olympics hat. A friend in Canada sent it to me.  

□ Measurement 

p. 39  

Most countries use Celsius or centigrade (攝氏) when they talk about temperature. 

But in America, people use Fahrenheit (華氏). Celsius/ centigrade and Fahrenheit 

are two different ways to talk about temperature. Look at the thermometer (溫度計). 

If it is 20 degrees Fahrenheit, what is it in Celsius? 

 only point out America as example 

□ Other: weather 

p. 43 

Jean: There was a tornado near Chicago. 

There is a hurricane moving toward cities in the South.  Here refers to US 

When these storms are near the American coasts, they’re called hurricanes.  

 

Behaviors/practice:  

□ Celebration of holidays and festivals 

p. 30 A New Year Party 

Jason: Happy Chinese New Year!... 

Tom: Are you busy on Saturday night? 

Jason: On New Year’s Eve? No, I don’t have plans. 

Amy: Good! Then come to my Lunar New Year party!... 
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Tom: Lunar, like the moon? You’re having a moon party? 

Amy: The Chinese use a lunar calendar for the dates of their traditional holidays.  

Actually many cultures celebrate this holiday, not just the Chinese. 

And, I’m not only inviting only Chinese people, so I’m calling it a Lunar New Year 

party.  

p. 31  

Amy: Cleaning before Chinese New Year is a traditional activity. 

Tom: Why is cleaning a tradition? 

Amy: Some people say you can sweep away bad luck. 

P, 32 

Tom: We could order pizza! (for Chinese New Year party) 

Jason: (laughs) Pizza! 

Amy: No thank you. I prefer making traditional Chinese dishes.  

Jason, do you think I should prepare a whole fish or a whole chicken? 

Jason: I like fish. My mom always prepares fish. 

Amy: OK, then I will prepare a whole fish. 

Tom: A whole fish? Wouldn’t cutting off the head and tail be better? 

Amy: No! Some people believe that’s not lucky. In Chinese, “fish” sounds like the 

word for “extra”.  

Jason: They want to have more than they need for next year.  

Amy; It’s a tradition. 

p. 33 

Amy: I will make noodles because they are a symbol for long life. 

Jason: How about jiao-zi? Will you make them too? 

Amy: Yes! Tom, jiao-zi are dumplings. 

 

Part four: Culture teaching goal evaluation  

To learn more about foreign culture and customs 

□ It involves learners in problems of culture shock 

P, 32 

Talking about food to eat during Chinese New year 
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Checklist of analyzing English learning magazines 

ABC March, 2010 

你喜歡你的國家嗎 長靴貓 魔鏡夢遊 女兒節 

Part one: Formats 

How is culture-related content presented? In which form is it presented? 

□ Contextualized practice activities 

p. 46 Guandu Nature Park: A Flight into Nature (Cloze Test) 

□ Vocabulary 

p. 9 Taijiang National Park 台江國家公園 

It is the eighth National Park in Taipei which was open in the end of 2009. Related 

vocabulary: black-faced spoonbill 黑面琵鷺 Chinese bullfrog 虎皮蛙 brown 

grass lizard 蓬萊草蜥 Chinese cobra 眼鏡蛇 Kandelia candel 水筆仔 

Daily Apartment Rental 日租套房 

I find a really great B&B (Bed & Breakfast) in Yilan and it just costs NT$ 2000 per 

night.  

p. 26 castle 古堡 There are many old castles in Europe.  

p. 50 cultural 文化的 人文的 

p. 52 writer 作家 

J.K. Rowling is one of my favorite writers.  

It is said that…-> It is said that four is an unlucky number for Chinese. 

People say that the Singapore airport is nice.  

 

 

□ Pictures—real images 

P. 22 picture of Taiwanese streets, food, and a Caucasian boy holding Taiwanese flag

p. 23 a young Caucasian man holds a card “Come and visit my country” and the 

background picture is Hong Kong 

p. 34, 35 8 pictures of Yellowstone National Park. 

□ Written information exchange: E-mail/ letter exchange/postcard/text 

p. 22 Do You Love Your Country? Why? 

Dear Annie, 

I love my country—Taiwan. It is a pretty island. Now, I’ll tell you about this 

place. Taiwan’s scenery is beautiful. At the beach, the sea water is blue and clear. In 

the mountains, you can breathe fresh air and you can see cute animals playing. The 

food in Taiwan is good, too. My favorite dish is fried noodles. It is delicious! 

Is your country beautiful? I like my country’s food and scenery. That is why I love 

Taiwan.                                                     Brain 
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Part two: Cultural themes 

Which cultural theme is introduced in the text? Which country does it belong to? 

Symbol:  

□ Country/city names 

p. 48 KUSO knowledge 

Which county in Taiwan has the largest area? 

 Area 

Taipei County 2052 square kilometers 

Hualien County 4628 square kilometers 

Nantou County 4106 square kilometers 

Kaohsiung  2792 square kilometers  
□ National monuments/natural setting 

p. 34 Yellowstone: America’s Sacred Wilderness 

Yellowstone is the world’s first national park. It was opened in 1898. However, 

Yellowstone has been considered a special place before that. Native Americans saw 

the land as sacred. At least twenty tribes used the land and gave it special names, 

such as “Land of the Burning Ground” and “Summit of the World”. It is how 

they honored Yellowstone for providing them with food and shelter.  

 footnotes: Yellowstone Park is throughout three states of America—Montana, 

Wyoming, and Iowa.  

p. 46 Guandu Nature Park: A Flight into Nature 

Want to bird-watching? A good place to see birds is Guandu Nature Park. The park 

‘s Nature Center provides guided tours to the public. Visitors can learn about the 

environment by going on a tour… Guandu Nature Park has a lot of food and places 

for birds to live. These things attract birds to rest in Guandu each spring and 

autumn. During high seasons, more than 220 birds species rest in the park! 

   

Products: 

□ Literature, folktales 

p. 24-27 Puss in Boots 

p. 52, 53 Warriors 貓戰士 

… Erin Hunter, the writer of the Warriors books, is clever with words. Erin Hunter 

is actually three people! They all live in the United Kingdom and share a love of 

cats. Victoria Holmes, Cherith Baldry, and Kate Cary take turns writing Warriors 

novels 

□ Movies 

p. 32, 33 Alice in Wonderland 

… Alice in Wonderland was directed by Tim Burton. He is famous for making 
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Charlie and the Chocolate Factory.  

 

□ Art/crafts 

p. 49 (KUSO knowledge) 

In Leonardo da Vinci’s famous painting the Mona Lisa, which hand of the smiling 

woman is on top of the other? Right hand 

□ Traveling 

p. 50 , 51 CouchSurfing: Trading Hotels for Homes  

p.50、51 

CouchSurfing: Trading Hotels for Homes 

  It’s easy to meet other travelers abroad. Meeting locals can sometimes be harder. 

CouchSurfing is one way for travelers to get to know the locals. 

  The idea of CouchSurfing is simple. Travelers can sleep over on local’s couches. 

Hosts and guests can find each other through the CouchSurfing Web site. 

CouchSurfing offers travelers a more local experience than staying in a hotel. Hosts 

can meet people from all over the world. CouchSurfing can take part in the daily life 

of the places they visit. 

  CouchSurfing makes cultural exchange its goal. Travelers can tell hosts about 

their home countries. The hosts like to introduce their favorite places to their guests. 

With CouchSurfing, you can see a place like a local! 

  Casey Fenton is the founder of CouchSurfing. He got the idea after the bought 

a cheap airplane ticket to Iceland (冰島) . Fenton didn’t want to stay in a hotel. 

Instead, he e-mailed over 1,500 Icelandic students and asked if he could sleep on 

their couches. Fenton finally found a place to stay for free and got to enjoy the local 

life. 

  Fenton launched the CouchSurfing Web site in 2004. It caught on with travelers 

right away. Members have reported that over ninety-nine percent of CouchSurfing 

experiences were positive. 

  CouchSurfing has become global. Travelers can find a free couch in 62,000 

cites on every continent—including Antarctica (南極洲) ! If you’re going 

traveling, you can count on finding a couch! 

 

 

Behaviors/practice:  

□ Celebration of holidays and festivals 

p. 44,45 Doll’s Festival: A Holiday of Her Own 

  Did you know that girls in Japan have their own festival? Doll’s Festival, or 

Girl’s Day, is celebrated by Japanese every March. This is a day to pray for the 
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health and happiness of girls. 

  Families will display a set of dolls at home. The dolls sit upon a red carpet 

and represent the royal court. When the festival ends, they are put away until 

next year. These are not toy dolls. They are family treasures. The dolls are handed 

down from mothers to daughters over many years. 

  One famous place to enjoy Doll’s Festival is the Awashima Shrine (淡島神社) 

in Wakayama (和歌山) . The shrine is covered in thousands of dolls! 

  On this day, people make another kind of dolls with paper. These dolls represent 

illness and are placed on boats. People believe they can get rid of the girls’ illnesses 

by sending away the dolls down a river. Later, the boats are gathered and set on fire 

in a temple. 

  If you go to Japan, it is worth seeing the Doll’s Festival. It offers a truly unique 

experience. 
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Checklist of analyzing English learning magazines 

LTE, March, 2010 

Topics: Saint Patrick’s Day, Traveling Around  

Part one: Formats 

How is culture-related content presented? In which form is it presented? 

□ Informative text/descriptive text 

p. 38 history 

When Irish people first came to America, many of them were poor. Most 

Americans didn’t treat them well. On St. Patrick’s Day, some Irish people wore 

green as a symbol of their country. They were proud to be an Irish. But some Irish 

people were not proud, so they didn’t wear green. Other Irish people pinched them 

for not having pride.  

p. 49 

Greece is made up of about 6,000 islands. Of these thousands of islands, people 

live on only 227 islands. One way to travel around these beautiful Greek Islands is 

to take a boat.  

□ Vocabulary 

p. 9 Let’s Talk about: Touch 

The Midas Touch: 

If someone has the “Midas touch,” he is very good at making money. Who was 

Midas? He was a king in an old Greek story. King Midas made a foolish choice. He 

wished that everything he touched world turn to gold. His wish came true. 

Everything he touched – his furniture, his food, and even his daughter—turned into 

gold!  

Touchdown: 

When you watch American football game, you will hear the word “touchdown”. A 

touchdown happens when a player carries the ball across the other team’s goal line. 

When a player makes a touchdown, he scores six points for his team! 

p. 20 Facebook Facebook 網站 (又稱臉書網站) 

p.21 curious 好奇的 Sara is curious about Europe. She wants to learn more about 

it. 

p. 25 Italian 義大利的 

Indian 印度的 

p. 26 Greek 希臘的 

Thai 泰國的 

Abroad 到國外 

Henry lived abroad in Brazil last year. 

Sight 觀光景點 
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Taipei 101 is a famous sight in Taipei. 

p. Japan 日本 

Japanese 日本人 

p. 36 

custom 習俗 At Christmas, most people have trees in their homes. That’s an 

American custom. 

Saint [St.] Patrick’s Day 聖派翠克節 

Irish 愛爾蘭的 

p. 38 Ireland 愛爾蘭 

p. 39 America 美國 Carly is an English teacher. She is from America.  

American 美國人 Tina was born in America. She is an American. 

p. 48 

vacation 假期 We went to Europe for our vacation. 

Greece 希臘 

 

□ Pictures—real images 

p. 25 pictures of food 

Indian food (curry rice), steak, Chinese food (小籠包) , Italian food (pasta) 

p. 36 pictures of Irish money, Ireland map, four pictures of traditional Irish images. 

 

□ Illustration 

p. 34 illustration of Saint Patrick’s Day with many relevant symbols—float, bagpipe, 

parade, leprechaun, Ireland, Marching band, shamrock (三葉草愛爾蘭國花) 

 

Part two: Cultural themes 

Which cultural theme is introduced in the text? Which country does it belong to? 

Symbol:  

□ Country/city names 

p.32 Japan 

p. 24 Ireland 

 

□ Nation flags 

p. Irish flag 

□ Nation heroes (history and myth) 

p. 39 About Saint Patrick (footnotes) 

Patrick is a saint of Ireland, but he is not actually Irish. He was born in Wales (威爾

斯). When he was about 16 years old, pirates captured him and took him to Ireland. 

They sold Patrick to a rich man, and he took care of the man’s sheep. During this 
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time, Patrick started to believe in God. After six years, Patrick escaped and then 

became a monk in France. Later he decided to go back to Ireland and tell people 

about God. Patrick taught there for almost 30 years. He taught people about God, 

and he also taught them how to read.  

Products: 

□ Food and drinks (食) 

p. 24 

Tom: Go to Steve’s Steak House. The food is delicious! 

Amy: No. Jean doesn’t like steak. 

Tom: Then try Angelo’s. Their spaghetti is great! 

Amy: No. I had Italian food last night. 

Tom: Why don’t you go somewhere for pizza? 

Amy: Tom, that’s Italian food. 

Tom: Well, what about Yang’s Chinese restaurant? I love their dumplings… 

Pam: We can try the new Indian restaurant across the street from the mall. 

□ Traveling 

p. 27 

Jack: I plan to take her (cousin) to Zorba’s. She loves Greek food.  

Pam: Take her to The Bangkok. The Thai food there is excellent… 

What about another outside activity? You could go for a hike. 

Jack: Maybe. I wanted to hike the Blue Mountain Trail, but the trail is closed. 

p. 48  

Jean: I’m reading an article about traveling around in Greece. My sister is going. I 

want to tell her how to travel around the Greek Islands. 

p. 49 

Tom: Greece has that many islands! I didn’t know that. 

Jean: The article says, “the best way is to take a ferry.” 

 

Tom: Can you book a trip to England for two people? 

Jean: Visiting England is fun. But why England? 

Tom: Grandparents lived there before… When they lived in England, they would 

take train to small villages… Grandma especially liked the village markets. They 

also took the Tube to different places in London 

Jean: The subway is different now. For example, it plays classical music now! 

Footnotes: The London Tube is also called the Underground (地下鐵路系統). It was 

the first subway system in the world.  

□ Other: language 

p. 18 
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Jack: My Nai-Nai is the best! 

Nai-Nai. That’s what we call my father’s mother. 

Pam: What do you call your mother’s mother? 

Jack: We call her Wai-Po. 

 

□ Other: technology 

p. 19 Keep in Touch.. on the Internet 

Jack: I’m sending message to friends on Facebook. 

Emma: Everyone uses social networking websites these days.  

Tom: They’re great for keeping in touch with friends. 

Jack: I agree. I’ve found many old friends on Facebook… 

Facebook members share not only messages but also photos and videos. 

 

Behaviors/practice:  

□ Celebration of holidays and festivals 

p. 32 Read it! 

In most countries, March 14 is an ordinary day. But in Japan, March 14 is a special 

day called White Day. What is What Day? Before we answer this question, we need 

to understand how Japanese celebrate Valentine’s Day on February 14. 

In Japan, women give gifts and chocolate to mean on Valentine’s Day. It is a chance 

for women to let their boyfriends, husbands, and other men know their feelings. 

On White Day, men buy gifts for women. But they must be careful. In Japan, 

different gifts have different meanings. If a man gives a woman the wrong kind of 

gift, he may be in big trouble.  

p. 35 Saint Patrick’s Day 

Amy: Why are you wearing those funny green clothes? 

Tom: These are for Saint Patrick’s Day! 

Saint Patrick’s Day is an Irish holiday. It is on March 17 every year.  

Everyone wears green on Saint Patrick’s Day. 

p. 36 

Pam: I need a green shirt or skirt. I don’t want any problems this year. 

I didn’t wear green last year. People pinched me all day!  

That is a Saint Patrick’s Day custom. 

p. 37 

Tom: I’m reading about St. Patrick’s Day. That phrase is from an old Irish poem.  

Emma: Great. I took a trip to Ireland once.  

Tom: Really? Cool! What can you tell me about Ireland? 

Emma: It rains often there, so everything is very green. And there are lots of sheep. 
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Saint Patrick is important to the Irish people. He helped them a lot.  

People wear green on St. Patrick’s Day because Ireland is so green.  

p. 38 The reason of pinching people who don’t dress in green 

Amy: Are you guys going to the St. Patrick’s Day parade? 

Tom: Of course! I’m going to be part of it! 

p. 39 

Emma: Would anyone like a St. Patrick’s Day drink? It’s green soda. 

Pam: Many people drink beer on St. Patrick’s Day.  

p.61 

  Japanese women can choose one of two kinds of chocolate to give to men on 

Valentine’s Day. The first kind is giri choco. Women give this kind of chocolate to 

hers bosses, coworkers and guy friends. Usually giri choco isn’t very expensive. 

  The second kind of chocolate is honmei choco. Women give it to their husband, 

boyfriends or men that they are attracted to: men they’re hoping to go out on a date 

with in the future. This kind of chocolate is usually more expensive or even 

homemade(自製的) . 

  On White Day, it’s the men’s turn to buy gifts for women. They should give 

the same kind of chocolate they got on Valentine’s Day. But the gifts from the men 

should be more expensive. Men must give carefully. They don’t want to hurt 

anyone’s feelings! 
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Checklist of analyzing English learning magazines 

ABC April, 2010 

Topics: 飲食文化學問多 冰心皇后 旅遊英語 馴龍高手 愚人節快樂 

Part one: Formats 

How is culture-related content presented? In which form is it presented? 

□ Vocabulary 

p. 9 iPad  

2010 NBA Playoffs 2010 年 NBA 季後賽 

L.A. Lakers 

Active Volcano 活火山 

Mount Vesuvius is a famous active volcano. 

p. 16 culture 文化 

Fred is interested in Mexican culture.  

p. 26 Since China is a huge market, more people study Chinese.  

p. 33 Viking 維京人 北歐海盜 

sail 航行 航海 Our boat sailed from England to France. 

p. 35 wonder 奇觀 

Mount Everest is a natural wonder. 

p. 51 aim 

Jack aimed to learn German in one year.  

 

Part two: Cultural themes 

Which cultural theme is introduced in the text? Which country does it belong to? 

Symbol:  

□ Country/city names 

p. 16  

Japan, Mexican 

□ National monuments/natural setting 

P. 34 35 Big, Bigger, Biggest Skyscraper 超大建築狂想曲 杜拜塔 

The world’s tallest building stands in the Middle East. It is the Burj Khalifa, which 

used to be called the Burj Dubai. The Birj Khalifa is 2,717 feet tall, higher than any 

other building in the world. Thirty-five thousand people can fit into the Burj 

Khalifa. That is about the size of a small town. Luckily, the Burj Khalifa has over 

fifty elevators. Some of them can move at the speed of thirty-five kilometers an 

hour. The biggest ones can carry up to forty-six passengers.  

Earthquakes are a big concern for tall buildings. Taipei 101 was the world’s tallest 

building before Burj Khalifa was finished…The Burj Khalifa is a wonder of modern 

architecture. It is a symbol of how people can use their cleverness to do the 
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impossible. 

Comparison chart between Burj Khalifa and Taipei 101. 

□ Celebrity 

p. 61, 62 Alicia Keys—Staying True to Her Soul 

Early in her career, Alicia Keys got what most singers dream of: a contract with a 

big record company. Keys got a deal with Columbia Records after she graduated 

from high school… Clive Davis, a record producer, saw her talent and gave her a 

better deal…Her first album, “Songs in A Minor.” Took the music world by storm in 

2001. Now Keys words with nonprofit organizations that help children to go after 

their dreams. She is helping future performers to find their rhythm.  

 

Products: 

□ Literature, folktales 

p. 24-27 The Queen with the Cold Heart 

□ Movies 

p. 32 How to Train your Dragon 

movie introduction: 

Dragons keep attacking the island of Berk. On it lives a Viking teenager, Hiccup… 

The movie is based on a children’s book by a British author, Cressida Cowell. She 

has written a series of novels about Hiccup’s adventures. Cowell became interested 

in Vikings after taking history classes. Besides writing, she also drew many pictures 

of Viking warriors and the islands they sailed to. 

□ Food and drinks (食) 

p. 15 My main course will be a plate of spaghetti.  

p. 16 Barry: You know what? In Japan, it’s polite to eat remen loudly. It shows that 

the food tastes really good.  

Rachel: That’s interesting. Then what’s a custom for eating in Chinese culture? 

Barry: Well, you’re not supposed to have your chopsticks sticking up in a bowl of 

rice.  

□ Leisure activities/sports 

p. 49 KUSO knowledge 

The game “Rock, Paper, Scissors” was originally from which country? 

China. An early version of the game was played by noblemen in the Han Dynasty. 

However, the game spread to Japan and changed into the game played by children 

today.  

In Major League Baseball games, there are four empires, one near each base. In the 

playoff games, six empires are used: one at each base and two in the outfield along 

the foul lines.  
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□ Other: technology 

p. 50 Sixth Sense Brings Computer World to Life 

Pranav Mistry, a student at the MIT Media Lad (麻省理工學院媒體研究市) 

has invented a new machine called SixthSense. Mistry’s goal was to link the real 

world with the computer world.  

p. 54 Sun Set Twice in Space 

Movies like Star Wars and Avatar have cool scene of suns in the sky. In fact, 

scientists agree that in outer space, suns often come in groups of two or more. 

Avatar was set near a real star system with two suns. 

Japanese scientists were the first to take photos of a young two-star system. 

They used the Subaru telescope in Hawaii to see it. Pictures show rings of dust 

and gas circling around the two suns. 

 

Behaviors/practice:  

□ Celebration of holidays and festivals 

p.44、45 

Easter: Born to Have Fun  

  Easter is a holiday for people to celebrate youth’ and life. It usually falls on a 

Sunday in April. Easter is a very old tradition that started hundreds of years ago. 

  The holiday is named after Eostre, the German goddess of birth. People 

believed she would bless their crops. Farmers also help with the duties on the farm. 

  As time passed, Easter turned into a day to have fun with children. However, 

people still carry out many customs on this special day. 

  Eggs are a primary part of Easter celebrations. People paint them and put 

them in baskets. The Easter Bunny is another symbol because rabbits often have 

many babies. 

  Children get to eat eggs and bunnies made of chocolate. In the United Kingdom, 

people eat about eight million chocolate eggs each year! 

  The Easter egg hunt is a popular game. Eggs will be hidden around a yard. 

Children have to find them in a certain period of time. Easter is truly a day full of 

fun, candy, and happiness. 

 

p. 46 April Fool’s Day 

If you like to play tricks on people, ten you will have fun on April Fool’s Day. On 

this day, people try to fool each other. For example, you can change your friend’s 

alarm clock to be one hour ahead. When he is early for a party, you can say, “Happy 

Fools!” 

Companies have done many hoaxes. In 1998, Burger King put a fake advisement in 
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a newspaper. It said that the restaurant would sell a “Left-Handed Whopper” 

designed for left-handed Americans. Thousands of customers asked for the burger 

the next day. Don’t believe all the media you see or hear on April 1. Anyone could 

be lying. If you’re not careful, you may become an “April Fool!” 

 

□ Table manners 

p. 15  

Barry: All these forks, knives, and spoons confuse me. 

Rachel: Actually, it’s easy. Just remember one thing: start outside, and work your 

way in. 
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Checklist of analyzing English learning magazines 

LTE April, 2010 

Earth Day, Places Around Town, Chinese Customs, Greetings and culture 

Part one: Formats 

How is culture-related content presented? In which form is it presented? 

□ Vocabulary 

p. 9 Let’s Talk about- Eggs 

Easter Eggs: 

This year, Easter is on Sunday. How do people celebrate this holiday? Some people 

decorate eggs. They dye or paint real eggs. Then they decorate their homes with the 

colorful Easter eggs. Why do they decorate eggs? Because Easter celebrates Jesus’ 

life and eggs are a symbol of new life! 

Easter Egg Hunts: 

After decorating Easter eggs, people often have Easter egg hunts. Adults hide the 

colorful eggs. Then children try to find the eggs. Sometimes people use plastic eggs 

instead of real eggs. Adults put candy and treats inside the eggs! 

Egg Rolls: 

At Chinese restaurants in America, people eat egg rolls. You out meat and 

vegetables in a piece of thin dough. Then you dip it in egg and deep-fry it. In Asia, 

American egg rolls are called “spring rolls.” So what is an egg roll in Asia? It’s a 

cookie! Egg roll cookies are long and thin. They are sweet and can be a snack or a 

dessert.  

Good Eggs and Bad Eggs: 

In English, sometimes people are called “eggs.” A good egg is a good person. 

Someone who is kind and honest might be called a good egg. A bad egg is a person 

who is mean or not honest.  

p. 15 Easter 復活節 Bess goes to church with her family on Easter.  

p. 39 mile 英里 

Ted’s home is only a few miles from his office. 

p. 43 cultural center 文化中心 

You can see many interesting shows at the cultural center. 

p. 56 culture 文化 Mrs. Lee likes learning about different cultures. 

□ Written information exchange: E-mail/ letter exchange/postcard/text 

p. 44 invitation card of Earth Day Fair 

When: April 22, 10:00 a.m. to 7：00 p.m. 

Where: The Cultural Center 

At the Earth Day Fair, you can: 

- Discover how to reuse old things 
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- Learn how to save water and electricity 

- Find out how to be green when you’re traveling 

- See the latest green cars 

- Find out which stores and markets sell local food 

- And learn many more ways you can go green at home, work, and school! 

 

Part two: Cultural themes 

Which cultural theme is introduced in the text? Which country does it belong to? 

Products: 

□ Literature, folktales 

p. 26 Charlotte’s Web 

Introduction of this book in Chinese written by American writer E.B. White, it is 

an awarded children’s storybook 

 Wibur is the famous pig in Charlotte’s Web. It’s a children’s book and a movie.  

□ Movies 

p. 30 Old MacDonald 

The song/lyrics of the song 

□ Customs 

p. 51 Chinese Customs 

Amy: A-yi means aunt or auntie in Chinese. A person’s a-yi is their mother’s 

sister… When a Chinese person calls an older woman a-yi, they are showing respect 

for her.  

p. 52  

Pam: Chinese people really value respect. 

Amy: They do. My parents taught me a lot about respect. They especially want me 

to respect my elders. 

Jason: Yes, when an older person enters the room, I stand and greet them. 

Amy: Me too! If they are Chinese, I always say “A-yi Hao” or Shu-shu hao.” That 

means “Hi, Auntie” or “Hi uncle.” 

Pam: Are your parents very traditional, Jason? 

Jason: They can be. 

Amy: My parents are very traditional, too. They really care a lot about customs and 

manners… For example, when people praise my parents, they don’t accept it.  

If people praise their children, my parents won’t accept that either… 

That used to bother me, but then I learned. My parents are just trying to be humble.  

Pam: That’s very different from America customs. 

Amy: Right. In America if someone praised you, you say “thank you”. That is 

polite.  
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When you meet a foreigner, be careful of your manners. 

Never ask Never say: 

How old are you? You look tired. 

How much do you weigh? You’re fat/ you look fatter. 

How much money do you make? You have bad skin. 

Are you pregnant? You look older 

When will you get married?  

Did you gain weight?   
□ Measurement 

p. 39 mile 

 

Behaviors/practice:  

□ Celebration of holidays and festivals 

p. 14 

Jason: Emma, what is Easter? 

Emma: It’s a spring holiday. Easter is April 4 this year. That’s this Sunday…On 

Easter, people celebrate the gift of life.  

p. 15  

Do you remember Christmas? We celebrated the birth of Jesus… A few days before 

Easter, some people killed Jesus. But on Easter he was alive again. 

We celebrate Jesus because he came back to life. 

Come to church with Pam and me on Sunday morning.  

p. 42 

Pam: tomorrow is Earth Day! 

Jack: When we take public transportation, we help the environment.  

Pam: Let’s celebrate Earth Day for one month, not just one day! 

P. 43  

Pam: Amy and I are going to the city government’s Earth Day Fair… We will learn 

about how we can go “green.” 

p.61 

  People in many countries celebrate Easter. They eat candy and have Easter 

egg hunts. But Christians celebrate new life on Easter! Christians remember 

the life and death of Jesus. They believe Jesus is God’s son. He lived in Israel 

about 2,000 years ago. He did many miracles. He also taught people how to know 

God. 

  When Jesus was 33 years old, he was accused of crimes. He did not do these 

crimes. In fact, Christians believe Jesus never did anything wrong. But he still died 

on a cross. Three days later, he rose from the dead! Easter celebrates that special 
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day. 

  Jesus never did anything wrong, but he died anyway. Christians believe he died 

for all the things we do wrong. He took the punishment we deserved. That’s why 

Christians believe Easter really is a time to celebrate! 

 

 

□ greeting/introducing a person/farewell 

p. 55 Greetings and Culture 

Tom: Asking someone “Have you eaten?” is a tradition Chinese greeting. 

I also just read an article about greetings in different cultures.  

In Greece, you slap another person’s back as a greeting. It’s more common than 

shaking hands. 

In some cultures, you greet people with a kiss. 

Pam: I greet my mom with a kiss on the cheek. 

Emma: I’ve also heard you can bow as a greeting.  

p. 56  

When you are traveling in other countries, learning the rules for saying hello is 

important. Greetings can be different in different countries.  

In my countries, people shake hands when they meet. In some places, people kiss a 

person’s cheek or both cheeks. In other places, people greet with three kisses! 

People who live near the Arctic Circle rub noses. In Japan, people bow or nod to 

another person. Different phrases for greetings include, “I’m happy,” “I see you” 

and “Love be with you.” 

Before you travel, learn how to greet others. The right greeting can make your trip 

even better. 
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Checklist of analyzing English learning magazines 

ABC May, 2010 

木偶奇遇記 Shrek 4 上海世博會 慶祝母親節 

Part one: Formats 

How is culture-related content presented? In which form is it presented? 

□ Vocabulary 

p. 9 Hot topics 

2010 Penghu Fireworks Festival 澎湖海上花火節 

It is the eighth year of the Fireworks show in Penghu.  

p. 33 long to + V 渴望 

Marvin longs to return to America.  

p. 51 central 中心的 中央的 

The train station is in central Bangkok.  

Downtown 鬧區的 

Tammy goes to downtown New York for shopping. 

 

□ Pictures—real images 

p. 12, 13 occupations 

use twelve pictures to introduce twelve occupations—mail carrier, hairdresser, taxi 

driver, businessperson… 

 

Part two: Cultural themes 

Which cultural theme is introduced in the text? Which country does it belong to? 

Symbol:  

□ Country/city names 

p. 50 The New Kaohsiung 

Taipei isn’t the only exciting city in Taiwan anymore. Visitors are turning their 

sights south to Kaohsiung.  

Kaohsiung is the second largest city in Taiwan. The Love River (愛河) it its 

most famous landmark. The river was once used for farming. Then it was used to 

ship goods to and from the city.  

The city is home to many factories, so pollution has been a problem. The river was 

once so dirty that it was called “the black river.” …Now you can enjoy nature parks 

and peaceful out door cafes along the banks of the Love River.  

When should you visit Kaohsiung? Anytime is fine because it has nice weather all 

year round! Visiting the sight is easy, too. The MRT and the bus system make it 

convenient to get around the city. One place you can’t miss is Central Park (中

央公園). It seems like an ordinary park during the day. It seems like an ordinary 
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park during the day. At night though, it comes to life! You can hear music from the 

bars and restaurants nearby. Artists have also created a colorful walkway that lights 

up at night. If you love shopping, you must check out Shinkuchan (新崛江) in 

downtown Kaohsiung. Lots of great clothing and shoe shops are found in its 

narrow streets.  

□ Celebrity 

p. 61 Kelly Clarkson—Anything But Ordinary 

Kelly Clarkson is a famous international singer. She has sold millions of albums 

and gained millions of fans with her popular song and strong, skillful voice…In 

2002, Kelly became famous when she won a competition on the television show 

American Idol. I 2006, she won two Grammy awards for her second album 

Breakaway. Kelly’s exciting tours take her around the world—if you’re a fan, make 

sure not to miss her Taipei concert on May 6! 

 

Products: 

□ Literature, folktale 

P. 24-27 Pinocchio 

□ Movies 

p. 32, 33 Shrek: Forever after 

□ Leisure activities/sports 

p. 34 Strictly Asian Ballroom 舞動人生 

Belinda Adora came from the Philippines. Her dream was to win the gold medal at 

the Southeast Asian Games…After Belinda had lost at an earlier competition in 

Singapore, her confidence was damaged. Worse, she heard that there was a couple 

from Thailand who were very talented. She and her partner Michael Mendoza 

practiced more…At the SEA competition; she had to do “the jive.”… For the 

Philippines, the gold medal was a victory.  

 

□ Traveling 

p. 50 The New Kaohsiung 

p. 44, 45 World Expo Promises “Better City, Better Life” 

  Visitors will head to Shanghai for the 2010 World Expo. It will run from 

May 1 to October 31, 2010. Around seventy million people will come to the city. 

  The theme of the Expo is “Better City, Better Life.” Participants can use the 

Expo as a platform to exchange valuable ideas for how to create nicer cities. 

  Shanghai plans to make itself into a living guide for the event. The Bund (上海

灘) will be turned into a walking area with green space. The city aims to lead by 

example. 
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  Taiwan will also make its mark on the World Expo. Lee Chu-yuan, who is 

famous for his work on Taipei 101, will design Taiwan Pavilion. 

  The pavilion will look like a “sky lantern.” There will be a huge ball hanging 

from the ceiling inside the pavilion. It will display Taiwan’s treasures on its screen. 

  Lee said that past World Expo had a focus on technology, but this is changing. In 

his opinion, future World Expo should increase their attention on people. The 

Taiwan Pavilion puts these two things together this year. 

 Related Taiwan to this event 
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Checklist of analyzing English learning magazines 

LTE, May, 2010 

Topics: What Kind of Music, Baseball, Win a Trip to Japan, The World Expo 

Part one: Formats 

How is culture-related content presented? In which form is it presented? 

□ Contextualized practice activities 

p. 61 Cloze Test 

  Do you like country music? Many people aren’t too crazy about it. They prefer 

pop music or rock‘n’roll. Others like hip-hop, jazz or classical music. 

  Many people from the southern part of the United Stated like country 

music. Country music has a special sound. The words are real and honest. They 

talk about good and bad things in daily life. 

  Some popular country musicians are Garth Brooks and Shania Twain. They 

both have nice voices and their music is good. But their albums at a music store 

and listen to them. You shall enjoy country music! 

 

□ Vocabulary 

P. 27 fiancé/ fiancée 未婚夫 未婚妻 

p. 43 Cracker Jack 爆米花裡層焦糖和花生混合在一起的一種零食 

p. 47 trip 旅行 Did you enjoy your trip to England? 

Asia 亞洲 

I’m reading an article about Greece. 

p. 49 national 國家的 國內的 全國的 

This is the national song of Japan. 

Foreign 外國的 

Jane often travels to other countries. She has many foreign friends. 

p. 53 

World Expo 世界博覽會 

Shanghai 上海 (中國) 

Denmark 丹麥 

 

□ Pictures—real images 

p.22 pictures of a DJ and fans (hold a card of “we love BSB-Backstreet Boys”.  

p. 43 pictures of hot dog and Cracker Jack 

p. 46 pictures of different countries: Hong Kong(sea view), Japan (street, god, sea 

view), Taipei (101), Singapore(sea view), Korea (buildings) 

p. 49 picture of a Caucasian girl wearing Japanese traditional costume (Kimono) 

p. 52 pictures of the World Expo 
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Stadium (3), symbol of the World Expo (1), Shanghai (1), Denmark (1) 

 

□ Illustration 

p. 45 Foreign Travel 

illustrations of words related to foreign travel” travel book/guidebook (Paris); 

immigration, luggage claim 

 

Part two: Cultural themes 

Which cultural theme is introduced in the text? Which country does it belong to? 

Products: 

□ Music 

p. 43 baseball song 

Take me out the ball game. 

Take me out to the crowd. 

Buy me some peanuts and Cracker Jack. 

I don’t care if I never get back…. 

p. 61 Country music 

□ Leisure activities/sports 

p. 43 

Jack: I would have loved to go to that game (ball game) 

Tom: I could have eaten hot dogs and peanuts there!.. 

Jack: Watching baseball always makes me want to eat peanuts… It reminds me of 

that song we sing at baseball games.  

 

 

□ Traveling 

Pam: I’m interested in Asia. So I’m reading a book about Japan.  

p. 49 Jack and Pam both have knowledge of foreign travel. They like foreign 

countries. They can make hotel reservations. They know to keep a copy of their 

reservations. Of course Jean likes foreign travel, too. She’s a travel agent! Today 

she is wearing the national costume of Japan. 

 There’s no vocabulary related to Japanese culture being taught, not go deep. 

□ Other: exhibition 

p. 52, 53 The World Expo 

Tom: I’m reading about the 2010 World Expo in Shanghai. It’s an international fair. 

Actually it’s not like the World’s Fair. It is the World’s Fair. But now people call it 

the World Expo.  

Amy: People invent many things and show them at the World Expo, don’t they? 
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Tom: That’s right! Countries share ideas there too. 

This year the fair’s theme is “Better City, Better Life”… The ideas will help people 

improve their cities. The ideas will help cities go green too! 

Amy: Countries are inspiring each other. 

Tom: It started on May 1 and will last for six months. 

p. 52  

Tome: Around 70 million people will come! 

Many countries have designed cool buildings so they can display their ideas. 

Denmark is encouraging people to share bikes, so its building has hundreds of 

bikes. 

p. 54 The World Expo 

The World’s Fair/ The World Expo 

The first World’s Fair happened in London in 1851. People invented new machines 

and showed them there. There were 13,000 exhibits there! 

Since 1851, more than 50 World’s Fairs have happened around the world… 

Today, people often call these events World Expos. The 2010 World Expo in 

Shanghai is the largest World Expo in history! 
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